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SUMMARY
Single-point measurements were made in three single-stream  axisymmetric
mixing layer flows:
1 ) undistorted.
2 ) subjected to simultaneous strong divergence and strong stabilizing curvature.
3) subjected to sim ultaneous m oderate divergence and m oderate stabiliz ing
curvature, followed by a region of destabilizing curvature and divergence.
Curvature and divergence were imposed by means o f deflecting surfaces in the
irrotational region of the flow.
The contraction boundary layer, found to be contam inated with Taylor-
G ortler vortices, was bled o ff and a new one formed which was turbulent at 
s e p a ra tio n .
The data in 1) were found to be broadly in agreement with other workers,
but approach to an asymptotic state is clearly non-monotonic contrary to popular 
belief. No evidence could be found to support Hussain & Zedan’s (1978) suggestion 
that the higher order moments take longer (than moments o f  a lower order) to 
reach  se lf-p reserva tion .
In the stabilised region o f case 2) the large scale structures were suppressed 
but not destroyed. The intensifying effect of the divergence is such that it initially 
serves to resist the suppression o f the large scale structures, whilst la ter in the 
flow it produces a more rapid recovery than was observed for curvature alone 
(Castro & Bradshaw (1976)). The unwanted effect of the deflecting surfaces on the 
turbulent structure became significant towards the end o f the mixing layer as the
curvature approached zero.
In the early part o f case 3) the effects o f the divergence and stabilizing
curvature were seen to approxim ately “cancel” each other, in contradiction of 
Smits & Joubert (1982), where the divergence was found, surprisingly to r e in f o r c e
the curvature’s stabilizing effect. The Reynolds stresses and triple products appear
to  vary qualita tive ly  as the lagged s tra in s, although  q u an tita tiv e ly  the
destabilizing effects are unlikely to have been absent in the lagged region of 
c u rv a tu re .
Investigation of a purely divergent layer (and also a plane layer) was
initiated, but measurements were not satisfactorily com pleted. Some plane layer
results are, however, presented to enhance the discussion of the undistorted 
axisym m etric layer.
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NOMENCLATURE
B Slope of hot-wire calibration.
B' Slope of hot-wire calibration after correction.
C Coefficient for conversion o f Pitot reading to m/s.
Q  Wall friction coefficient.
Ck Constant in Collar’s equation for calculation o f pressure drop
coefficients o f screens, (equation 2 .2 . 1 )
Cpe Outlet wall pressure coefficient for the contraction.
Cpi Inlet wall pressure coefficient for the contraction.
D Diameter of the outlet duct (D = 326mm), or outside diameter of
Pitot tube.
D Param eter in “ self-preserving” equations £ D = 2(x^x )]
d Inside diameter of a Pitot tube.
E Voltage measured from anemometer bridge.
E02  Intercept on hot-w ire calibration.
E (k ) Three dimensional wave number spectral density.
ES Relative eddy strength.
e Extra strain rate.
eef f  Effective extra strain rate.
e(f) 2  Mean square o f filtered signal.
e (total) 2  Mean square o f unfiltered signal.
FU,FV,FW Flatness factors of streamwise, transverse and lateral
com ponents respectively , 
f  F re q u e n c y .
A f Bandwidth o f filters.
Go.25 Growth rate on the low velocity side o f the undistorted layer
(U/Umax = 0 to 0.25).
Go .95  Growth rate on the high velocity side o f the undistorted layer
(U/Umax = 0 to 0.95).
H Head of Water (mmH20 )
h The distance, normal to the deflecting surface, between the
mixing layer centre line and the deflecting surface, 
h 1 ,2 ,3  Orthogonal m etric coefficients.
K Pressure drop coefficient o f settling cham ber screens
or constant (= F(k/ks))
k Wave number in the streamwise direction.
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Error in s due to the misalignment of the traverse direction 
with the local normal to the centre line.
Skewness factors u, v & w respectively.
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Time.
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u 2 max, etc at x=1492mm.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 G e n e r a l  I n t r o d u c t i o n
One o f the more com plicated flow phenom ena, and certainly the more 
likely, is that o f turbulent flow. Solution o f the equations governing turbulent 
motion, the full time dependent Navier-Stokes equations, has only recently become 
possible, with the advent o f the super-computer, for a lim ited range of Reynolds 
numbers. Such solutions are certainly not yet possible as a general engineering 
tool, and are unlikely to become so for the foreseeable future. Approximations of
the Navier-Stokes equations are, therefore, required for present and future needs, 
im plying classification of flows into different types. Basically, two methods of
approximation are used. These are the Reynolds averaging o f the Navier-Stokes
equations, which retains the non-linearity  but not the tim e dependence, or 
linearizing of the equations, by neglecting some gradients and non-linear terms, 
to retain the time dependence. (A third method, reviewed by Reynolds (1976), 
involves a time j dependent sim ulation of the large structures com bined with a 
model for the small scales. As Smits & Wood (1985) point out this method looks very 
prom ising, but must still at present be regarded as a research tool, as its 
application is far from routine.) Based on these approximations models of different 
classes of flow can be produced to varying degrees of success by zonal modeling or 
attempts at a universal model (which, as suggested by Kline (1980-81), is unlikely 
to occur in the near future due to the complexity of turbulent motion).
Experimental study of various classes of flows is vital to further the physical 
understanding of their structures and to provide a data base for calculation
methods. The flow classifications to be concentrated on are, as suggested at the 
1980-81 Stanford Conference on Complex Turbulent Flows, the more basic flows, 
w ith wide ranging applications as opposed to ones perta in ing  to a specific 
p ro b le m .
One such basic class is the shear layer, a flow in which stress gradients are
large enough to affect the mean flow. If the shear layer is extremely thin, in the
sense that longitudinal velocity gradients are much less than transverse velocity 
gradients, that is for an extra strain rate, e,  (where e is any strain rate other than 
3 U /3y ) 10e(5U /3y ) -1 «  1 (where «  denotes a factor o f inequality of not much less
than 100) (Bradshaw (1975)), then the streamlines will be nearly parallel, the rate 
of strain 3 U / 0 y  will be dominant and the effect o f e on the turbulence structure
will be negligible. Under these conditions a “simple” shear layer exists and many
o f the terms in the governing equations are negligible. In many engineering
flows, however, “simple” shear layers do not occur because one or more o f the
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above restrictions is violated. One violation of the above conditions, o f practical 
engineering im portance, occurs when a shear layer is subjected to stream line 
curvature, divergence, or both.
As stated above extra strain rates are known to have large effects on the 
turbulence structure o f a shear layer. C urvature has the effect o f either 
stabilizing (reducing the turbulent kinetic energy o f the flow) or destabilizing 
(increasing the turbulent kinetic energy of the flow) turbulence within the shear 
layer depending whether the curvature is concave or convex (with respect to the 
low velocity side). Curved boundary layers are usually described with respect to 
their high velocity side, making concave curvature destabilizing and visa versa. 
Mixing layers, however, are usually described with respect to the low velocity side. 
For clarity, therefore, curved flows discussed will be referred to as stabilizing or 
destabilizing. Laterally  divergent and convergent shear layers exhib it sim ilar 
intensifying and suppressing effects, rather like the destabilizing and stabilizing 
effects of curvature.
The effects of the extra strain rates, implicit in the equations describing the
1 n
transport of turbulent kinetic energy, ~  q , and shear stress, u v , (3.2.20 & 3.2.22
respectively), are known to be up to an order o f magnitude larger than expected 
from the size of the explicit “generation” terms (Bradshaw (1975)). A simple 
form ula for qualitatively predicting the effects of weak extra strain rates on
g
turbulence quantities is 1 + (X“— r -  where a ,  the m easure o f the “unexpected
oU /oy
largeness” of the effect of the extra strain rates, is found empirically and is of the
d V / d x
order of 10. For the effect of streamline curvature this becomes 1 + (X i r — r ~_ aU /3y  
w 2 d W / d z
although a better form for the effect o f divergence is 1 + a 2 =  as it
u v  oU /oy
represents the ratio o f the production o f w2 to the production o f u 2 . This
“unexpected largeness” o f the effect of the extra strain rates is due to the fact that 
large changes also occur in the redistribution and destruction term s of the 
transport equations. These large changes are due partly to the “rapid” terms of the 
pressure strain, and also to the pressure strain term as a whole, as a result of the 
change in the structure o f the turbulence. Even if  ex tra  strain  rates are 
significant, many shear layers will still obey the thin shear layer approximation 
(originally developed by Prandtl) or, as in the case of Castro & Bradshaw (1976), 
the fairly thin shear layer approximation (Bradshaw (1975)) where e (5 U /3 y ) ' 1 «  1 
and lO e(0 U /3 y ) ‘ 1 < 1 respectively. In the fairly thin shear layer approximation the 
small terms in the governing equations are not neglected but are approximated.
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In flows where the extra strain rates are changing rapidly, the structure of 
the turbulence will depend on the history o f the extra strain rates as well as the 
history o f the mean shear. To account for the history of the extra strain rates in a 
model o f a flow a transport equation for the turbulent length scale would suffice, 
but as such equations are not well understood, a simpler method is desirable. The 
simplest method is to suppose an effective strain rate, eef f t dependent on e and the 
rate of change of e.  Bradshaw (1973) suggested using a first order differential 
equation of the form,
where e -  ~  or t ~ . X in equation (1.1.1) is a “time constant” representing the 
ox oz
memory o f the stress containing eddies. Bradshaw suggested that a suitable 
estimate of the memory t i me  of the stress containing eddies is given by the ratio
between the turbulent kinetic energy and its rate of production. This memory t i me
is then multiplied by the convection velocity (UC« U  on the mixing layer centre
line) giving the “time constant”, X, as;
layer X ~ 108). It will be seen later that in the moderately strained mixing layer ■ =
q2
is almost constant at a value of approximately 0.15. Bradshaw ’s first order lag 
approach has been found to be successful for a flow with small extra strain rates 
that are rapidly changing, but it is not so applicable for flows with large extra 
strain rates.
( 1 . 1 . 1 )
av aw
j q 2 u
x= ------- (1 .1 .2 )
where the mean shear production rate is used for simplicity.
9u u,max
9y A
a n d  U = 0.67U,max (1 .1 .3)
u v
and in the undistorted mixing layer, 0.15 making X ~ 2 A (for a boundary
u v
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Plane and axisymmetric single stream turbulent m ixing layers have been 
investigated by many workers over many years (Liepmann & Laufer (1947), 
W ygnanski & Fiedler (1970), Castro (1973), Champagne et al (1976), Hussain &
Zeden (1978), Husain & Hussain (1979), Hussain & Clark (1981) and many more). In 
contrast, few investigations of “complex” mixing layers have been made, and the 
only detailed investigations o f mixing layers subjected to extra strain rates are 
those of Castro & Bradshaw (1976), who investigated a single stream mixing layer
subjected to strong stabilizing curvature producing the extra rate o f strain 3 V / 3 x ,
Gibson & Younis (1983) who investigate/ a single stream mixing layer subjected to (Lii
moderate destabilizing curvature and Masuda & Andoh (1989) who investigated the
effects o f both stab iliz ing  and destab ilizing  curvature on a single stream  
developing mixing layer. Also, investigations of the effects of lateral divergence 
on two stream mixing layers, producing the extra rate of strain 3 W / 9 z ,  were
conducted by Keffer et al (1978), and Paschereit et al (1988) (the la tter also
investigated the effects o f lateral convergence). Investigations o f the effects of 
curvature and divergence on other types of shear layer are discussed in later sub­
sec tio n s .
Two or more extra strain rates may occur in a shear layer and it is believed 
that the effect of one o n the turbulence structure will affect the response of the
structure _to  ^ the second. Evidence for this has been given by Smits et al (1979)
(reviewed in detail in section 1.4) in a turbulent boundary layer subjected to an
“im pulse” of curvature followed by a region of lateral divergence, by Smits &
Joubert (1982) in an investigation of a turbulent boundary layer on arbitrary 
bodies of revolution and more recently by Castro (1988) in a curved mixing layer 
bounding a separated region. The overall objectives of the present work are,
therefore, to investigate the effects on a single stream  m ixing layer of (i)
combined strong stabilizing curvature and divergence and (ii) m oderate curvature 
and divergence, the curvature changing from a stabilizing to destabilizing sense 
with downstream distance. Producing such distortions in an initially plane mixing
layer would be difficult, and therefore, an axisymmetric flow was chosen, making 
the determination of quantities such as divergence relatively simple. Such a flow 
is also simpler from the computational point of view. Flow (i) was achieved by 
impinging the axisymmetric je t on a wall normal to the je t centre line (figure 1 .1) 
w hilst flow (ii) was achieved by “stretching” the axisym m etric m ixing layer
round a centre body mounted on the je t centre line. The draw back o f an
axisymmetric flow is that the amount of potential flow is more limited (and in case 
(i) the depth of potential flow along the wall decreases at a rate which is faster
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than 1/r, where r is the radius from the je t centre line) than it would be for a 
planar flow.
The following sections of the present chapter discuss;
1) the undistorted mixing layer and factors affecting the differences between 
various w orkers
2 ) the effects of streamline curvature on mixing layers, other shear layers and 
turbulence in general
3) the effects of streamline divergence on mixing layers, other shear layers 
and turbulence in general
4) the effects of combined extra strain rates on turbulent boundary layers
5) the scope o f the present investigations
1.2 T h e  U n d i s t o r t e d  M i x i n g  L a y e r
Plane m ixing layers and axisym m etric m ixing layers are both, by 
defin ition , two dim ensional flow s. A lthough a se lf-p reserv in g  form  is a 
convenient method of presenting the undistorted mixing layer data it is, however,
not strictly possible for an axisymmetric layer to become self-preserving as the 
ratio of the layer thickness to je t radius is n o t  constant. This produces a non­
constant term, D , in the “self-preserving” form o f the governing equations. This
is dem onstrated by the “self-preserving” axisym m etric form  o f the continuity 
equation 1 .2 .1  compared with the equivalent plane form in equation 1 .2 .2 .
d f vY  11 ^ 
a n j u i 1 +  I d
3 U /U r
an
Tl i + =  0 (1 .2 .1 )
where D = ^2 ( x - x q )
av/ur au/ur 
5rj 5rj
rj = 0 (1 .2 .2 )
The “ self-preserving” region of an undistorted axisymmetric m ixing layer is also 
limited in length because, as the mixing layer reaches the end o f the irrotational 
flow region fluctuations on the high velocity side of the mixing layer, on the 
opposite side of the jet, will have an increased effect on the part of the mixing 
layer being studied.
Studies of the coherent structures have greatly added to the understanding 
o f the structure and evolution of a mixing layer and have become an important 
area o f investigation. Brown & Roshko (1974) were first to pictorially emphasize
the importance of the large structures of a mixing layer and many investigations 
o f the large coherent structures have been conducted since, involving mainly
flow  v isualisation  studies. H ussain (1986) review ed the work on coherent 
structures and highlights the need for quantitative data in this field requiring the
classification  o f the structures by modes and param eter sizes. The present 
investigation is confined to time averaged and spectral m easurem ents, although 
further work could include an investigation o f the effects o f curvature and 
divergence on coherent structures. Time averaged studies o f undistorted turbulent
mixing layers are included in the reviews by Birch & Eggers (1972) and Rodi
(1975) on free turbulent shear layers in general. They summarize works such as 
those of Liepmann & Laufer (1947), Wygnanski & Fiedler (1970) and Castro (1973). 
Birch (1980) reviews the single stream mixing layer in particular, comparing the 
se lf-p reserv ing  charac teristics  o f four typ ical in v estig a tio n s . T hese works 
together with later works such as Hussain & Clark (1981) and Wood & Bradshaw 
(1982) make up a wealth of data on plane and undistorted axisymmetric mixing 
layers but, as highlighted in the reviews, they show disagreements in both the 
mean flow and turbulence quantities.
The discrepancies in the more basic parameters measured can be explained 
by the differences in the conditions at the origin of the layer, its surroundings 
during grow th and differences (and errors) in m easurem ent (and analysis) 
techniques. Bradshaw (1966), Batt (1975), Foss (1977) and Hussain & Zeden (1978) 
investigated the effect the condition of the initial boundary layer (ie. whether it
was turbulent or laminar, its Reynolds number and the fluctuation intensity of a 
turbulent boundary layer) on the development characteristics o f a mixing layer.
Bradshaw's (1966) investigation o f the initial conditions lead him to suggest
that self-preservation would occur, for a tw o-dim ensional m ixing layer, at a
distance downstream o f the point of separation equal to roughly 1 0 0 0  x 0 Ot
regardless of whether the initial boundary layer was turbulent or laminar. Foss 
(1977) perform ed a sim ilar experim ent and like Bradshaw  found dram atically 
different developm ent regions for mixing layers in itia ted  from tu rbu len t and 
laminar boundary layers. Unlike Bradshaw however, Foss found sim ilar asymptotic 
Reynolds stress levels for the two mixing layers. Metha & Westphal (1986) found, as 
did Bradshaw, that the stresses rise m onotonically tow ards self-preservation . 
However, they only investigated the mixing layer up to x=300mm (Bradshaw 
investigated to x= 150mm) which, as will be shown in the present work, is 
considerably upstream of the peak in the stresses.
Hussain & Zedan (1978 (I) & (II)) suggest that for the effect o f the initial 
conditions, such as turbulent intensity and R cq o f the initial boundary layer, on
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the large scale coherent structures to subsist would require a length longer than 
that required for the turbulence to become self-preserving. They conclude that the
initial Ree has an insignificant effect on the final spreading rate and the Reynolds
stress levels.
Batt (1975) and Husain & Hussain (1978) investigated the effects of the
boundary conditions at separation by placing a plate at the point o f separation, 
normal to the irrotational flow direction, on the low velocity side, thus affecting 
the entrainm ent flow  at this point. They found, as expected tha t the initial 
development region o f the layer was affected because o f the modification of the 
initial vortex roll-up. This did not persist to the self-preserving region, within 
which the layer was unaffected by the boundary conditions.
A reason for disbelieving the existence of more than one asymptotic state 
for a turbulent mixing layer (Kline (1988) private communication) is that it is 
continuously extracting energy from the mean flow and is o f extrem ely high 
energy compared with the initial boundary layer (as dem onstrated by the rapid
rise in the stresses from the separation point to the “self-preserv ing” state).
Therefore, any peculiarities in the in itia l boundary layer or in itia l boundary 
conditions could not persist far downstream of separation as they would be
overwhelmed by the rapidly increasing turbulent energy o f the flow. However,
disturbances in the external flow could continue to adversely affect the evolution 
of the mixing layer and even its final state.
Recirculation of the je t air w ithin the room would be likely to alter the
entrainment process on the low velocity side (Rodi (1975)). As many workers do not 
report in detail the surroundings of the experimental rig (ie. the shape & size of 
the room and the position of walls, and other such obstacles, in relation to the rig)
it is difficult to asses such effects. However, the present work shows (section 2.7)
that even strong recirculation patterns appear to have only a small effect on the 
Reynolds stresses and growth rate of the layer.
Acoustic and forced disturbances in the external flow of a mixing layer have 
been shown to have a large effect on its characteristics. Dziomba & Fiedler (1985) 
investigated the effects of sinusoidal temporal variation in the external flow on the
developm ent of the mixing layer. They found non-linear grow th when forced 
oscillations, with a wave length close to the length scale o f the large eddies within 
the flow, were introduced. This effect was more moderate for the “natural” longer 
w avelength oscillations produced by the blow er or “organ p ip e” resonances 
within the tunnel. It is worth noting that, for the “organ pipe” resonances, the 
spreading rate of the layer is increased by approximately 2 0 %, or m ore if  the
boundary layer is turbulent. The developed m ixing layer spreading rate  for
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turbulent and lam inar in itial boundary layers was found to be the same if 
undisturbed by oscillation. This effect of turbulent or lam inar boundary layers on 
the m ixing layer spreading rate contradicts the findings o f Hussain & Zedan,
which suggests that there may have been an oscillatory  disturbance in the 
external flow in the case of Hussain & Zedan. This may also be the case for the work 
o f W ygnanski & F iedler in which th e ir spreading rate was increased by 
approximately 30% compared with Castro or Hussain & Clark.
Over recent years, measurem ent techniques have greatly  improved. This, 
together w ith different types of probe being used by d ifferent experim enters, 
could account for some o f the d ifferences ob ta ined  in  the turbulence 
measurements. Regardless o f this, measurement errors on the extreme low velocity 
side o f the layer are understandable as it is d ifficu lt to m ake accurate 
measurements in this region with the majority o f flow measurement devices, due to 
the ex trem ely  low  m ean v e loc ity  (and h igh  lo ca l tu rb u len t in tensity  
(approximately 70%)) and also the possibility of flow reversals.
Because of the lack of agreement between the results of previous workers 
the present strategy has been to make extensive measurements in the undistorted
axisymmetric mixing layer and hence, produce a “ reference” for the later work. 
Any differences in structure found during m easurem ents made in the distorted 
flows can then be attributed to genuine reactions of the flow to the extra rates of 
strain, unwanted factors such as initial boundary layer condition, discussed in the 
above paragraphs, rem aining unchanged th roughout the experim ental work. 
However, comparison with the work of other workers is im portant to establish the 
quality of the present results, as any disagreements should be small.
1.3 T h e  E f f e c t s  o f  S t r e a m l i n e  C u r v a t u r e  ( d V / d x  ^  0)
The earlies t investigations o f a tu rb u len t sh ear flow  undergo ing  
longitudinal stream line curvature, were conducted, for turbulent boundary layers,
by W attendorf (1935) and Schmidbauer (1936) under the guidance of Prandtl. They 
found that the turbulent shear stress, and hence the m ixing length, was 
significantly  reduced when the boundary layer was subjected to stabilizing
(convex) curvature.
Somewhat earlier than this Rayleigh (1916) had concluded that, for curved, 
inviscid flows, flow over a convex wall was of a stabilizing nature, ie. small 
displacem ents o f fluid perpendicular to the stream line are corrected by the 
formation of pressure gradients. A similar argument was proposed by von Karman 
(1934) in which he considered the balance o f radial forces in an inviscid curved 
flow. He argued that, if an element of fluid originally at a radial position r i ,  in a
curved flow, was displaced to a larger radius r = r i + dr, conservation o f angular 
momentum would make the new velocity of the element U i ' =  ^1 - Ui whereas
d U f  ( U i’)2>lthe mean speed of the fluid is U = Ui + “j~^  dr. If  the centrifugal force Ip  — ~— I
d Pacting on the element at the new position is larger than the pressure gradient,
U2= p ~  , the fluid element would continue to move radially outwards and the flow
would be unstable. Conversely if  the centrifugal force acting on the element at
U 2position r is less than the pressure gradient, p ~  , the fluid elem ent would be
forced back towards its original position, about which it would oscillate. The 
condition for instability is therefore,
(U i ') 2 U2 I I I I
P-L7 - Z- > P ^  o r  | U i r i | > | U r |  (1 .3 .1)
The angular frequency of oscillation of the fluid element would be
r„  U d /TT \ 2  d P ’CO = 2 - r  — ( U r)  = —  —L r 2 d r v ' J I p r  dr
2 ^  
■P
from the small disturbance equation.
(1.3.2)
Bradshaw (1969) showed an exact analogy between m eteorological param eters for 
stably stratified flow and the param eters describing the effect o f rotation or 
stream line curvature on turbulent flow. (1.3.2) is analogous to the Brunt-Vaisala 
frequency for a stably stratified flow.
The above analysis neglects perturbations of the flow and the pressure 
gradient caused by the motion of the disturbed element. It is therefore difficult to 
apply directly to real flows. However, the qualitative result, that the sense of 
stability  is dependent on the gradient o f angular m om entum , is observed in 
laminar and turbulent flows. Extending the above argument to a curved turbulent 
shear layer would suggest that the scales of the turbulence would be reduced for a 
concave (with respect to the low velocity side) flow, due to the displacement of 
fluid particles towards a position of equilibrium, and increased for a convex (with 
respect to the low velocity side) flow.
Works of particular relevance to the present are those of Castro & Bradshaw
(1976) who investigated a mixing layer subjected to strong stabilizing curvature 
and Gibson & Younis (1983) who investigated a mixing layer subjected to moderate 
destabilizing curvature. The effects o f curvature (stabilizing and destabilizing) on
the turbulence structure o f two stream mixing layers was investigated by Margolis
& Lumley (1965), Rapp & M argolis (1967) and W yngaard et al (1967). Much 
interesting and relevant work has been performed in recent years on the effects 
of streamline curvature on boundary layers. Because such an experiment is often 
perform ed in a curved duct, the study o f both destab ilizing  (concave) and
stabilizing (convex) boundary layers is possible, as in the case of So & Mellor 
(1972), E llis & Joubert (1974), M eroney & Bradshaw (1975), Ram aprian & 
Shivaprasad (1977, 1978, 1982), Shivaprasad & Ramaprian (1977) and Smits et al 
(1979). The effects of stabilizing curvature on a turbulent boundary layer were 
investigated by Patel (1968), So & M ellor (1973), Gibson et al (1981), Gillis & 
Johnston (1983), Gibson et al (1984) and Muck et al (1985) and the effects of 
destabilizing (concave) stream line curvature on a turbulent boundary layer were 
investigated by So & Mellor (1974) and Hoffman et al (1985) who used the same rig
as that used for the Muck et al study. The relaxation o f a turbulent boundary layer
from the effects of stabilizing (convex) curvature was studied in detail by Alving
et al (1989).
Castro & Bradshaw (1976) investigated a turbulent mixing layer subjected to
strong stabilizing curvature ( 7T = 0.29). As expected, the turbulence quantities
VR/m ax
were found to decrease in the region o f high curvature, followed by an unexpected 
overshoot of their “ self-preserving” values before slowly relaxing. The triple 
products, representing the transport of the Reynolds stresses by the turbulence
itself, were also found to be suppressed indicating suppression o f the larger
structures. This suppression was again followed by an unexpected overshoot. The
overshoot was ascribed to the lag between the recovery o f the generation and
diffusion of the stresses.
Gibson & Younis (1983) investigated a turbulent mixing layer subjected to
station) and as expected they found an increase in the turbulence quantities. 
However, due to the nature of the experiment they had to distort the layer early on 
whilst it was still developing, and the rise in turbulence quantities could, in part, 
be attributed to a developing mixing layer. It is interesting to note that their 
initial boundary layer was formed on a flat plate and using flow visualisation they 
could not find evidence for the longitudinal structures observed by other workers.
The effects o f both convex and concave cu rvature on the in itia l 
development region of plane mixing layers were investigated by Masuda & Andoh 
(1989). Although they only investigated the initial 100mm of each mixing layer, 
suppression and intensification of the stresses was evident, although it m ust be
mild destabilizing stream line curvature most downstream
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bourn in mind that the layers were still developing. However, the “peak” values of
Reynolds stresses, the production and the diffusion were all noticeably higher at
x «30m m  in the destabilized (concave) boundary layer than they were in the
stabilized (convex) case.
Margolis & Lumley (1965) measured the mean velocity and Reynolds stresses 
in stable and unstable curved two stream mixing layers. They found, as expected, a 
rise in the Reynolds stresses in the destabilizing case but only a moderate fall of 
the Reynolds stresses in the stabilizing case. Rapp & Margolis (1967) investigated 
further the unstable case of Margolis & Lumley by measuring the triple products, 
and thus calculated directly the diffusion terms of the turbulent energy balance. 
The peaks of the triple products were found to be greatly increased by the 
curvature. However, the energy balance data of Rapp & Margolis is not reliable as 
shown by Wyngaard et al (1967).
In curved turbulent boundary layers, the scale of the fluctuations in the 
inner layer are small compared to the scale o f the curvature, and the inner layer 
laws are unaffected. Therefore, the stab iliz ing  and destab iliz ing  effects of 
curvature on the turbulence is restricted to the outer part o f the layer as, reported 
by Ramaprian & Shivaprasad (1977 & 1982), So & Mellor (1973 & 1974) and Gibson et 
al (1984). In their stably curved (convex) boundary layer, Gibson et al also 
reported the mean flow to be affected all the way to the wall. They also noted that 
the Reynolds stresses were reduced by 10% and the triple products by 50% with 
s ign ifican t changes in the turbulence s truc tu re  by 2 0 8  after the start of
curvature. The peak values of their Reynolds stresses were how ever different 
from those of other workers, in both the distorted and undistorted layers. The 
effects o f curvature being restricted to the outer part o f their stabilized and
destabilized curved boundary layers, together with the fact that their dissipation 
was only mildly affected, lead Ramaprian & Shivaprasad (1977 & 1982) to suggest 
that models based on production and dissipation are inappropriate and it is the 
diffusion processes that are particularly im portant.
The stabilizing effect of convex boundary layers was also noted when So &
Mellor (1972), Muck et al (1985), Smits et al (I)(1979) and Gillis & Johnston (1983) 
investigated convex boundary layers and found marked reductions in u v with
corresponding  decreases in the norm al s tresses . The tu rb u len ce  energy 
production in the case of So & Mellor was thus reduced, in qualitative agreement 
with the stably curved mixing layer of Castro & Bradshaw.
So & Mellor, Hoffman et al (1985) and Smits et al (I)(1979) found a 
substantial increase in turbulent energy across destabilized boundary layers, and 
an increased growth rate. Smits et al (I) showed that the decay o f the high
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turbulent intensities found at the exit o f the bend was non-monotonic, with an 
u n d e rs h o o t o f the undistorted levels. The relaxation of the triple products after
the distortion was however monotonic. Never the less, the behaviour still implies a 
lag between the diffusion and the production, as found by Castro & Bradshaw.
A commonly observed effect in a flow over a concave surface is the 
presence o f contra-rotating axial vortices of the T aylor-G ortler type. Taylor- 
Gdrtler vortices were observed by Meroney & Bradshaw (1975) where they found 
they had a spanwise spacing o f typically one boundary layer thickness. So & 
Mellor (1974) found them to be prone to breaking up far downstream of the curved 
section. The measurements o f Hoffman et al and Smits et al (I) confirm that 
longitudinal vortices can develop in concave boundary layers and may genuinely 
be regarded as Taylor-Gortler vortices. However, perhaps surprisingly, Smits et al 
(II) (1978) found that divergence appears to prevent or rapidly suppress their 
generation  (though presum ably  the d estab iliz in g  m echanism  its e lf  is not 
prevented). Similarly Ram aprian & Shivaprasad (1978) found no evidence for 
Taylor-Gortler type vortices on their concave wall even after careful checks (8 /R
= 0.01 which is the same order as Meroney & Bradshaw). Hoffman et al noted, that 
comparing with the companion paper o f Muck et al, the structure o f the convex 
and concave boundary layers were distinctly different. The results o f Castro &
Bradshaw and Gibson & Younis also imply structures are distinctly different in
stabilized and destabilized mixing layers.
Mean flow investigations were conducted on curved boundary layers by 
Patel (1968) and Ellis & Joubert (1974). Ellis & Joubert also measured the skin 
friction in their curved duct experiment from which they im plied the stabilizing 
and destabilizing nature of the flow. Patel implied this from the change in the rate 
o f entrainm ent.
Hunt & Joubert (1979) investigated the effects of small streamline curvature 
on a turbulent duct flow and found a rise in u and a fall in v and w on the concave
wall, whilst there was a fall in u and a rise in v and w on the convex wall. They did
observe stationary Taylor-Gortler type vortices on the concave wall. A flow such as 
this with very small streamline curvature is, of course, shear dominated as opposed 
to being inertia dominated.
Savill (1983) investigated a plane wake curved through 90° (in a similar way 
to the Castro & Bradshaw experiment). For obvious reasons he found a combination 
of stabilizing and destabilizing effects making the flow rather com plicated as the 
two halves interacted such that the destabilized side expanded into the stabilized 
side until the dynamics of the destabilized side dominated the whole wake. The 
change in position normal to the shear layer centre line, with dow nstream
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distance, of a point such as 0.95Umax was observed in the case of Castro & Bradshaw 
and Gibson & Younis but was not evident in Savill's flow, possibly because of the 
cross flow between the two halves of the wake.
As discussed above, a noticeable result o f the majority of curved shear layer 
work is the non-monotonic relaxation of the stresses. This was investigated, for a 
boundary layer relaxing from stabilizing (convex) curvature, by A lving et al 
(1989) where the Reynolds stresses remained higher than their undistorted values 
far downstream of the end of curvature. This was also found by Gillis & Johnston 
and Smits et al. Castro & Bradshaw observed the overshoot in their stabilized 
curved mixing layer and also found that the higher order products acted in a
sim ilar manner. The resulting high Reynolds stress levels were ascribed by
Alving et al to the stable reorganisation of the large structures.
The above works on curved shear layers confirm earlier expectations that 
stabilizing and destabilizing effects appear to be confined to the larger eddies in 
the flow. This was highlighted in the review by Bradshaw (1973) on the effects of 
stream line curvature on turbulence.
1.4 T h e  E f f e c t s  o f  L a t e r a l  S t r e a m l i n e  D i v e r g e n c e  ( 3 W / 3 z  > 0)
The effects o f lateral divergence on the mean flow properties o f  a two
stream mixing layer have been investigated by K effer et al (1978) w ith some
turbulence measurements presented in a sim ilar work by Paschereit et al (1988). 
The lateral divergence of a wake was investigated by Reynolds (1961), Keffer 
(1964) and Kawall & Keffer (1978). The lateral c o n t r a c t i o n  o f a turbulent wake
was studied by Keffer (1967) and Elliot & Townsend (1981). In all these cases 
divergence/convergence was applied in a constant cross-sectional area duct with
d W  3U
the side walls varying as e±ax, giving a roughly constant strain rate, *— ■, and r - «
oz ox
0. Smits et al (II) (1978) investigated the response of a turbulent boundary layer to 
lateral divergence preceded by an “ im pulse” o f curvature. The divergence (or 
con traction ) o f hom ogeneous tu rbu lence was investiga ted  th eo re tica lly  by 
B atchelor & Proudm an (1952) with an experim ental version perform ed by 
Townsend (1952) and extended by Tucker & Reynolds. Murphy et al (1983) and 
Chambers et al (1983) investigated the effects o f lateral convergence on both
laminar and turbulent duct flow (not always fully developed). Narasimha & Prabhu
(1972) and Prabhu & Narasimha (1972) studied a transversly compressed wake (also
3U
subjected to the extra strain rate z ~ )  and Prabhu & Narasimha formed a Reynolds
ox
stress model for the same. As far as the author is aware no investigations of the
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effects o f streamline divergence or convergence on the turbulence structure of a 
single stream mixing layer have been made.
Experim ental investigations o f la terally  d ivergent two stream  velocity  
mixing layers were conducted by Keffer et al (1978) and Paschereit et al (1988) 
(the latter also studied the effects of contraction). Keffer et al (1978) found, in a 
laterally divergent two-stream mixing layer, a decrease in the growth rate, where 
as Paschereit et al's divergent layer produced approximately the same spreading 
rate as their undistorted layer, but with a marked increase in the Reynolds 
stresses. A simple continuity argument, assum ing constant entrainm ent, would
imply a decrease in the mixing layer growth rate whilst the intensifying nature of 
the distortion would increase the entrainment. The mixing layer growth rate of 
Paschereit et al appeared unchanged presum ably because these two effects
approximately “cancelled” each other out. Keffer et al found the growth rate to 
“over-shoot” its undistorted value, as the strain decreased to zero. Surprisingly, 
there was no evidence of the growth rate decreasing back to its pre-strained value 
even approximately 8 A (640mm) after the straining. Their work was complicated
by the fact that the free-stream intensity was greater than 2%. Paschereit et al’s 
convergent case produced a marked increase in the growth rate o f the layer 
together with a fall in the stresses.
Reynolds (1961) found, in a theoretical and experimental investigation, that
for a wake subjected to lateral divergence, the extraction of energy from the mean
flow, ie. the production, was greatly increased at the introduction o f a “new
mechanism” for production, ie. the distortion. He concludes that only if  production
due to the wake shear is greater than that due to the divergence, can a self
preserving wake development occur. His experim ental mean flow investigations
agreed reasonably with the predictions. Keffer (1967) also measured the Reynolds
stresses, in a similar experiment, and the turbulence was found to exhibit a large
increase in the total kinetic energy, relative to the undistorted case, as also
indicated by the extra production term in the governing equations. This, and the
increase in turbulent shear stress, was consistent with an observed (by flow
visualisation) intensification of the large spanwise structures by stretching o f the
spanwise vorticity. With the introduction of divergence, the growth rate o f the
wake was found to initially i n c r e a s e  with later flow convection towards the wake
centre forming dominating eddies and preventing self-preservation, as found by 
R eyno lds.
E lliot & Townsend (1981) and K effer (1967) investigated the effects of 
laterally contracting the turbulent wake of a cylinder in the duct described above. 
K effer investigated two cases; (i) with the cylinder at the entrance to the
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distorting duct and (ii) with the cylinder 40 diameters upstream of the distorting 
duct. For case (i) the decay o f  the mean velocity defect with x was found to be 
retarded, a phenomenon attributed to the stretching o f the eddies lying at 45° in
the wake (Grant (1957)). He suggests that the decay may even become negative 
during the later stages of distortion. For case (ii) the growth of the strained wake 
was found to be simply the sum of the undistorted growth and the geometric 
distortion suggesting that the production due to the distortion was very much less 
than that due to shear (Reynolds). Elliot & Townsend's experimental arrangement 
was similar to Keffer's case (ii) and they found that the scale of the turbulence was 
reduced by the distortion producing a decrease in u v /  q . This “stabilizing”
effect is in agreem ent w ith the results T ucker & R eynolds’ d istorted  grid 
turbulence experim ent and Tow nsend's (1980) rapid  d isto rtion  theory . The 
observed reduction in the entrainment rate ceased part way through the strained 
section possibly due to the formation of longitudinal vortices.
Narasimha & Prabhu (1972) and Prabhu & Narasim ha (1972) transversly
3Ucompressed a turbulent wake (thus, also subjecting it to the extra strain rate ^ ) .
They found monotonic relaxation of the turbulence and the mean flow unlike the
overshoots observed by the other works. The Reynolds stress model formed by
Prabhu & Narasimha agrees well with Keffer when adjusted for the convergence 
e ffec ts .
Smits et al (II) (1979) investigated an axisymmetric boundary layer which 
was forced to diverge laterally over a conical flare. A lthough that this was 
intended as an investigation of the effects of divergence it was found that because
the divergence was preceded by a short region o f destab iliz ing  (concave) 
curvature there was an interaction between the two extra strain rates. The effects
of divergence could not be considered as the difference between the axisymmetric 
experiment and the plane experiment with destabilizing curvature alone (Smits et 
al (I)). The Reynolds stresses were found to reach a peak at the end of the curved 
region (as found for the effects o f curvature alone Smits et al (I)) and then 
decrease monotonically in the purely divergent region to a level higher than that
of the undistorted layer, which would be expected as the layer is still diverging at a 
constant rate. Smits et al (II) finally conclude that lateral divergence alters the 
structu ra l param eters in m uch the sam e way as d estab iliz in g  stream line 
curvature. Further discussion on this work is deferred to section 1.5.
Bradshaw ’s (1973) review  on the effects o f stream line d ivergence on 
turbulence mentions that, as many experimenters into radial wall jets have found,
the entrainment (and therefore the shear stress) is double that of the plane flow
m aking the growth rate, in both cases, about the sam e. An unchanged
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entrainment rate would have given a growth rate approximately equal to half that 
fo r the undistorted  layer due alm ost en tirely  to the convergence o f the 
s tre a m lin e s .
Work on diverging and converging homogeneous turbulent flow is also of 
im portance such as that studied by Tucker & Reynolds (1968). They noted a 
transfer of energy from the u component to the v and w components, a factor not
taken into account in Batchelor & Proudm an’s (1954) rapid distortion theory.
Strictly, rapid distortion theory applies only where the distortion is so rapid, that
the contribution to the change in relative position of fluid particles from the 
turbulence is negligible. Townsend (1954) produced experimental work based on 
the theoretical work of Batchelor & Proudman, with the conclusion that the theory 
cannot be applied if  the rate o f strain is too small, ie. the distortion is not rapid. 
Murphy et al (1983) and Chambers et al (1983) investigated the effects of lateral 
convergence on a turbulent flow between two parallel flat plates. They found the
flow to relaminarize (ie. suppression of the eddies to the point o f their destruction)
due to the large 3 U /3 x  imposed by the changing area duct.
1.5 T h e  E f f e c t s  o f  C o m b i n e d  E x t r a  S t r a i n  R a t e s
For reasons of complexity of experiment and analysis of data, studies o f the
turbulence structure o f flows including more than one extra strain  rate have
often been avoided. As discussed by Bradshaw (1988) the advent o f direct
simulation has made experiments on “simple” flows almost obsolete and hence the
more complex flows, such as those with more than one extra strain rate, will be
increasingly concentrated on. It is evident from the few “com plex” flows that
have been investigated in detail that the combined effect o f more than one extra
strain rate is not simply the sum of their separate effects. The effect o f one o f the 
extra strain rates o n the turbulence structure will affect the response o f the
structure _to  ^ the second, as was demonstrated by Smits et a l’s (II) (1979) (also
discussed in section 1.4) investigation of the effects of lateral divergence on a
boundary layer which also included a short region o f destabilizing (concave)
curvature. Both of these distortions are destabilizing in nature but the combined
effect was considerably less than might be expected. A further interesting point
on the interaction of the two extra strain rates was the apparent suppression of 
the Taylor-Gortler vortices that would normally form on a concave wall (and were 
found in Smits et al (I)). Smits et al (II) conclude that am plification o f the 
long itud ina l vo rtic ity  by the d estab iliz in g  (concave) cu rv a tu re  and the 
amplification of the spanwise vorticity by the divergence interact non linearly to
prevent the formation of the Taylor-Gortler vortices, at least in the mean. They
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could not, however, rule out the possibility of circum ferential movement of the 
Taylor-Gortler vortices. It is worth noting that the boundary layers, in the case of 
Smits et al (I), were formed from the contraction boundary layer. In the lateral 
divergence case, o f Smits et al (II), the boundary layer did not originate from the 
contraction boundary layer.
The non-additive effects of combined extra strain rates was also observed by 
Smits & Joubert (1982) when they investigated the boundary layer on arbitrary 
bodies o f revolution. The effects produced by the convex curvature and 
convergence (both “stabilizing” in nature) on the after body were approximately
as expected (ie. additive). The stabilizing (convex) curvature and (intensifying) 
divergence on the fore-body, rather than approxim ately cancelling, produced a 
“stabilizing” effect far stronger than for the curvature alone. Patel & Baek (1987) 
also investigated a boundary layer on a body of revolution which was inclined to 
the flow direction. The triple products suggested that the diffusion was affected as 
expected .
Computational work on the effects o f combined curvature and divergence is, 
of course, more scarce than the experimental work. One such work was that of 
Eghlim a & K leinstreuer (1985) where they investigated a turbulent boundary
layer over a nose shape similar to that o f the moderately strained mixing layer in 
the present work. The calculations agreed well with their experim ental work.
1.6 T h e  E f f e c t s  o f  P r o x i m i t y  t o  a W a l l
Although the close proxim ity o f a wall to the m ixing layers under
investigation was certainly not desired, it was unavoidable for the experimental 
arrangem ents adopted. It was therefore deemed necessary to produce a b rief 
review o f the main works involving turbulent flow in close proxim ity to a solid
su rfa c e .
The effects of close proximity of a solid surface on the turbulence structure
of a mixing layer (from hereon called the “wall effect”) have been investigated in
detail by Wood & Bradshaw (1982,1984). They started from a single-stream plane
m ixing layer, allowed to develop over a distance o f approxim ately 1 0 0 0 mm
(sufficient distance for the turbulence quantities to become fully self-preserving 
in a truly f r e e  mixing layer) before allowing it to come into contact with a wall
parallel to the mixing layer centre line. As expected, after the layer had reached 
the wall v 2 was reduced, energy being transferred to the normal stresses in the
plane o f the wall ( u 2 and w 2 ). The experiments of Thomas & Hancock (1977) and
the theory of Hunt & Graham (1978), both of which were for un-sheared
homogeneous turbulence near a plane boundary, showed v 2 to be reduced, as
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expected, over a distance approximately equal to the integral length scale (v must, 
o f course, be zero at the boundary). An unexpected result of W ood & Bradshaw, 
which also contradicted the results of those such as Hunt & Graham’s, was a rise in 
v 2 as the wall was approached, a phenomenon also observed by Ghandrsuda &
Bradshaw (1981) when they investigated the turbulence structure o f a reattaching
mixing layer, a flow which although o f interest has the added com plication of
large pressure gradients. A rise in v 2 , qualitatively similar to that o f Wood &
Bradshaw’s, was also observed in the present case.
In Chandrsuda & Bradshaw’s measurements they found the triple products 
were strongly attenuated suggesting that the large structures were weakened. It is
in teresting  to note that Chandrsuda & B radshaw ’s d issipa tion  (found by
difference) dips down to a low value in the centre of the layer near reattachment.
1.7 T h e  S c o p e  o f  T h e  P r e s e n t  I n v e s t i g a t i o n s
M easurem ent o f the effects o f com bined stream line  cu rva tu re  and 
divergence on a single stream turbulent mixing layer were made in two flows.
Both flows were axisym m etric for reasons given in the in troduction to this 
chapter. A set o f measurements were also made in the mixing layer in the absence
of distortion. These experiments will be referred to through the present work as;
a) The U ndistorted M ixing Layer - This m ixing layer was form ed by the 
axisymmetric je t issuing out into the air within the room (see figure 1.1). This 
was investigated for the purpose of a base-line experiment.
b) The Strongly Strained Mixing Layer - This mixing layer was formed by the 
impingement o f the axisymmetric je t on a plane wall normal to the je t centre 
line (see figure 1.2). This com bines very strong stabilizing curvature with
divergence (intensifying). The curvature returns to zero after the highly
distorted section, but the divergence does not. Therefore, the layer cannot relax
back to an undistorted layer.
c) The Moderately Strained Mixing Layer - This mixing layer was formed by 
“stretching” the axisym metric mixing layer round a centre body approxim ately 
equal in diameter to the je t (see figure 1.3). This combines moderate stabilizing 
cu rvature w ith m oderate d ivergence, fo llow ed by a reg ion  o f m oderate
d es tab iliz in g  curvature and d ivergence. Ideally  both the cu rv a tu re  and
divergence relax to zero after distortion, nominally returning the mixing layer to 
its axisymmetric form.
Two further experiments were performed which involved the investigation 
of plane and divergent mixing layers in a three sided duct with shaped side and 
bottom walls (figures 1.4 & 1.5). However, the experiments were found to be quite
18
problem atical and the results were not very satisfactory. For th is reason the 
divergent mixing layer cannot be presented because further work m ust first be 
perform ed. The plane m ixing layer, how ever, did produce some interesting 
qualitative results, a few of which are presented for comparative purposes.
The follow ing  chapters o f  th is thesis are as fo llow s: C hapter 2,
“E xperim ental A rrangem ents and T echn iques” , describes the apparatus used 
throughout the experimental work along with some o f the m ore basic analysis 
techniques. Chapter 3, “The Governing Equations and Analysis o f Data”, introduces 
and describes the equations governing the undistorted and distorted flows (note 
that the plane versions of the equations are also presented  fo r reference 
purposes), it also discusses any non-obvious methods o f calculation. Chapters 4 to 6 
are the “Results and Discussions” chapters which present extensive discussions of 
the results for the “Initial Conditions and the Undistorted Layer” , “The Strongly 
Strained Layer” and “The Moderately Strained Layer”. Chapter 7 presents the main 
conclusions to be drawn from the work, suggests further work to be performed 
and discuses the implications for calculation methods based on the present work.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS AND TECHNIQUES
2.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
The present chapter discusses the hardware and com puter softw are used 
throughout both the experimental and analysis work. Some o f the less obvious 
preliminary analysis techniques, such as methods of calculation o f skewness and 
flatness factors, are also introduced. For reasons of clarity, detailed discussion of 
the commissioning work o f the wind tunnel facility has been omitted from the 
main body of the thesis, but is discussed in a paper which is being prepared at the 
time of writing o f this thesis.
2.2 T h e  W i n d  T u n n e l
The blower type wind tunnel used for all sections of the work (Plate 1) was 
designed specifically  fo r the present m ixing layer studies. Some comments 
regarding the performance of the wind tunnel are relevant to the present work, 
and so b rief details are given here. Extensive investigations were perform ed 
during the commissioning o f the various sections of the tunnel, to enable the 
optimization of the flow quality. The areas to which the main attention was focused 
were as follows;
1) A periodic unsteadiness at the rotor frequency in the exit flow of the tunnel, 
due mainly to an unsteady separation from one or more of the fan rotor blades, 
was minimized by attaching sand paper to the surfaces of each blade.
2) An acoustic unsteadiness at the exit of the contraction, due to resonance of 
the fan casing at the frequency o f the constant speed m otor drive, was 
dampened almost completely by attaching masses to appropriate points on the
cas i ng.
3) The non-uniform ity and turbulent intensity o f the core o f the je t were 
reduced to a minimum by adjustm ent of the position and pressure drop
coefficients of screens within the settling chamber. This work is described in 
detail in a paper, on the commissioning of the wind tunnel facility, which is 
being prepared at the time of writing of this thesis.
4) The design o f the contractions were carefully considered to avoid separation
of the boundary layer at any point. Thickness of the boundary layer at the 
contraction exit was not o f great concern. A double cubic wall profile was 
therefore preferred to other methods. <
In order to make measurements in both axisym metric and plane mixing 
layers, the tunnel was designed so that it could be configured with a circular or
rectangular cross-sectioned outlet, by the removal o f internal fille ts  in the
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diffuser, and by changing the settling chamber and contraction. The outlet of the 
axisymmetric contraction is 0.35m diameter and it is capable of a sustained speed of 
31m/s. The outlet of the rectangular contraction is 0.3m x 0.6m and is capable of a 
sustained speed o f 22m/s. The mean velocity non-uniformity at the exit o f the 
contraction is better than ± 0 .2 % (not including the boundary layer regions).
There is a slight flow pulsation at the frequency of the fan rotor (see 1) above). 
The u-component turbulent intensity was calculated by rapid distortion theory as 
being better than 0.05% (based on the intensity at the exit o f the settling
cham ber) and m easured with a constant tem perature hot-w ire anem om eter as 
being better than 0 .2 %, some o f which can be attributed to electronic noise and 
energy contained in the pulsation, but most of which is believed to be true 
turbulent fluctuation. The reason for the disagreem ent between the calculated 
turbulent intensity and the measured value of intensity is that passage of the flow 
through the contraction does not constitute a rapid distortion as assumed in the 
c a lc u la tio n .
The tunnel is driven by an airfoil-bladed centrifugal fan, manufactured by 
Carter Howden Ltd, with 5jim (98% efficiency) filters (manufactured by Vokes Ltd) 
fitted on the inlet. The fan is driven by a constant speed m otor and a variable
speed “slipping clutch” drive (m anufactured by TASC Drives Ltd) which can 
produce a fan speed between lOrpm and 1300rpm ± lrp m , m aintained by field
current control.
The two section, straight-walled wide angle diffuser is o f a design consistent
with guide lines given by Mehta (1977) with sharp inlet and outlet transitions and 
three screens with pressure drop coefficients of 2 . 8  at inlet, 2 . 8  at 0 . 6  o f the 
distance through the diffuser and 1.9 at the exit. For the present purposes the 
pressure drop coefficients were evaluated using,
K = Ck
i - p
L P2 J (2 .2 .1)
with Ck = 1 
(Collar (1939)).
The area ratio's of the diffuser with and without its transition-to-circular
inserts were 2.42 and 3.09 respectively, with diffusion half angles o f 18° for the
side walls and 20° for the top and bottom walls. On testing of the rectangular
diffuser it was found that steady separations occurred in the first section of the
diffuser, at the top of each of the vertical sides, and on the top surface, due to the 
downwards momentum of the air leaving the fan casing. There were also small
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separations in each o f the corners o f the rectangu lar d iffuser. No such 
separations were found in the circular diffuser or either of the settling chambers.
A number o f settling chamber screen configurations were tried, the final 
arrangem ent consisting of eight frames of varying length as shown in table 1 
(frame number one is nearest the diffuser). Two sets of frames were used, one for 
the rectangular cross-section configuration, and one for the c ircu lar cross- 
section  configuration.
F ra m e  N u mb e r L e n g t h
( m m )
S c re e n  a t t a c h e d P o s itio n  on 
f r a m e
1 50 K=1.9 U p stream
2 1 0 0 NONE N /A
3 60 HONEYCOMB Up s t r e a m
4 1 0 0 K=3.9 Up s t r e a m
5 50 K=1.8 Up s t r e a m
6 50 K = l.l Up s t r e a m
7 50 K = l.l Up s t r e a m
8 1 0 0 NONE N /A
TABLE 1 
Se t t l i ng  Ch a mb e r  Sc r e e ns
The axisymmetric contraction was made from fibre glass laid round a high 
quality turned wooden form er m anufactured by A.B. F u ller Ltd, whereas the 
rectangular contraction was made entirely from plywood fixed to shaped ribs. The
wall contours of both contractions were designed using the method of Morel (1957) 
which specifies a contour in terms of two cubic equations matched at an arbitrary 
point, xm .
The contraction wall gradients were zero at the contraction inlet and outlet,
and matched at a match point chosen as xm /L=0.67, which gave inlet and outlet 
wall-pressure coefficients, consistent with the guide lines of Morel, of Cpi = 0.23 
and Cpe = 0.046 respectively. (Cpi = M U i/U i^ ) 2 & Cpe = l-(U eoo/U e)2) The resulting
curve gave a monotonic contour between inlet and outlet. The overall length, L, of 
both contractions is 1250mm with contraction ratios o f 8.16 for the axisymmetric 
contraction and 5.56 for the rectangular contraction.
The method of wall contour design of W hitehead et al (1950) was also
considered, but it was believed that the gentler contour, resulting from use of the
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double cubic method, would be preferable if  the mixing layer was to be formed 
from the contraction boundary layer.
T hroughout the experim ental work the tunnel free-stream  speed was 
monitored with an 8mm Pitot-static tube (NPL type) connected to a Betz manometer 
and m aintained at nominally 20.2m /s. The P ito t-static  tube was perm anently 
mounted at the je t outlet in such a position as to be well into the irrotational core of 
the je t whilst not interfering with any measurements made downstream.
2.3 T h e  M a i n  T r a v e r s e  G e a r
The traverse gear used for all but the initial condition measurements was a
free standing arrangem ent (plate 2). Positioning on the floor was achieved by 
means o f manually wheeling the stand to the appropriate pre-calibrated position 
on a track system fixed to the floor (visible in plate 2). The track was set parallel
(in the horizontal plane) to the axisymmetric flow centre line, established by
measurement of the mixing layer velocity profile in the region = 0.4 on both
sides of the je t, at 9 downstream positions. Due to the problem o f slight floor
unevenness it was necessary, each time the traverse gear was moved, to realign it 
with the vertical, and to adjust its height. The vertical alignment was achieved by 
means o f a plumb-line (just visible on the left in plate 2 ) and three jacking screws 
in the base. The height was adjusted by alignment o f sights on the traverse gear
with a pre-calibrated height mark on the outlet duct. Probe traversing through the 
mixing layer was achieved via a DC precision servo motor & lead screw, and the 
position read via a linear-motion potentiometer.
The traverse gear was re-calibrated regularly and there was found to be
very little change in the calibration constants over long periods of time. Positional
accuracy was better than ± 0 .1mm for the traverse gear and better than ± 0 .2 mm for
the floor track. The deviation from horizontal o f the axisymmetric je t centre line
was 0.2°. As the traverse gear was aligned with the horizontal plane through the 
centre of the duct exit, an error in height of 5mm would have occurred at the most 
downstream measurement position. Such a small error was not crucial and was not
evident from the results.
The same traverse gear was used for the measurements in the distorted flows 
and required setting such that it was at the correct height, turned through the 
correct angle and the probe passed through a particular point. These settings were 
achieved partly by calculation of the required floor position , based on the
knowledge of previous traverses with the final “ fine tuning” done by trial and
error. The angle o f the traverse was calculated from measurements o f the x, y
probe position in two far apart traverse positions. Positioning of the traverse by
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this method was found to be very repeatable, with typical traverse angle errors of 
0 .3° most of which was due to errors in measurement of x and y.
2.4 T h e  “ W o r k i n g  S e c t i o n s ”
2.4.1 T h e  I m p i n g e m e n t  W a l l
(T he S tro n g ly  S tra in e d  M ixing  L ay er)
The first of the three working sections consists o f an im pingem ent wall 
with a face of 2m x 2m, constructed so as to ensure rigidity (plate 3). The painted 
surface of the wall was polished with fine abrasive paper to a smooth finish. Brass
static pressure tapping plates with a face of 25mm diameter and a 0.5mm diameter
hole in the centre are mounted flush with the surface along the horizontal and 
vertical radii as shown in figure 2 .2 a.
The wall was bolted to the floor at a distance of 996mm downstream of the 
mixing layer origin, perpendicular to the axisymmetric je t centre line with the 
centre pressure tapping (figure 2.2a) on the centre line. A lignment of the wall 
normal to the centre line was achieved by means of a plum b-line and large tri­
square. Figure 2.2b shows measurements of static pressure on the wall (measured
at the positions shown in figure 2 .2 a) used to check that the wall was normal to the 
je t centre line.
2.4.2 T h e  C e n t r e  B o d y  
(M o d e ra te ly  S tra in e d  M ixing  L ay e r)
The centre body working section is as shown in Plate 4. The cylindrical part 
of the centre body is 1855mm long and 355mm nominal diameter. The centre body 
nose is semi-elliptical with a half major axis length of 355mm. Pressure tappings 
were situated 455mm, 1105mm and 1755mm from the “leading edge” o f the nose at
9 0 °  intervals around the circumference, set at ± 4 5 °  from the vertical. The centre
body was supported on a tubular steel cantilever type frame with one vertical and 
one horizontal prop, to prevent vibration, 655mm from the front of the nose. The 
frame of the body was bolted to the floor such that the body itself lay on the
axisymmetric je t centre line with the front of the nose 513mm downstream of the 
separation point.
The centre body was aligned with the je t centre line using the following 
m ethods;
1) The total pressure (for convenience a Kiel probe, Plate 5, was used) in the 
mixing layer, measured at a distance 80mm from the surface, was adjusted to 
within ± 1 % at four equi-spaced positions round the circumference o f the centre
body, at both the front and back of the body.
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2) The static pressures were circumferentially balanced. This method was found 
to be too insensitive to be able to be relied upon completely.
3) Powder paint flow visualisation was used to ensure that the position of the
stagnation point on the nose did in fact occur at the centre of the nose.
4) The velocity profiles on opposite sides of the centre body were measured to 
ensure sym m etry.
2.4.3 T h e  P l a n e  M i x i n g  L a y e r  C h a n n e l
The plane mixing layer channel consists of a three sided plywood channel 
(two side walls, and a back plate) approximately 2.25m in length, 300mm in height 
and lm  deep. The boundary layer development plate was mounted 587mm from the 
back plate. Along the edges of the top and bottom of the duct were 150mm diameter 
inlet flares (which can be seen on plate 6 , o f the divergence duct) to prevent the 
entrainment flow from separating as it was drawn round the edge of the duct. A 
similar inlet flare was included on the back of the development plate for the same 
reasons. The flow from the contraction boundary layer bleed was ducted well away 
from the mixing layer. The duct was bolted to the exit flange of the rectangular 
contraction and supported by tables of adjustable height. The walls of the duct are 
adjustable to enable investigation of a divergent mixing layer (not discussed in the 
present work). The internal dim ensions of the divergence duct are shown in
appendix A.
2.5 B o u n d a r y  L a y e r  D e v e l o p m e n t  a n d  I n i t i a l  C o n d i t i o n s
Because of large variation in Cf at the contraction exit (see section 4.2) the 
mixing layers were developed from boundary layers form ed on purpose made 
surfaces and the contraction boundary layer bled off (the axisym metric duct is
shown in Plate 7, the plane mixing layer development plate is not shown). The 
leading edges of each of the duct and plate were each situated 1 0mm upstream of 
the contraction exit. Both the duct and plate were 300mm long with a rounded 
leading edge and a flat trailing edge both 2mm thick. The axisymmetric duct had 
an inside diameter of 326mm. A row of “Dymolabel” v's (with their apex upstream) 
were secured across the whole width of both the duct and plate, approximately 
35mm from the leading edge, to promote transition in the new boundary layer. The 
development surfaces were finished with fine abrasive paper and lightly polished.
A fine Pitot tube (plate 5), with d/D=0.6 and an outside diameter of 0.51mm 
connected to a Furness Controls capacitive micro-manometer type FC012, was used 
for the measurements of the boundary layer at the duct exit and measurements of 
skin friction at 30° intervals, 6mm upstream of the point of separation at the exit of
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the axisymmetric duct (plate 7) and the contraction. A true time integral of the 
fluctuating DC output of the micro-manometer was measured using a Solartron 7151 
m ultim eter or a Solartron JM1860 time domain analyser. The probe was traversed 
using an arrangement that consisted of a frame which was bolted on to a ring 
mounted around the end of the duct (just visible in plate 7). On the frame was 
mounted a small boundary layer traverse with a total travel of 200mm. This was 
used to traverse the probe radially. The position of the probe was measured via a 
linear motion potentiometer. The circumferential position o f the traverse gear was 
continuously  variab le.
2.6 M e a n  S t r e a m l i n e  M e a s u r e m e n t
Mean streamlines in the mixing layers could be deduced by measuring U- 
component velocity profiles and by reference to known stream lines. Using the 
deflecting  surface as a stream line would require m easurem ent through the 
deflecting surface boundary layer. To avoid this, in both the case of the strongly 
strained mixing layer and the moderately strained mixing layer, a mean streamline 
was measured in the irrotational part of the jet. A heated Ni-Chrome wire of 0.5mm 
diameter (just visible in plate 7) was suspended across the outlet o f the exit duct, 
approxim ately 10mm downstream of the separation point. The therm al wake 
produced by the heated wire was tracked by means o f a T-type thermocouple 
fastened to the end of the traverse gear described above. This therm ocouple was 
connected in series (“back to back”) with an identical therm ocouple mounted in 
the unheated irrotational flow inside the duct. The differential output from the two 
therm ocouples was m easured on an in teg ra ting  v o ltm eter (S o lartron  7151 
m ultim eter). The differential arrangem ent provided autom atic com pensation for 
ambient room temperature drift. The traverses of the thermal wake were arranged 
such that they were approximately perpendicular to the flow direction (found with 
aid o f cotton tuft flow visualisation), as perfect alignment would not affect the 
position of the peak, it would only make it slightly sharper.
The peak of the thermal wake was typically 1°C to 4°C  above that o f the 
unheated stream. The positional accuracy of the point evaluated from the peak of 
the wake was ±0.7m m , 500mm downstream of separation, and ±  1.3mm at the
furthest downstream position at which point the width of the therm al wake was 
31mm at 0.6Tmax.
2.7 M i x i n g  L a y e r  M e a s u r e m e n t s
Measurements in the mixing layers were made chronologically as follows;
1) All the undistorted mixing layer measurements that are presented.
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2) All the strongly strained mixing layer measurem ents e x c e p t the digital
s p e c tra .
3) All the moderately strained mixing layer measurements that are presented.
4) The digital spectra for the strongly strained layer.
After stage 2) the distorting wall was removed, and replaced before stage 4). The 
wall static pressure distribution and one traverse were re-measured, with excellent
agreement with the measurements at stage 2 ).
Checks on the position o f the centre line were made frequently as it was 
initially found to be drifting at a rate of 0.4° (in the horizontal plane) per month. 
This drifting ceased after approximately 1~ months but checks were still made
throughout the course o f the measurem ents. Future changes w ere w ithin the
± l m m  accuracy o f the measurements. Checks were made on the vertical position of
the centre line which was found to be at an angle of 0 .2 ° to the horizontal.
Fortunately, though fortuitous, this did not drift. The cause of the drift was not
discovered, but it was thought to be due, at least in part, to the uneven build up of 
containm ents on the fine mesh screens in the settling cham ber. Many other 
possible factor, such as tunnel m ovem ent or changing fan conditions, were 
considered and discarded after checks.
Recirculation of the mixing layer air within the test areas was undesirable.
A lthough the recirculation patterns were not investigated in detail, crude flow 
visualisation did show movement of the air far outside the low velocity side o f the 
strongly strained mixing layer. These recirculation patterns w ere due to the 
impingement wall being normal to the floor and also to an adjacent wind tunnel 
(approximately 2.5m away from the je t centre line on the measurement side (ie. the 
left hand side)). Comparisons (including m easurem ents with d ifferent types of 
probe) between measurements at stations W3 and A3 (s=x=391mm) were made (see 
figures 2.3 a & b) to ensure that the recirculation did not seriously affect the flow. 
Figures 2.3a & b show the spreading rate, on the low velocity side of the layer, to be 
slightly higher in the strongly strained layer than in the undistorted layer. The 
peak shear stress was also slightly higher in the case o f the strongly strained
layer. The extra strain rates in the strongly strained mixing layer case are large,
and therefore it is believed that the effect from the recirculating air is small.
No evidence was found for an increased spreading rate in the case o f the
m oderately strained non-relaxing mixing layer.
2.7.1 P r e s s u r e  M e a s u r e m e n t
Total-pressure m easurements o f the m ixing layer velocity  p rofiles were 
made with a Pitot tube, of d/D=0.65 and an outside diameter of 2.46mm, in the case of
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the undistorted layer, and with a Kiel probe, designed to the guide-lines given by 
Chue (7), for the strongly strained layer. The measurement positions for the two 
layers are as shown in Tables 3 & 4 respectively. The Yaw response of the Pitot 
probe (Figure 2.4) was found to be within 1% of U over an angle of ± 1 9 ° .  In 
contrast, the Kiel probe was found to be within 1% of U over an angle of ± 4 5 ° . 
However, flow angles on the low velocity side of the:., layer are large (sometimes 
18 0 ° as observed in the pulsed w ire m easurem ents) as are the turbulent 
fluctuations making the response o f any pressure probe in this region very 
dubious. Comparison showed there to be negligible difference between the Pitot 
and Kiel probe measurements on the low velocity side of the mixing layer.
From the Pitot traverses in the undistorted layer, the local momentum-based 
thickness, 0 o.i> where;
d9o.i/dx, the growth rate (based on So.25-0.95) and the virtual origin were calculated 
and comparisons1 made with other workers such as Hussain & Clark, Castro, etc. 
(Because of the difficulty in obtaining reliable measurements on the low velocity 
side o f the layer the momentum-based thickness was calculated instead of the 
m om entum  thickness.)
2.7.2 H o t - W i r e  H a r d w a r e
The majority o f data were collected using either crossed- or single-wire 
probes, operated at constant temperature. The probes used were gold plated and of 
standard Dantec manufacture, types 55P51, 55P53 (crossed) and 55P01 (single). The 
55P51 crossed-wire was mounted in a short Dantec probe holder, type 55H24, which 
was, in turn, fitted in a mounting tube with a securing collet to prevent the probe 
holder from turning when in use (see plate 8 ). This arrangem ent enabled the 
probe to be rolled about its axis. Four angles of rotation were used, nominally 0°, 90° 
and ± 4 5 °  to enable measurement of u & v, u & w and u, v & w respectively. Where
crossed-wire measurements had to be made close to the wall or centre body, the 
55P53 probe (the plane of the wires is normal to the probe axis) was used, mounted 
in a 55H25 holder for u-w measurements and the short probe holder arrangement 
described above for u-v m easurem ents. The wires were driven by Prosser 
anemometers. Data acquisition was achieved by means o f a BBC microcomputer, and
ro.l
(2 .7 .1)
where ro.i is r at 77* =0.1
r
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associated software (described later), via two Prosser type 6110 interfaces (ie. one 
per wire). The interfaces enabled a DC offset to be applied to each signal and the 
resulting fluctuating voltage amplified such that it filled the majority o f the 10  bit
an a lo g u e -to -d ig ita l co n v e rte r (ie . the ma x i mu m ana lo g u e  v o ltag e  was
approxim ately 10V). The anem om eter outputs were m onitored qualitatively  by 
means of an oscilloscope.
2.7.3 H o t - W i r e  P r o b e  C a l i b r a t i o n
During a sequence of crossed-wire measurements the wire calibration was
checked approximately every hour and a half by recalibration. I f  the calibration
was found to have drifted by more than 1.5% of E2 for a given velocity, the 
previous measurements were repeated. If, d u r i n g  calibration, a value of E2, for a
given velocity, varied from a best straight line fit by more than 1.5%, the 
calib ration  was discarded. The value o f je t  air tem perature was recorded
immediately after each calibration and after each traverse. If  the temperature had
drifted by more than 1°C the measurements were checked against other traverses
for discrepancies and discarded if errors were evident. As the therm al inertia of 
the air in the room was high due to its large volume, the temperature tended not to 
drift more than 2°C over a 10 hour period. As this represents an average of 0.3°C 
between calibrations temperature corrections were not em ployed.
The wire calibrations were always performed 100mm to 300mm downstream 
of the outlet o f the je t, in the centre of the irrotational core o f the jet. Ten 
velocities for each wire were norm ally taken, ranging from a tunnel speed
slightly greater than the maximum mean expected, to a speed slightly less than the 
minim um  mean m easured (approxim ately 2m /s). W hilst the data , acquisition  
software was sampling for each velocity, the free stream velocity was measured 
manually from a Betz manometer and any slight drift “integrated” by eye. If the 
drift was excessive the measurement was discarded and sampling restarted.
The hot-wires were calibrated according to the law;
E2 = Eo2 + UNn B cosn\|/eff (2 .7 .2)
The exponent, n, was found to give an excellent straight line fit when taken as 0.45 
(For King's law n = 0.5). A typical example of a wire calibration is given in figure 
2.5a. The gradient of the calibration line did increase slightly at low velocities but 
adjustment of the n exponent was found not to improve the overall fit.
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The coefficient, C in equation (2.7.3), for conversion from mmH^O to m/s,
u = c Vh (2 .7 .3)
was taken to be 4.0, as the exact value is unim portant for non-dim ensionalized 
quantities. Changes o f density would produce a maximum of 1.5% error in the 
evaluation of U and hence the value of Reynolds number.
A typical yaw calibration of the crossed-wire probe is shown in figure 2.5b.
traverse gear (plate 2 ), the yaw calibration was always performed with the probe 
in the u-w plane, as this was the only plane in which it could be yawed with
p re c is io n . This a rran g em en t was p e rfe c tly  s a tis fa c to ry  w hen maki ng
measurements in the u-w plane, but for measurements in any other plane the 
probe axis was not necessarily aligned exactly with the desired direction. This 
problem was overcome by applying corrections as follows.
After calibrating the probe for yaw, and rolling it through the appropriate 
angle, measurements of U and V were made. The change in effective angle of yaw
of the probe shaft to the flow, is given by;
where U and V were measured on the jet centre line.
So the effective wire angles could be corrected by adding and subtracting A tj/eff 
t hus ;
However, as equation (2.7.2) shows, this leads to a need for correction of the slopes 
of the wire calibrations. This was done by two methods, which were found to agree 
within 0.1% for A\j/ = 0.7°. The first method was by recalibration of the wires in
their new position, and the second, directly from equation (2 .7 .6 ), derived from 
equation (2.7.2);
A measurement was made every 5°, from -15° to +15°. Due to the design o f the
(2 .7 .4)
V eff  1,2 = Veff 1,2 ±  AVeff i,2 (2 .7 .5)
n
COS (V e f f  — A V )  
cos\|/eff
(2 .7 .6)
The angular position of the wires in the yaw calibration was set by careful 
alignment o f a pointer with the calibrations on a standard plastic protractor fixed
to the traverse gear carriage. Comparisons were made between yaw calibrations by 
this method, and ones using a vernier protractor. The results were found to be in 
excellent agreement with deviations from a straight line fit being no greater for 
the plastic protractor method than they were for the vernier protractor. A yaw 
calibration was perform ed approxim ately every 2 0  hours of running time and
found to change very little.
2.7.4 T h e  T i m e - A v e r a g e d  H o t - W i r e  M e a s u r e m e n t s
The software for time-averaged velocity data acquisition from a crossed-hot- 
wire anemometer was originally developed and written by Dr I P Castro, for 
measurement of mean components and Reynolds stresses. For the present work, it 
was necessary to measure all of the terms in the energy and shear stress transport
o j  9
equations which include third order terms such as u , u v and vw  . Therefore,
the existing software was altered by the author, to give a l l  the third and fourth
order fluctuating velocity products. Fourth order products were included in the 
softw are so that flatness factors could be m easured and the in term ittency 
estim ated. The la tter cannot o f course be m easured directly  using this data
acquisition software, .
Conversion o f the hot-wire signal to velocity, was achieved by means of
look-up tables, evaluated from probe calibration, discussed earlier. Typically, mean 
and time averaged turbulence quantities were formed from 10320 samples taken 
over 1 2 0  seconds, which was believed to be sufficient time to average the extremely 
important low frequency components (as they have, in the past, been found to be 
most affected by extra strain rates) of the flow. It was found that taking 30960 
samples per point, over 6  minutes, did not produce any significant difference in 
the data. Between 20 and 40 points were measured for each traverse.
With this software the time averaged quantities were calculated on-line, and 
only the final averages were retained. Thus, im portant inform ation such as 
probability  density functions, spectra, interm ittency, phase velocity  and auto­
correlations could not be calculated.
In each of the flow cases, after the position o f the mixing layer had been 
found by prelim inary traverses, crossed-w ire traverses, nom inally perpendicular 
to the 0.67U max mixing layer centre line were perform ed in the four planes 
mentioned in section 2.7.2, at positions shown in Tables 2 to 4. All the time 
averaged-velocity data, collected via the tim e-averaging data acquisition software 
described above, were saved on floppy-disk. Terms contained in the pressure- 
diffusion and pressure-strain terms could not, of course, be measured.
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Angular alignment of the probe for the 0° & 90° orientations was achieved 
by sighting the probe prongs against vertical and horizontal reference marks. 
Angular alignment o f the probe for the ± 4 5 °  orientations (simultaneous u, v & w
measurements) was achieved by sighting the probe prongs with a plumb-line held 
against the ceramic part o f the probe whilst the traverse gear was temporarily 
tilted at +45° and - 45° respectively.
The actual roll angles of the wires, were then m easured by a method 
(Hancock (1980)) very sim ilar in principle to that o f yaw calibration. For a probe 
rotated through an angle (j) about its longitudinal axis, where <|) is measured from 
the u-w plane, and then pitched at an angle A a  in the u-w plane, it can be shown 
t h a t
1
sinljr eff .
1 -
rE 2 - Eq2V
B U n
- cosA a
sin<|)
.tanYeff.
sin A a (2.7.7)
The angle of rotation, (j), can then be obtained for each wire. Typically, <J) i and <j) 2 
differed by 0.3° and the average of the two (j)'s was no more than 1° from the 
nominal 45°.
2.7.5 A n g u l a r  T r a n s f o r m a t i o n  o f  C r o s s e d  H o t - W i r e  D a t a
The s-n-(j) coordinate system requires the data to be aligned with the chosen 
centre line. With the present system for holding the crossed wire probe in the 
traverse gear, described in section 2.7.2., it was not possible to yaw the probe in
order to align it with the mean flow direction or a convenient centre line. An
alternative would have been to ensure that the traverse gear were set up for each 
traverse such that it was normal to the chosen centre line, but this proved
difficult, especially for the strongly strained mixing layer. Had the alignment been 
done exactly it would have added many tedious hours to the experimental time. The 
third possible way of achieving the same result was to approxim ately align the 
traverse gear with the normal to the centre line and then transform  the data
through the error angle P (the angle between the normal to the traverse direction
and the tangent to the chosen centre line). These angles are shown in figure 2.6 
for the centre line based on 0.67Umax and the stream line originating from the
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separation point. The traverse line did not deviated by more than 8 ° from the n- 
direction (for the 0.67Umax centre line).
I n s t a n t a n e o u s l y ,
(U +u)t = (U+u)mcosp + (V+v)msin(3 (2.7.8)
and,
(V +v)t = (V+v)mcosp  - (U+u)msinp (2.7 .9)
where t denotes the transformed and m the measured values.
Averaging, and subtracting the average from 2.7.8 and 2.7.9 gives,
ut = umcosP + vmsinp
and,
(2.7.10)
v t=  vmcoSp - umsinP (2 .7 .11)
Hence, the products of the fluctuating quantities (up to fourth order) are 
found by multiples of 2.7.10 and 2.7.11 as necessary and then time averaging. The 
turbulent shear stress, for example, in the new coordinate direction is given by;
u v t = u v m((co s2 P )-(s in 2 p)) - u 2 m(sinpcosp ) + v 2 m(s in p c o sp )
The higher order products, such as v 4 , also contain all possible fourth order 
products of u and v, such as u 2v 2 .
To aid in the calculation of the transformed products a com puter program 
was written which allowed existing data files to be called up, the required 
transformation angle to be typed in and the new products saved in the same format 
as the old under a new file name.
As a check of the validity of such an analysis, com parisons o f data 
transformed to align with the “centre” stream line with data actually measured at 
the new (transformed) angle were made in parts of the flow where the curvature 
and p were large. Figures 2.7a to 2.7f show these comparisons, for station W l l  
(s=8 6 6 mm, p = -11.08°), and the agreement can be seen to be excellent. U (figure 
2.7a), u 2 (not shown), v 2 (figure 2.7c) and higher order products o f single
component velocity fluctuations were found to be only slightly affected by the 
transformation process at station Wl l .
(2 .7 .12)
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2.7.6 S i m u l t a n e o u s  V a n d  W M e a s u r e m e n t s  
3^  q 2v
The r  — diffusion term of the energy equation (equation 3.2.19 section
o y  _____
(3.2.2)) contains the product vw 2 and therefore it was desirable to measure this 
term at a few stations. The measurement of vw 2 was achieved by performing two
traverses, one with the probe orientated at +45° and a second at -45°. The 
m easurem ent points were at exactly the same Tj, or TJ *, positions in the two 
traverses. With the probe at ± 4 5 °  the axial velocity, and its fluctuations, were 
sensed as before and should therefore reproduce u-measurements from the “u-v” 
and “u-w ” probe orientations. The fluctuating com ponents normal to the probe 
axis which are now sensed by the wires in the two planes are (assuming the roll 
angle to be ± 4 5 °);
1 1~i= [v + w] a n d  ~r= [v - w] (2.7.13)
V 2 V2
Squaring these terms and averaging gives
j  £ v 2 + 2  v w + w2 J  a n d  ~  £ v 2 - 2  v w + w 2 J
(2.7.14)
Cubing 2.7.13 and averaging gives
-j=  £ v 3 + 3  vw 2 + 3 v 2w + w 3 J
2 V2
a n d  (2.7.15)
£ v 3 + 3  vw 2 - 3 v2w - w 3 J
Adding these two gives;
^  £ v 3 + 3 vw 2 J  (2 .7 .16)
for which vw 2 can then be obtained if  v 3 is measured separately. By similar
methods the following terms can also be found:
1) The shear stress v w ,  which should be zero, can be checked via 2.7.14
2 ) comparisons with [  v 2 + w2 ]  can be made via 2.7.14
3) comparisons of u v can be made
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2.7.7 T h e  S k e w n e s s  a n d  F l a t n e s s  F a c t o r s
From the time-averaged turbulence data the probability densities cannot be 
calculated nor the qualitative shape of the signals recovered. Although this would 
be possible from the raw u-v signal acquired using the spectral software described 
later), such calculations were not possible within the time scale o f the present 
work. However, an idea of the shapes of both the probability density distribution 
and the signal can be gleaned from the calculation o f the skewness and flatness 
factors. Skewness and flatness factors were calculated from the triple products u 3 ,
and v 3 and the fourth products u 4 , v 4 and w 4 , respectively as follows:
Su =   1.5
-(u0 -
a n d Fu =
- ( u 2 )  -
(2.7.17)
with analogous definitions for v and w skewness and flatness factors.
A positive skewness factor indicates the signal has a tendency towards 
shorter period but larger m agnitude positive excursions and the probability  
density function therefore, is skewed towards the negative side. A small flatness 
factor indicates that both the signal and the probability density function are “flat” 
ie. the signal does not have large positive and/or negative spikes. A large flatness 
factor is generally taken as an indication o f inhomogeneity o f the turbulence as 
homogeneous turbulence has a flatness factor o f about 3.
2.7.8 T h e  I n t e r m i t t e n c y  F a c t o r
From examination of the turbulence data for the mixing layers, taken from 
the time averaged data acquisition software, it is obvious that the flow is highly 
inhomogeneous. This inhomogeneity is partly due to the interm ittent nature o f the 
flow. One o f the methods for establishing the intermittency is to define a quantity, 
3 (x ,t) which is zero in non-turbulent flow and unity in fully turbulent flow. For
the reasons, given in section 2.7.7, that the probability  densities were not 
calculated directly, so the intermittency function was not. The only measure of 
interm ittency here is the interm ittency factor, y , calculated from the flatness
factor (Townsend (1956)), thus;
U 4  = y u 4 turb +  (1“Y) U4 n o n - t u r b  (2 .7 .18)
and,  ___  ___  ___
U 2 = y u 2 turb + (1“Y) n o n - t u r b  (2 .7 .19)
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The over-bars denote time averages in the respective zones, and y  and 1-y are the 
fractions of time for which the flow at a fixed point is turbulent and non-turbulent 
respectively. If  u 4 non-turb and u 2 non-turb are negligible in equations 2 . 7 . 1 8  and 
2 . 7 . 1 9  then,
T h e re fo re ,
4 4
U — y u  turb a n d  u2 = y u 2 turb
(•*)
Y u  turb
_ 7 2 (  U2 t u r b )  _
u
L(^)J turb
( 2 . 7 . 2 0 )
( 2 . 7 . 2 1 )
rearrang ing  gives,
LOOJ turb
( 2 . 7 . 2 2 )
u
L(7 )J
In the turbulent zones the inhomogeneity is mainly due to the probability of 
the flow being turbulent and not to the properties of the turbulence itself. The 
turbulence contained in the turbulent bursts will be near homogeneous so that
U ^ ) J
Measuring
will be the same everywhere.
turb
L ( ^ ) J
assuming y= l at TJ, or TJ * =0,
turb
L(7 ) U
Y= ~ F ~ = .------
- ( ^ ) J
( 2 . 7 . 2 3 )
Equation 2.7.23, of course, forces the interm ittency factor to unity in the 
centre of the layer which may not be the case. Both Townsend (1956) and Castro
(1973) measured the interm ittency factor from an interm ittency signal deduced 
from instantaneous velocity  m easurem ents and made com parisons w ith that 
calculated from the flatness factor (Townsend did this for a turbulent je t). The
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agreement was excellent everywhere except the outer regions o f the flow where 
much of the fluctuation is not true turbulence, ie. it is irrotational.
2.7.9 T h e  A n a lo g u e  S p e c t r a
Analogue u-com ponent spectra were m easured at four stations for the 
undistorted layer (table 2 ) using a single uncalibrated hot-wire connected, via a 
Prosser anemometer, to a B&K 2113 spectral analyser (the digital spectral analysis 
software, described later, had not been written at this stage). The spectrometer has 
1/3 octave bandwidth filters which makes A f=0.231f between the 3dB points. The
output of the spectrometer was connected to an integrating RMS voltmeter. The 
to ta l signal (ie. unfiltered) was read fo r each spectrum  and the non- 
d im ensionalized spectral density calculated  from  equation (2.7.24) (the non- 
dimensionalizing factor shown in {} brackets);
Spectra were taken at 8 positions o f T| through the layer at stations A5 and A9
(x=591mm and x=1092mm respectively).
2.7.10 T h e  D i g i t a l  S p e c t r a
The spectral analysis software for measuring u and v spectra was adapted for 
use with the Prosser crossed-hot-w ire anem om eter by Dr. P E H ancock from
software originally written by Dr. I P Castro.
Acquisition of the data was achieved via the 10-bit Prosser analogue-to- 
digital converters and a BBC B microcomputer. The calibration routines and the use 
o f look-up tables are identical to those described above. After calibration and disc 
formatting (described in appendix B), the spectral analysis process is in two stages. 
In the first, the data acquisition stage, u and v velocity fluctuations (and mean
velocities) are stored on disc. The second stage is spectral analysis from the stored 
data. In the data acquisition stage, data was collected in a block o f 4096, 2-byte 
pairs, before transfer to the disc, during w hich no data was collected. The
discontinuity in data (after 4096 pairs) was unim portant for the spectral analysis
H£L_ I u r
Aco [  U ( to ta l ) 2 (X  -  xo)
(2.7.24)
and the non-dim ensionalized frequency from,
(2.7.25)
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but would need to be treated carefully for other time domain uses. The velocities
were obtained in the same way as for the ensem ble average m easurements.
Sampling was limited to a maximum rate o f 7.6kHz and a maximum sample size 
196602 (for the present work a sample size of 49152 was used to enable four 
separate data collections to be saved on each disc). The FFT was an eight bit routine 
and so two sampling rates (400Hz and 7000Hz) were used at each each position in 
order to obtain adequate definition in the low and inertial subrange wave number 
ranges. Filtering o f the signal, in order to avoid aliasing, was done by Kemo 
analogue filters connected between the anemometers and the interface units. The
spectra presented were obtained from 128 blocks, each o f 128 sam ples. No 
frequency smoothing was employed, except in so far as not all samples were 
p lo tted .
Digital u, v and w spectra were taken in the two distorted mixing layer cases,
at the stations shown in Tables 3 & 4, at positions o f TJ * across the layer
corresponding to those used for the undistorted mixing layer analogue spectra. The 
final spectra are presented in wave number form as “k” represents a length scale 
of the turbulence which can be non-dim ensionalized by a characteristic length 
scale of the flow (as opposed to frequency which has to be non-dimensionalized by 
both a characteristic  velocity and length scale). The non-dim ensional wave 
number spectra and wave number were calculated from equations 2.7.26 and 2.7.27 
respectively (the non-dim ensionalizing factor again shown in {} brackets),
is the wave number in the streamwise direction. The length scale A was preferred, 
over other length scales, as the non-dim ensionalizing factor in equation 2.7.26 
because it is a mean flow measure of the large-scale structures. For the calculation 
of < j)(k )ii, <j)(k) 2 2  and <j)(k)3 3  the respective contribution to the total energy,
U(total)2 , v (total)2 and w (total)2 > was found by trapezoidal integration of <j)(f) with 
respect to f.
u (total) A
(2.7.26)
with similar expressions for <j)(k) 2 2  and <|)(k)3  3
CO
(2.7.27)
where Uc is the local streamwise convection velocity defined as Uc = U + ' -----"" and k
q2
q 2u
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2.7.11 P u l s e d - W i r e  M e a s u r e m e n t s
To establish whether the crossed-wire or Pitot tube was more accurate,
pulsed-wire probe measurements of mean axial velocity were made, using a Pela
Flow Instruments anemometer, at one position in the undistorted mixing layer. The 
pulsed-wire probe used was of a type with improved yaw response (Castro (1986)), 
w ith pulser and sensor wires closer together than the conventional type, so 
reducing the minimum time o f flight, which lim ited the maximum velocity to 
approximately 8m/s. The pulsed-wire test was therefore run at a reduced speed of 
6 m/s. The stream wise turbulent intensity was also measured and compared with
crossed wire measurements at the same position and speed. In this speed range the
calibration of the crossed-wire was excellent down to 1.5m/s below which the Betz 
manom eter was insufficiently  accurate.
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T r a v e r s e X P i t o t C ross id H ot -W ire S p e : t r a
( m m ) u  - V u - w *I>I3 u - V u - w
A1 1 2 2 X X
A2 291 X X X
A3 391 X X X
A4 491 X X
A5 591 X X X X
A 6 691 X
A7 792 X X X
A 8 902 X X
A9 1092 X X X X
A10 1292 X X
A l l 1492 X X X X
TABLE 2
M e a su re m e n t P o s it io n s  fo r  th e  U n d is to r te d  L a y e r
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T r a v e r s e s
( m m )
K ie l C ross
u - V
Jd H ot 
u - w
-W ire  
U - V - w
S p e  
u - V
: t r  a 
u - w
W1 1 2 2 X
W2 291 X
W3 391 X X X
W4 588 X X X
W5 652 X X
W 6 712 X X
W7 770 X X X X X
W 8 795 X X
W9 816 X X X
W10 844 X X
W ll 8 6 6 X X X X X X
W12 880 X X
W13 898 X X X
W14 918 X X X
W15 940 X X X
W16 962 X X
W17 987 X X X X
W18 1040 X X
W19 1083 X X X X X
W20 1181 X X
W21 1282 X X X X
W22 1397 X X X
W23 1593 X X X
TABLE 3
M e a su re m e n t P o s it io n s  fo r  th e  S tro n g ly  S tra in e d  L a y e r
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T r a v e r s e s
( m m )
K ie l C ross
U - V
id H ot 
u - w
-W ire  
u - v - w
S p e  
u - V
i t r a
u - w
Cl 1 2 2 X
C2 240 X X
C3 291 X X
C4 326 X X
C5 361 X
C6 389 X X X X
C7 420 X
C8 450 X X
C9 482 X
CIO 511 X X
C ll 542 X X
C12 570 X X
C13 597 X
C14 624 X X
C15 653 X
C16 685 X X
C17 718 X
C18 754 X X X X
C19 789 X
C20 819 X X
C21 850 X
C22 887 X X
C23 924 X
C24 963 X X X X
C25 1016 X
C26 1070 X X
C ll 1175 X X
C28 1271 X X
C29 1373 X X X
C30 1472 X X
C31 1573 X
C32 1675 X
TABLE 4
M e a su re m e n t P o s itio n s  fo r  th e  M o d e ra te ly  S tra in e d  L a y e r
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3. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
3.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
The present chapter introduces and discusses the equations governing the 
flow, ie. the continuity, momentum and Reynolds stress transport equations and 
hence the total turbulent kinetic energy transport equation. Further to this, some 
none obvious methods o f calculation are discussed.
3.2 T h e  E q u a t i o n s  G o v e r n i n g  t h e  F l o w
In investigations of distorted flows such as the present, the choice of an 
appropriate coordinate system is of great importance. Ideally the system should be
chosen such that it is a physically sensible extension of that used for thin shear 
layers, ie. one in the direction of the flow, with the main velocity variation in the 
transverse  d irec tion . A dditional term s w ill arise because som e long itud ina l
gradients (and transverse pressure gradients) w ill no longer be sm all and the 
layer cannot, therefore, be formally regarded as thin, as discussed in section 1 .1 .
The s-n coordinate system, presented by Bradshaw (1973) in non-orthogonal 
co- and contra-variant tensor notation, requires a reference surface of curvature 
to be used, which can be chosen as a mean stream line (which would, at any 
circum ferential position on the je t lie in a plane containing the je t axis) or a 
convenient 'centre line' based on some width param eter o f the layer. The s-n-(|)
orthogonal coord inate  system  (derived  in general o rthogonal coord inates by
Hancock (1989)), shown in figure 3.1, is an extension of the s-n system and is the
most appropriate for the present flows.
3.2.1 T h e  C o n t i n u i t y  a n d  M o m e n t u m  E q u a t i o n s
For any constant density flow through a control volume, the mass flow in 
must equal the mass flow out. Here we choose a control volume with sides aligned 
with the coordinate system. By summing the net mass flow out o f such a control 
volum e (following the coordinate conventions shown in figure 3.1 and discussed 
above) and equating it to zero the continuity equation in general orthogonal 
coordinate form for a constant density flow is;
d d d
—  (h2h 3U i)  + —  (h3h!U 2) + —  (h ih 2U 3) = 0 (3 .2 .1 )
C7X1 (7X2 C/X3
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w h e r e ,
V a r i a b l e s C a r t e s i a n C y l i n d r i c a l s - n -1
x i X X s
x 2 y r n
x3 z * 4>
Ui U U U
u2 V V V
u3 w w w
h i 1 1
( 1 +
h 2 1 1 1
h3 1 (r + y) (r + nc<
T A B L E  5 V a r ia b le s  in  T he G e n e ra l O rth o g o n a l E q u a t i o n s  
F o r S p e c if ic  Coo r d i n a t e  Sys t ems
h i ,  h2 and I13 are m etric coefficients, 
the x i, X2 and X3 directions are related to the 
by h i d x  1 , h2 d x 2 and h 3 d x 3 respectively. To 
system it is also necessary to have r and T  as 
By consideration  of all the forces 
momentum flux into and out of the control 
derived. In orthogonal coordinates there 
coordinate direction
equation in general orthogonal coordinates 
b y ;
where physical elem ental lengths in 
coordinate elements (dx i, dx2 and dx3> 
specify a point in space in the s-n-(|) 
shown in figure 3.1. 
acting on the control volum e, and 
volume, the momentum equations are 
are three equations^ 'one  for each
The x i d irec tio n  m om entum  
(in non-conservative form ) is given
3 U i  I ^ a U l  U2 3U i U i ^ U l  U 1U 2 d h l  U 1U3 3 h j  U 22 3 h 2 U 32 3 h 3
3 t  ^ 1  0X1 ^ 2  3 x 2  ^ 3  3 x 3  h i h 2 9 x 2  h i h 3 9 x 3 h i h 2 9 x i  h i h 3 9 x i
1 1 3 p  ' \L 
+
p h i  9xi h2h3
3(h3W3) 3(h2W2>
3x2 3x'
w h e r e ;
(3 .2 .2 )
1 p ( h i U i ) 3 ( h 3 U 3) l 1 [3 (h 2U 2) 3 ( h i U i ) l
W2 = h l h 3
.  3 x3 3x i
& W3 = ;  ,h i h 2 3 x i 3 x2 _
The X2 and X3 equations are obtained by rotating a 11 the suffixes (ie. 1—>2, 2 -» 3 , 
3 - » l ) ,  once for the X2 equation and once again for the X3 equation.
In the Cartesian coordinate system the continuity equation becomes;
3U dV dW
—  + — +— = 0 (3 .2 .3)
3x dy  dz
and the three component direction mean momentum equations are;
dU dU 3U dU i dp
T -  + U t  + V r— +W ~" = - — + viscous terms (3 .2 .4)
dt dx dy  dz  p dx
dV dV  d V  dV  l dp
—  + U T  + V~— + W ”  = - - 7 _ + viscous terms (3 .2 .5)
3 t dx dy  dz  p dy
a n d
a w  a w  a w  a w  i ap
“  + U “ —+ V ~ — + W t — = - ~~T~~ + viscous terms (3 .2 .6)
a t dx dy  dz p d z
In the distorted s-n-(|) system  for ax isym m etric flow  the con tinu ity  equation 
becom es;
a d r  n
_ U(r + n cosr) + T- V 1 + tr  + n cosr) = 0 (3 .2 .7)
as a n  v K '
and the mean momentum equations are;
a u  u  d u  a u  i UV s i n r
 -------------------+ V— +  —  - W -------------
a t  f i  + y a -  a n  ^  + n jj ^  (r  + n c o s T )
1 i 3p
+ viscous terms (3 .2 .8 )
i  + | ^ P a s
av u av i u2 9 cosr -^-------+v— - — L—  —- - w 2 -------------
d t (+ , nA as a n  ( ,  , n _ ^  (r  + n c o s T )
I 1 + r J  I 1 +
1 dp
+ viscous terms (3 .2 .9 )
p a n
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a n d
0W u  dW 9W sinT  c o s r+ —------ — + v— +wu------------ —  +W V
at ( \  nA ds dn  ( r  + n c o s T )  (r + n c o s T )
11 + rJ
l 1 9p
(r  + n c o s T )  p d§
+ viscous terms (3.2.10)
a a
( r -  is necessarily zero for an axisym metric flow (as is ~  in the plane flow),a<j> a z
although W may not be zero.)
P erfo rm ing  a R eynolds decom position  and tim e averaging  the above 
mom entum equations produces the Reynolds averaged mom entum equations. For 
two dim ensional flow , the stream w ise and transverse equations in C artesian
coordinates are;
a n d
au au au— + u — +V—
a t dx dy
av av av
— + U — + V—  
at  dx  dy
i a p a u a u
p 3x dx dy
i a p a u v a v 2
p 3y dx dy
(3 .2 .11)
(3.2 .12)
and in s-n-(() coordinate system for axisymmetric flow;
( ' ♦ » )
r + n co sr)
a u  u  d u  a u  i U V—  + --------------------+ y  —  + — ---------------
a t (* . nA as a n  (* n'N R
1 + R 1 + R
i a p a
(r + n co sr) — r — - “ I u “ (r  + nci 
p 3s as
^  2 o s T ) ^
^(uv + | ) ( r  + n c o s r ) J
1 + )(r + n c o s r)
u v w
1 + R
R (r + n c o s T )
s i n T (3 .2 .13)
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f  n A  i 3  p ■ 9  x -------
( 1  + ~ Y r + n c o s r)  — r  - z ~ (  u v  (r  + n c o s T
V K )  p 3n  d s v
_3_
3 n
(r  + n c o s T )
u 2 2
1 + “  \ r  + n co sr) 1
w
c o s r (3.2 .14)
(r  + n c o s T )
In both the Cartesian and s-n-(|) coordinate systems the above equations are 
rotationally invariant about the z and <|) axes respectively. However, the rotational 
invariance o f the equations in the s-n-(J) system is not obvious as the metric 
coeffic ien ts; h i ,  h2 & I13, are not equal to each other. Under certain conditions 
some terms in the above equations can be neglected giving the thin, or fairly thin, 
shear layer approxim ations discussed in chapter 1. When term s are neglected the 
equations no longer remain rotationally  invariant. However, as the extra strain 
rates becom e large, as in the present experiments, fewer term s can be neglected 
and the fairly thin shear layer approximation may no longer be applicable.
3.2.2 T h e  R e y n o l d s  S t r e s s  T r a n s p o r t  E q u a t i o n s
K nowledge o f the transport o f the Reynolds stresses and the turbulent 
kinetic energy in the flow is a great aid in understanding the physics o f the flow. 
Perform ing a Reynolds decom position on the three N avier Stokes equations, 
m u ltip ly in g  by the respective  flu c tu a tin g  com ponent and tim e av e raging,
produces the four Reynolds stress transport equations ie.
D u v
and — — . In Cartesian tensor notation, the equation for the transport o f the
Reynolds stresses ujuj  is ;
d / - — \  r — - B u i  —  
v t (  UiUj )  ^  - L u iuk  UiUk
au
5xk_
- 2v du[ Buj 
3xk 5xk
p ' aui aUj a d u i u ;
p _axj dx[_ aXk
UiUjUk
" V  dxk
a a / \
axi \ puj; p u i J (3.2.15)
In the s-n-(J) system, for axisymmetric flow, the equations for the transport of the 
norm al stresses are;
a u 3 3— + 77—  + v— 
a t  h i a s a n
.2 r
h i
" au V u V +
d
I 
c
t-H
1 
1
u" 1 p ' a u h 3
. as + R h i R + h i h 3 p as
h i h 3
3  f  I » 2 Z l X t .  '
7 ,  u U  + PJ h3
V J
9 f  u 2 ^—  v — h i h 3 
a n  ^ 1 j
u 2v
h i  L R J + r f r r  [ ■ u w 2  h i  s i n r ]
+Viscous Diffusion - j (3 .2 .16)
a u  d 9-
— + r V  + V—  a t h i ^ s  0 n
u v 'av  u' 2 "av' 1
h i as U -  V _an. + h i h 3
a v h i h 3 
p an
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h i h 3
9 (  yv }■ h i h 3
0 n
0 (  2 °  uv ,
o h 3
V y 0S V y
+ hT [ vw2 cosr] ' h 7
u 2v
R J
+Viscous Diffusion - ^ (3.2.17)
0  u d  0
—  +  — —  +  V —  
0 t ^ 1 0 s 0 n
w
= - i 7 [ U s i n r  + V c o s r ] + M r
p 1 0  w h j
P 3<t>
h i h 3
7) f  2 v  uw
0S 2 hs
0  (  2 p vw
0 n
h i h 3
+h i r [ uw2 hi sinr]- i^[vw2 c°sr]
+Viscous Diffusion - ^
Where the dissipation, e, has been assumed to be isotropic.
(3 .2 .18)
In the Cartesian form of the normal stress transport equations the pressure 
strain term s are the product o f fluctuating pressure and the fluctuating rate of
l T  . p ' d ustrain, (ie. for the equation for ~ u it is ~ ). However, in the s-n-(j) system
z p 0X
these term s differ considerably with the corresponding term in the equation for
1 . 1
2 U bCmS h l h 3
p ' 0 uh;
p 0S
1 P ' 0  U p  ' 1
This term can be written as r ~  + u ,
h i  p 0 s p h i h 3
0 h;
0S
', where the first term resembles the Cartesian form of the pressure strain term
and the second term resembles a pressure diffusion term. Physically, these terms 
represent the redistribution, by pressure fluctuations, of the energy com ponents
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betw een the contributions. W hen the three equations are summed to form the 
turbulent kinetic energy equation (equation 3.2.20), these term s necessarily sum 
to zero.
The turbulent kinetic energy equation in Cartesian coordinates, is;
'3  3 d ^
a t + U3x + v a y
1 2 2 a u  2 - q  = . u — - v
3u
3x
3v
By
U  V
rau av
dy + dx J
d_
dx I
d_
3y
1 2 E_1r  q +
2 P
+Viscous Diffusion - Dissipation (8 ) (3 .2 .19)
In the s-n-(|) coordinate system the kinetic energy transport equation becomes;
f d  u  a 3
— + 7—  + V—  a t h ia s  0 n
I  2 
2<1
/
( i)
u 2 f 3 U  V  ^ — T  av —r  1 ,  ■ \
v r  - w r  ( U sin T  + V co sT  ) 
3n  h 3 v ^3s + R ( i i )
u V f  a_u u_ d_y_ >|
k h l 3n  '  R + ds yh i ( i i )
1
h l h 3 ds
1 2 , EJ. xu2q + 1 h 3
p 3n
h i h 3 ( i i i )
+Viscous Diffusion - Dissipation (8 ) (3 .2 .20)
The tu rb u len t k ine tic  energy  tran sp o rt equation , reg a rd less  o f  the
coordinate system in which it is cast, is split into four terms namely (i) advection 
(ii) production (iii) turbulent & pressure diffusion and dissipation (e ) (viscous
diffusion is usually neglected for all but low Reynolds numbers). The advection and
tu rb u len t d iffu sio n  term s are both  spa tia l red is trib u tio n  te rm s. A dvection
1 2 1 2 
represents the transport of ”  q by the mean flow and is the rate of change of “  q
1 2
along a mean stream line. Turbulent diffusion represents the transport o f ~ Q hy 
the tu rb u len ce  its e lf  and p ressu re  d iffu sio n  rep resen ts  tran sp o rt by the
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1 2
fluctuating pressure. The production terms represent the transfer o f j  q from the
mean flow to the turbulence and can be seen in the above equations as being the
product o f a stress and the corresponding mean strain rate.
In the Cartesian form of the turbulent kinetic energy equation 3.2.19 the
(3U 3 V N
^3n 3s > 
Using the present
1 2production of “  q due to the shear stress, u v , can be seen to be - u v
whilst in the s-n-(j) coordinate system it is - u v
f  3_U 9 v  u l
h l 9n + 9s ‘ R
3 u
coordinate convention (figure 3.1), ~ ~  is always negative and R is negative for
3n
3V
concave flow. As t -  is com paratively small, the extra production term can only 
3s
serve to decrease the production o f kinetic energy in a concave flow and increase 
it in a convex flow , dem onstrating the inherent stab iliz ing  and destab ilizing 
nature o f the two types of curvature. production term in the transport equation for w2
(equation 3.2.18) and the contribution to the production of q2 (equation 3.2.20) is
- w2 r ~  (  U sin T  + V co sT  )  (in Cartesian coordinates the term is w2^ 0  In the
h 3 v ___  3z
undistorted flow the term reduces to -w2 —-— and is small, while in a two dimensional
( r+ y )  3 wplane flow it is, of course, zero. Divergence gives positive —  and hence negative 
production of w2, but positive production of u2 or v2 or both, because from continuity at
least one of —  or —  must be negative.
3x 3y ____
1 2The dissipation term represents the loss of “  q from the turbulent motion to
the m olecular motion. It is the time averaged product of the fluctuating strain rate 
and the fluctuating  viscous stress (whereas production is the product o f the 
Reynolds stress and the mean strain rate). This term cannot, of course, go negative
as this would imply that the turbulence was cooling the flow. M easurem ent of
dissipation is discussed in section 3.7.
The transport and generation o f shear stress within the flow is also very
inform ative as the shear stress is produced by the large eddies in the flow, and it 
will be these eddies which will be most affected by the distortion. The transport 
equation for shear stress, in the Cartesian coordinate system is;
O d d
—  + u— + v— _ . _  ^  ^  ^ _
3t 3x 3y J 3x 3y 13x 3yV
Y 3v —  3u —  fd\J  3 V ^
+
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d u - 3 u v 2 3 v p '  3 u p '
3x d y dx d y '+  P'
f3u d v ' )  
y d y  dx
+ Viscous terms (3.2.21)
The Viscous terms in equation 3.2.21 cancel out if  the small eddies are isotropic. 
In the s-n-(|) coordinate system it is;
f d  u  d  3 ^
~  + u T~ + V—
d t  3s d n
u v ( i )
u 2 a v  
3s
- v 2 hi
3U/h
3n
2_U  /  2 “T \
l  R  V u  v  ) ( i i )
u v  (3U V 3 v
h T ^ + R + h l a^ ( i i )
I J3 u v h 3 3 uv I11I13 I i [3 vp'  I13 3 u p ' h i h 3]
+ I i - 7 T ) +  1----------f ( i i i )
h l h 3 3s 3n h l h 3 L 3s 3n
h iR ^ ( uy2 - » 3 ) -
c o s r
UW ~ 7  - vw ,h 3 h 3
0 s i n r  
2 — ^sinr ( i i i )
^3uhih3 3 v h 3 ^
3n 3s
( iv )
+ Viscous terms (3 .2 .22)
   The above equations describing the transport o f the turbulent shear stress,
u v , are again split into four terms; (i) convection, (ii) generation, (iii) turbulent
transport and (iv) destruction. The convection and turbulent transport term s are
again both  spatial red istribu tion  term s. The convection  te rm rep resen ts  the 
transport of u v by the mean flow and is the rate of change of u v along a mean
stream line. The turbulent transport term represents the transport o f the shear
stress by the turbulence itself. This term again incorporates pressure transport 
term s w hich could not be m easured d irectly . The genera tion  term  in the 
undistorted flow represents the gain of turbulent shear stress and is com posed of
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the product o f d irect stresses & “shear-strain -like” term s and shear stress &
“direct-strain-like” terms. The final term in the shear stress transport equation in
the undistorted flow represents the loss of turbulent shear stress. It is the mean
product of the pressure fluctuation and the fluctuating rate o f strain in the u-v
plane, hence it is called the pressure strain or, more aptly, the destruction term.
The fluctuating pressure is difficult to measure (anywhere but on a surface) and
hence the destruction term is usually found by difference o f the other terms in the 
e q u a tio n .
All o f the above equations in s-n-(|) coordinates reduce to the fam iliar
cylindrical form when the curvature and divergence are zero (ie. when R = 0 0  and
r  = 0). For ease o f calculation it is worth noting that r' in the cylindrical forms is 
independent of x, and therefore cancels out in the q u term in the triple velocity 
d if fu s io n .
3.3 T h e  F l o w  M e a n  S t r e a m l i n e s
From the continuity equation in s-n-(|) coordinates (equation 3.2.7) it follows
th a t;
U (r+ n c o s r)S n  - V ^l + (r+ncosF)8s (3 .3 .1)
is an exact derivative equal to S 'F . Therefore;
1 a 'F  1 1 1
U = ------------—  ----------  & V=  ---------- 1------------ —  —  (3 .3 .2)
( r + n c o s r )  3 n  2lt (^ 1 + ( r + n c o s H  9s 2,1
Therefore, integrating at constant s;
n2
A 'f' = 2rc J (r+ n co sT )U  dn (3 .3 .3)
nl
Equation 3.3.3 gives the flow rate between n i and r\2 where, for the present case ni 
was taken as a measured streamline.
As the U profiles were fairly smooth, the calculations were perform ed by
fittin g  a polynom ial curve to the appropria te U data and in teg ra ting  this
polynomial to obtain the positions of a number of predetermined values o f A 'F, a n d
hence the positions of the streamlines. One of the values o f AT* was chosen such
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that it coincided with the point o f separation on the axisym m etric development 
duct.
The mean V component could then be calculated from » where ^ 7
represents the slope of the stream line in s-n coordinates. Some com parisons with 
measured V are given later.
3.4 T h e  M e a n  T r a n s v e r s e  V e l o c i t y  C o m p o n e n t
Because o f the difficulty encountered by many workers in m easuring the
m ean transverse velocity  com ponent d irectly  using crossed-hot-w ire anem ometry,
an indirect m easurem ent is often preferred. As mass m ust be preserved, the
continuity equation (equations 3.2.3 & 3.2.7) presents an essentially simple way of
doing this. For the undistorted mixing layer the calculation o f V was performed 
from the “ self-preserving” form (though n o t  assuming self-preserving flow) ‘ of
the axisym m etric continuity equation;
0 U 1 . d ( V ( r  + y) )
dx  ( r  + y )
= 0 (3 .4 .1 )
F or se lf-p reserva tion ;
U = Ux fi(T|) & V = U i f 2(ri)
Integrating (with respect to r) for V gives,
(3 .4 .2)
/•
V  1 +  =  = U i  Tj 1 .+ =  d fi(ti)  ' (3 .4 .3)
r  ti ^ f ,  Tl 1^ i |
D J I  D J
~  D . vwhere D = ~  r  and Tl = ;— — r  2 (x -x 0) ‘ (x -x 0)
The D term in equation 3.4.3 is not a constant, as it is inversely proportional to (x- 
xo). This im plies that an undistorted axisym m etric m ixing layer cannot strictly 
reach self-preservation. This is discussed in section 1.2. Strictly therefore,
U = U i f i [ r | , (x-x0) ]  (3 .4 .4 )
and sim ilarly for V, whereupon an extra derivative term in x would appear. As 
m easurem ents show the U-component velocity to be closely “self-p reserv ing” in 
nature, this additional dependence must be very small. Therefore, well within the
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apparently “ self-preserving” region o f the undistorted layer _a cautious use of a
self-preserving analysis may be employed to calculate V and u v
Taking equation 3.4.3 and integrating by parts produces;
f  ti ^ v  
1 +■=
D J U i
1 +■
L\
i
D
1 ^i  += ■
D *n f i c n )
■n
fl(T l) 1 +2 D
dri (3 .4 .5)
By integration o f the mean axial velocity profile, fi(T ]), the V component was 
evaluated fo r the undistorted layer. The integration was perform ed num erically, 
from a polynom ial curve fitted to the mean axial velocity profile, in a program 
written by the author. The program evaluates equation 3.4.5 between the boundary 
condition, V=0 (taken as T|=-0.1), and TJ (the maximum value o f T |  used was 0.1) and 
produces output of T|,.U/Ur» V/Ur (and u v / U r2 (see next section)).
It should be noted that as D approaches infinity in equation 3.4.5 (ie. the je t
d iam eter approaches infin ity  and hence the m ixing layer becom es plane) the 
plane form of the self-preserving continuity equation, as given by Castro (1973), is 
o b ta in e d .
3.5 T h e  T u r b u l e n t  S h e a r  S t r e s s
The turbulent shear stress was calculated for the undistorted layer using the 
continuity  equation 3.4.1 in conjunction w ith the non-conservative form  o f the 
momentum equation, here expressed in cylindrical coordinates;
1 9 ( ( r  + y ) u v )  a u  a u
-----±---------- V------------------ L. _ TJ  . Y  ,
( r + y )  d r ’ dx d r ' dx
neglecting the viscous term
A gain using a se lf-p reserv ing  form ulation  (but 
flow) where;
(3 .5 .1)
not assum ing se lf-p reserv ing
U = Ui fiO l) , v  = u i  f2c n ) ,
u 2 = U i2 gi(ri) a n d  v 2 = U i2 g2(*n) (3 .5 .2)
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Vrearranging and substituting equation 3.4.3 for “  gives;
■n
1 +■
u v
U i‘
ii n
= flOl) Jfi(tl) dr) - [ t i  f i ( T i ) 2 ]  - Jfi(ri)2 dr)
l l
'I
flCn)[Tl f l(T l)] + J^l d [g i(T l)  - g 2 (T l)]
D
n *n
2fi(ri) J n f i ( T i )  d T |  -  [ t i 2  f i ( t | )2] - 2 Jrjfi(Ti)2 dr\
l i i
D
■n '
fi(ri)[ri2 fi(ri)] + |r|2 d[giCn) - g2(ri)]
I t
(3 .5 .3)
As for the analysis of the continuity equation in the above section, it is clear
to see from equation 3.5.3 that self-preservation is not allow ed (the D term
appears again) and as D approaches infinity the plane mixing layer form of 3.5.3 is
o b ta in e d .
Equation 3.5.3 was evaluated in the com puter program described above also
using a polynomial for £  u 2 - v * ]
3.6 C a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  E n e r g y  a n d  S h e a r  S t r e s s  B a l a n c e s
It is clear to see from equation 3.2.18 that the bulk of the work in calculating 
the turbulent kinetic energy and shear stress balances is in the m easurem ent of 
gradients o f various mean and turbulence quantities parallel and norm al to the 
flow centre line. As the undistorted flow  is close to self-preserving, a “self­
preserv ing” analysis could be perform ed assuming;
u = ui ficn), v  = ui f2c n ) u 2 = u i2 g io i ) , v2 = Ui2 g2cn),
w2 =Ui2 g3(ri), u v  =Ui2 gi2(ri), u 2v =Ui3 ji(r|),
u v 2 =Ui3 j2(Tl), u w 2 = Ui3 j3Cn), 7 q 2 =Ui2 mi(Tl),
2 q 2u = U i3 m2(T|) and \  q 2v = U i3 m3(rj), (3 .6 .1)
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The tu rb u len t k ine tic  energy equation  in cy lin d rica l coo rd ina tes therefore 
b ecom es;
f c c n )  - f iO D n ]  m i'cn) =
[g iC n ) - g2 (TD]ri f i 'fn )  + 7 — g3(Ti)f2Cn) 
L J ( r \  + D j
+ g i2 f n ) [ n 2 - i ]  f i ’cn) + 7 — L= r  g ad i)  f2d i )
r r j  + D j
7  ^ = r g l 2(Tl) f2(Tl) +  T| m 2’(Tl) - 7 -------^ = 7  m 3(T l) - m 3 '(T |)
( t l  + D )  (TI + D )
8(x-xo) _ _
 ------ ^— + Viscous and Pressure Diffusion terms (3 .6 .2)
U i 3
where 1 denotes differentiation with respect to T |.
By sim ilar m ethods the “self-p reserv ing” form  o f the shear stress transport 
equation in cylindrical coordinates becomes;
( f 2 c n ) - f iC n ) r i )  g l2 'fn )  =
(g i ( T |)  t | 2 - g 2 0 l ) ) f i 'e n )  + ( g i 2 ( n )  - g i(ri)T i ) f 2 (ri) J  —
+ ( j i ’Ol > ri - j a ’O l) )  + ( j 3 (Ti) - j 2 ( r i ) )
+ Viscous terms (3 .6 .3)
As D approaches infinity the terms containing  ------ * —  go to zero giving the
(Tl + D )
plane form o f the equations. This “se lf-p reserv ing” analysis greatly  aids the
calculation of the balances, as streamwise gradients no longer have to be measured 
d ire c t ly .
In the case o f the distorted flows methods were investigated in order to 
render the mean flow and turbulence data self-sim ilar. Figure 5.10 shows that U,
for the strongly strained mixing layer, collapses quite satisfactorily over much of
the layer width when normalized by the local Umax instead of the usual Ur (Ur is of
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course  U max in the undistorted flow) and n was norm alized by the gradient
thickness, A . Sim ilar methods were investigated for turbulence quantities, eg. q
was normalized by q max » but this was not so successful (for reasons discussed in
the results and discussion section). It was decided that all data would, for the
purpose o f this analysis, be norm alized by the local U max and a partial “self­
preserving” analysis, as shown in Appendix C, performed.
All the terms in the above s-n-(j) transport equations were m easured from
plots o f the desired quantity norm alized by U max to the appropriate power.
M easurement o f the gradients was attempted by fitting o f polynomial curves to the
data, but the most reliable method was found to be by hand as the data, in most
cases, were too scattered to obtain reliable fits computationally.
It was found that in the strongly strained mixing layer it was inappropriate 
1 - 2  - - 2
2 ___
• * 1 0 ^the right hand side of equation 3.6.4 (which changes ~ q  normalized by Umax
to normalize w q* by U max for measurement of the s gradient, as the two terms on
into q norm alized by Ur , as required in the final result) are o f a similar
magnitude, but opposite sign, so giving a rather scattered result.
L ur J
ds TV
_  /Umax'
= l Ur ,
Lu,
ds
Ur
Ur
T|* U max ds
(3 .6 .4)
Therefore this one gradient was measured directly as the left hand side o f equation 
3.6.4.
W ith all the necessary gradients measured a com puter program was written 
w hich incorporated the transport equations in the semi “self-p reserv ing” form, 
allowing a data file of “raw” data in s-Tl*-(J) format to be transformed into a file of 
the gradients in s-n-<J) form at, the various term s o f the transpo rt equations
discussed in section 3.2.2 and the contributions to those term s. The energy and
A
shear stress balance data are presented non-dim ensionalized by
U r“
because the
m ixing layer no longer grows in direct proportion to the downstream distance and 
therefore the use o f either r' or s would be relatively meaningless.
Balances were only performed at a few salient s positions in each o f the
distorted flows as this type o f data analysis is extrem ely time consum ing. The 
author feels, however, that with the advent o f increasingly more powerful m icro­
computers it would not be impossible (although not a trivial task) to w rite software
which could transform the raw data (mean, Reynolds stresses and triple products)
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into a “three-dim ensional” map of each quantity (via far better spline fitting and 
interpolation methods than were used in the present work) and hence, perform 
ca lcu la tio n s  o f  balances (and o th e r q u an tities) using  g enera l o rthogonal
coordinate forms of the equations and a know ledge of the particu lar coordinate
system used.
3.7 C a lcu la tio n  of R ate  of D issipation , e , of 7 Q2
The rate of dissipation of " q 2 was calculated by three methods. The first was
by difference o f the advection, production and triple velocity diffusion term s, all
calculated directly from time averaged data. However, the pressure diffusion terms 
might not be as small, relative to the triple velocity diffusion, as first assumed, and 
these term s would necessarily be included in the difference calculation. Also, the 
errors o f the three term s, that were calculated directly from time averaged data,
are added together having the capability  to produce considerable erro r in the 
final estimate of dissipation.
The second and certainly more accurate method is to find the dissipation 
rate from wave number, and hence dissipation, spectra. From Hinze (1975);
The only factors on w hich E(k), and hence (J)(kj)ii ,  depend are the rate of
d e
dissipation and the kinematic viscosity. Therefore if  is small, the turbulence
may be treated  as though in a steady state where the follow ing relationship 
ap p lie s ;
I f  the hypotheses leading to equation 3.7.2 hold for a range o f wave numbers 
where the viscosity has negligible effect (the inertial subrange) then E(k) must 
be independent o f ks so that F(k/ks) is a constant, K. Grant et al (1962) found 
values of 8 ,  for a number o f experimental runs in a tidal channel, by integrating 
the dissipation spectra, k,2(j)(kp 11 . They present a value for the constant, K, as 1.436
00 00
(3 .7 .1 )
0 0
(assuming the turbulence to be isotropic)
2 5
E(k) = e 3 k 3 F(k/ks) (3 .7 .2 )
0.25
w h e r e (3 .7 .3 )
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+ 0.02 for dissipation rates between 0 .0015x l0 '4m 2/s 3 and 1 .02x l0 '4m 2/s 3. From the 
relationship between E(k) and <|)(k^)ii (equation 3.7.1) 3.7.2 becomes,
—  K e 3 k," 3
or non -d im ensionally ,
<Kkj)ll _18
V  U r " 5 5 K
r Z V  >3 f k » V >
U r 4 J I  U J
(3 .7 .4)
(3 .7 .5)
rearranging for r r - j  and multiplying by the gradient thickness, 
U r
U r AA N < t > ( k i ) n
u  3 v r J 0.47 V  U r
V ^ 5- (3 .7 .6)
8 A f e
Therefore, by calculating z r r j  from 3.7.6 and plotting the log
U r  \  U r
against log(k,)
(figure 3.2a) a “plateau” is formed over the inertial subrange from which a best
horizontal straight line fit gives a value of the rate of dissipation.
Other workers have utilized Grant et al's data in a sim ilar way (performing 
the final step by a method sim ilar to that of the Clauser plot) and then found a 
correction factor for the resulting values o f rate of dissipation by integrating 
) (  f<() ( f ) 11 (which should, of course integrate to unity). In the present work it was
found that the result o f such an integration could believably be adjusted such that 
the difference between it and the nominal value of unity was either positive or 
negative, making such a correction pointless.
The wave num ber spectrum , <|>(k|)ii, was calculated from  the frequency
spectrum as follows,
(j>(k})ii = Uc <Kcd) h (3 .7 .7)
and the wave number from,
CO
k'= u ;
U c is the local convection velocity, taken as U + 
the centre line.
q 2u
(3 .7 .8)
which is almost equal to U on
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The third method of calculation of the rate of dissipation is based on the fact
  3
that it is nearly proportional to ( * )  2. Arguing that the sm all scales are
statistically independent of the large scales and therefore the small scale motion is 
dependent only on the rate o f supply of energy from the large scales and on the
viscosity, it is fair to assume that the rate o f energy supply is equal to the rate of
dissipation, because the net rate o f change of the small scale energy is related to 
the time scale of the flow as a whole. Therefore it can be shown that;
3 3 ___  2
( t / p ) 2  -  u  v 2  c (  q 2  ) 2
£ = -V. (3 .7 .9)
JL-e i_E
where Le is the dissipation length scale 
and C is a constant
The dissipation was calculated by the above wave number spectra method in
  3
the centre of the layer, and then ( ? )  2 was scaled accordingly.
Figure 3.2b shows dissipation, as found by the three methods discussed in
the present section, for two positions (W ll , s=866mm and W19, s=1083mm) in the 
strongly strained mixing layer. The good agreement between dissipation calculated
from wave num ber spectra and dissipation calculated from equation 3.7.9 suggests 
that the dissipation length scale is nearly constant across the layer.
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Figure 3 . 1
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
I n i t i a l  C o n d i t i o n s  and The U n d i s t o r t e d  L a y e r
4.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
The initial conditions, which are relevant to the evolution of the undistorted
m ixing layer, the strongly strained m ixing layer and the m oderately strained
mixing layer, are discussed at the beginning of the present chapter, as d e ta ile d
investigations where perform ed at this point in the experim ental programm e. The 
rem ainder o f the present chapter discuses the undistorted mixing layer results.
4.2 I n i t i a l  C o n d i t i o n s
Figure 4.1 shows the skin friction around the exit o f the axisym m etric
contraction varying by as much as ± 20% . This large varia tion  was, how ever,
expected as Fernholz (1986, private communication) found a sim ilar problem under 
sim ilar conditions. The problem  was ascribed to the likely presence of Taylor-
G drtler vo rtices form ing in the concave section  o f the con traction . Flow 
visualisation o f the vortices was attem pted, but with very little  success. The
contraction boundary layer was bled off and a new one formed on an axisymmetric
exit duct. M ost other workers did not bleed off the contraction boundary layer,
im plying possible contamination of the resulting mixing layer in those cases. The 
boundary layer on the duct was found to be turbulent on some areas of the duct 
wall and was, therefore, tripped to force a turbulent boundary over the whole area.
Figure 4.1 also shows a skin friction profile at the outlet o f the axisymmetric exit
duct with variations o f ±  2%. It is clear from the boundary layer velocity profile
(figure 4.2a) that the boundary layer was turbulent at the exit of the duct.
From the inner law of the wall and the Clauser plot (figures 4.2b & 4.2c) the 
wall shear stress skin friction coefficient was found to be 0.00408. The momentum 
thickness was calculated to be 0.72mm, giving a Reynolds number, Reg, o f 1017. This 
value of Reg was found to be 10% lower than the value expected using Cole's (1962) 
data .
From Pitot traverses, performed at approxim ately x=100mm, and every 30° 
circum ferentially (not presented), the mixing layer’s mean axial velocity  profiles 
were found to be consistent with each other to within ±2%  of U.
4.3 T h e  U n d i s t o r t e d  M i x i n g  L a y e r
4.3.1 T h e  M e a n  F l o w
Figure 4.3 shows the mean axial velocity profiles (m easured with a Pitot 
tube) at various downstream stations. W ithin the “self-preserv ing” region, which
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appears to begin, for the mean flow, at approximately x=500mm, collapse is seen to 
be very good . The beginning o f “ self-preservation” is shown m ore clearly in 
figure 4.4, the variation o f local momentum -based thickness (calculated from the 
Pitot data) with x. This plot indicates a virtual origin, xo, approxim ately  66mm 
dow nstream  of the separation point, whereas for the undistorted layer data that 
required norm alizing by xo a value of 44mm (deduced from the plot of 0.8U/Ur and 
0 .1 U /U r Pitot data shown in figure 4.5) was used. This 22mm difference was found to 
make a negligible difference to the collapse of the undistorted layer data.
Figure 4.5 shows com parisons o f spreading rate, deduced from the Pitot 
traverses, with those o f three other works. Agreem ent w ith the data of Castro 
(1973) can be seen to be excellent. Comparisons of spreading rate by the method in 
figure 4.5 can produce large differences on the low velocity side o f the layer (eg. 
0 . 1 U / U r) due to d iffering  boundary conditions and m easurem ent techniques. 
Com parison o f the spreading rates deduced from the gradient thickness, A , are 
shown in table 6 and are more reliable, as A  is less dependent on low velocity side
measurements than measures which use the position o f lines o f constant velocity 
(eg. 0.25U max). The data of Hussain & Clark and the present work are undistorted 
axisym m etric single-stream  mixing layers w hilst all others shown in table 6 are 
for plane single-stream mixing layers. Agreement is good with all but W ygnanski 
& Fiedler. The gradient thickness deduced from the two sets of data in the present 
work (ie. P ito t and Crossed-wire denoted as P and X in table 6) d iffer by 
approxim ately  10%. This partly  explains why there ex ists m uch contention 
regarding m ixing layer spreading rates but cannot explain the larger value of 
W ygnanski & Fiedler, which is still 21% greater than the present crossed-wire 
re s u lts .
(INTENTIONALLY BLANK)
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A u t h o r  ( s ) A / ( x - x 0) u 2 / U r 2 v 2 / U r 2 w 2 / U r 2 u v m / U r 2 x s
( x l O 2) ( x l O 2) ( x l O 2) ( x l O 2) ( m m )
L i e p m a n n 0.157(P ) 2.2 1.05 0.88 -9 0 0
& Laufer (L)
W y g n a n s k i 0.224(X) 3.11 1.88 2.25 0.91 603
& Fiedler (T)
Castro & 0.162(P ) 2.64 1.3 1.63 0.85 522
Bradshaw (L)
C h a m p a g n e 0 199(X) 2.76 1.41 - .. ._ . 595
et al (T)
H u ssa in 0.171(X) 2.84 1.27 ___ 0.97 761
& Clark (L)
Wood & 0.152(P ) 2.75 1.32 1.61 0.89 751
Bradshaw (L)
P r e s e n t 0 .165(P) 2.87 1.56 1.77 0.92 1092
work (T) 0.186(X)
TABLE 6
C o m p a r i s o n  o f  U n d is to r te d  L a y e r  Da t a  wi t h  O t h e r  Wo r k e r s  
W h e re ,
T - Denotes turbulent boundary layer at separation,
L - Denotes laminar boundary layer at separation,
X - Denotes from crossed-wire data 
P - Denotes from Pitot data
x s - x position at which quoted Reynolds stresses were measured
The mean axial velocity Pitot profiles (figure 4.3) were used, in preference
to crossed-w ire m easurem ents, in calculations o f m om entum -based th ickness, V 
and u v . However, during the measurement of the turbulence quantities, the mean
axial velocity  was also obtained and hence a com parison betw een the two 
m easurem ent m ethod was form ed. F igure 4.6 shows a com parison o f typical 
crossed-wire and Pitot mean axial velocity profiles, and agreement is good down to 
a p p ro x im a te ly  0 .3 U /U r , after which the crossed-w ire results are considerably 
higher than the Pitot results. This was expected as the crossed-w ire experiences 
difficulty measuring at such low velocities because o f flow reversals (which were 
sensed by the pulsed-w ire, discussed later), the effects of large yaw angles and 
differing velocity gradient effects on the ± 4 5 °  wires. The Pitot readings would, of
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course, be expected to reach zero when completely out of the flow and the readings 
in the flow on the low velocity side might be underestimated due to the limited yaw 
se n s it iv i ty .
Figure 4.7a shows a comparison between pulsed-w ire, crossed-wire and Pitot 
tube m ean axial velocity  m easurem ents, m ade at a low er velocity  (6m /s) at 
x=710mm. The results from the pulsed-wire are believed to be accurate, as it is a
device suited to measurements in highly turbulent, low velocity flows. Agreement 
betw een the pulsed-w ire and P ito t is good over the whole range o f velocities 
m easured, w hilst the crossed-w ire gave high readings over much o f the speed
range. On the low velocity side this was probably in part due to the extremely low 
velocities and high intensities, but the discrepancies over the whole speed range 
are due to slightly incorrect positional calibration o f the c rossed-wire probe. This 
positional error is also present in the measurements of u 2 (figure 4.7b), discused
la te r .
The mean radial velocity (figure 4.8) at its maximum is only 3% of the 
maximum mean axial velocity, and it therefore proved d ifficu lt to m easure with
confidence. Figure 4.9 shows a comparison between the calculated V and measured
V at stations A5 and A10 (x=591mm and 1292mm respectively). Objections to the
measured V are that it does n o t  go negative on the low velocity side of the mixing
layer and it does not agree with that calculated from continuity and the mean axial
velocity profiles. The likely errors were in itia lly  believed to be a m ixture of
differing velocity gradients on the ± 4 5 °  wires of the crossed-wire probe, large flow
yaw angles, poor calibration at low velocities and recirculation o f the je t air within 
the room. However, much later in the experim ental program  m easurem ents were 
made in a plane mixing layer where the experim ental set up was otherw ise the
same as for the undistorted layer. Figure 4.10 shows a comparison o f the measured
V in the undistorted axisymmetric and plane mixing layers. V in the plane mixing
layer does change sign as expected indicating that the errors suggested above, 
although adding to the problem, are not the main cause. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show 
the error in the measured V steadily increasing towards the low velocity side o f the 
layer, indicating that the error could be an effect o f the circum ferential gradient
effect on the probe.
The calculated V profile in figure 4.9 is qualitatively similar to the measured 
V profile for the plane mixing layer (figure 4.10) except the peak of the calculated 
p ro file  decreases and m oves tow ards the high velocity  side w ith increasing 
dow nstream  distance, im plying that the entrainm ent (to tal) velocity  is e ither 
increasing on the low velocity side or decreasing on the high velocity side, with 
downstream  distance. It should be noted that the curve o f calculated V in the
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undistorted axisym m etric layer (figure 4.9) and measurepcl V in the plane layer
(figure 4.10) would both necessarily go to zero on the low velocity side of the layer 
at large T].
4.3.2 T h e  R e y n o l d s  S t r e s s e s
The non-zero Reynolds stresses, (stric tly  -p u 2 , -p v 2 , -p w 2 , -p u v ) 
measured as the mean squared values u 2 , v 2 and w 2 (for the norm al stresses)
and u v  (for the turbulent shear stress), are shown in figures 4.11a to 4 .l id .  The
two shear stresses u w  and v w  should be zero for the present flow, but the
measured values were found to be non-zero. The shear stress, u w ,  (figure 4 . l ie )  
reaches, at its maximum, approximately 10% of u v  and there is a definite trend on 
each of the traverses. This non-zero u w is likely to be due to the velocity gradient 
effects normal to the plane o f the wires. The v w  shear stress (not shown) was 
only 1% of u v  and could, quite easily, be due to slight misalignm ent of the probe 
(which is known to have existed) during the nominally “± 4 5 ° ” traverses.
Figure 4 . l i d  shows the turbulent shear stress, u v ,  and collapse within the
“self-preserving” region is seen to be very good, though as with all the stresses 
the peak values vary with respect to x (see below). The maximum measured value, 
o f 0.0092, closely agrees with other workers as shown in table 6. It is surprising 
that W ygnanski and Fiedler's value of 0.0091 is close to the present value whereas 
their spreading rate is very different. This sim ilarity in the maximum shear stress 
may be due to a fortuitous “cancelling” of errors. The slight scatter at the peak and
on the low velocity side of figure 4 .l i d  is due, in part, to experimental scatter and to
the fact that “self-preservation” did not occur, for the turbulence, until later in 
the flow. Figure 4.12 shows the variation o f the maximum Reynolds stresses with 
dow nstream  d is tan ce , and “ se lf-p re se rv a tio n ” can be seen  to occu r at 
approxim ately x = l 100mm.
A comparison o f the shear stress measured directly from u-v traverses with 
that deduced from the two 45° traverses and that calculated from the momentum 
equation & the mean axial velocity profile is shown in figure 4.13. Collapse is 
reasonable, w ith the d ifferences betw een the m easured values being due to 
measurement errors such as the probe misalignm ent in the 45° traverses. The peak 
in the calculated turbulent shear stress can be seen to decrease with increasing x 
and goes negative on the low velocity side of the layer. This is possibly due to the 
assum ption o f  self-preservation inherent in the calculation m ethod and also the 
im plied increase in the low velocity side entrainm ent velocity  apparent in the 
calculated V profile (discussed in section 4.3.1) which is included in the present 
c a lc u la tio n .
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The norm al Reynolds stresses, u 2 , v 2 & w 2 , shown in figures 4.11a to
4.11c, have a more pronounced variation between traverses than that shown by the 
shear stress (figure 4 . l id ) .  Figure 4.12 shows that, as for the shear stress, the 
normal stresses do not reach their “ self-preserving” value until x«  1100mm and
th e ir  asym ptotic  m axim um  values (ie. the “ se lf-p rese rv in g ” reg ion , before 
merging effects become apparent) are given in table 6. The peak in the variation 
of u 2 with x is not as pronounced as for the other stresses. The comparisons of the
“self-preserving” values of the Reynolds stresses with other works, also shown in 
table 6, are good except for the data of Wygnanski and Fiedler.
As a check of the consistency o f data measured at the four angles of probe 
rotation (discussed in section 2.7.2), values o f v 2 + w 2 ^  were deduced from
the 45° traverses, and are shown for stations A5 and A9 (x=591mm and 1092mm
respectively) in figure 4.14 to reach maximum values of 0.0183 and 0.0170, the first
being before, and the latter, at the beginning o f the “self-preserving” region. The
latter value compares well with the value of 0.0168, which is an average of the
radial and tangential normal stresses m easured in the “self-preserving” region in 
the u-v and u-w planes.
The axial normal stress was also measured with the pulsed-wire at the same 
time as the mean axial velocity (discussed in section 4.3.1). This is compared, in
figure 4.7b, with the crossed-wire m easurements at the same speed and position,
and shows the crossed-wire results to be underestim ated by approxim ately 14% in 
the centre o f the layer (taking into account the positional error mentioned above). 
The implications of this are discussed in section 5.9.
4.3.3 T h e  H i g h e r  O r d e r  P r o d u c t s
Figures 4.15a to 4 .15f show the non-zero triple products which appear in the 
transport equations. Figure 4.16 & 4.17 shows the variation o f third and fourth 
order products respectively with dow nstream  distance. The rise tow ards “self-
preservation” is, in both cases, non-monotonic and similar to that o f the Reynolds 
stresses. A fter the peak, the approach to “self-preservation” appears to be similar 
to that o f the Reynolds stresses suggesting that self-preservation for the higher
order products occurs no further downstream than for the stresses. H ussain &
Zedan (1978) suggested that the higher the order o f the product o f fluctuating 
quantities, the longer it would take to become self-preserving. As the higher order
products are more closely dependent on the large structures than are the Reynolds
stresses, this suggestion does seem reasonable, however, no evidence was found in 
the present work to validate this. M easurements downstream of x=1500mm would 
have been very inform ative from this point of view, but were not possible in the
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present flow configuration. From the triple products u 3 and v 3 , skewness factors
were calculated for one “self-preserving” case shown in . figure 4.20. The skewness 
factors in the centre of the layer are shown to be close to zero (which is necessary, 
but not sufficient, for isotropy o f the turbulence).
As for the Reynolds stresses, the triple products that would be zero in an 
axisym m etric flow (not presented) were m easured as non-zero and, as with the
stresses, a trend was apparent. This is most likely due to slight misalignment of the
probe with the flow and velocity gradient effects on the probe.  ___  ____
The cross stream variation of the fourth order products u 4 , v 4 and w 4 are
presented in figures 4.18a to 4.18c and were used to calculate the flatness factors. 
The axial component flatness factors, shown in figure 4.19, are very close to 3 on 
the centre line o f the layer. The zero skewness factor and the flatness factor o f 3 
suggests that the probability density distribution of the turbulence is very close to 
being Gaussian on the centre line. The flatness factor rises on the outside of the
layer indicating that the probability density function is “sharper” at these points 
in the flow and that the signal has a tendency to short period but large magnitude 
excursions (negative on the high velocity side and positive on the low velocity 
side, as indicated by the skewness factors), as expected in a highly interm ittent 
region where there are bursts of turbulence.
Figure 4.21 shows the estim ated interm ittency factor w hich is forced to
unity at its peak by the method o f calculation (discussed in section 2.7.9). The low 
interm ittency factor at the edges o f the flow indicates that the flow is highly
interm ittent as was observed on the oscilloscope traces o f the anemometer signals.
4.3.4 T h e  u - C o m p o n e n t  S p e c t r a
u-com ponent spectra are shown in figures 4 .22a to 4 .22h for various 
positions across the layer for the two stations A5 and A9 (x=592mm and 1092mm 
respectively). Figure 4.22d shows spectra at T|=0 for four downstream stations. As
for all o ther data, the spectra in the “ self-p reserv ing” region collapse when
normalized by the appropriate scale (in this case J = — S 1----------- 1 as shown in
1 u (total)2 (x - xo) J
equation 2.7.24). The spectra on the high velocity side of the layer (ie. T| = - 0 . 0 9 7 ,
figure 4.22a) show a low amplitude peak within the energy contain range at a non-
CO(x-xo)
dim ensional frequency — -----  = 10, equivalent to wave number of kA = 1. If thisu r
peak were due to the presence of the large energy containing eddies in the mixing 
layer, it would be likely to appear at other positions across the layer. The peak is 
obvious only in the spectra on the high velocity side of the layer (ie. at T] = - 0 . 0 9 7 )
and is likely to be due the interm ittency of the turbulence (the spectrom eter 
cannot, o f course, d istingu ish  betw een true tu rbu len t f luc tua tions  and the 
in term ittency  o f the tu rbu lence). The local stream w ise convection  velocity  
decreases towards the low velocity side of the layer, and hence the “foot print” of 
the energy containing motion would be at a low er frequency to that above. A 
definite peak is not evident on the low velocity side; o f the layer, although the
CO(x-xo)
spectral density at the low est m easured frequencies ( -— 7; «  0.35) increasesu r
towards the low velocity side o f the layer.
All the spectra show an extensive region with a slope o f approximately -~.
Strictly, in an inertial subrange the turbulence is isotropic. Figures 4.22a to 4.22h 
show that the spectra at the high velocity side of the layer have the largest inertial
sub-range with the viscous range taking over at progressively low er frequencies
towards the low velocity side o f the layer.
4.3.5 T h e  E n e r g y  B a l a n c e
The balance o f the turbulent kinetic energy transport equation (3.7.2) is 
shown for station A9 (x=1092mm) in figure 4.23. x=1092mm is within the “self­
p reserv ing” region for the turbulence and the balance is seen to behave as 
expected, being in close agreem ent (qualitative and quantitative) w ith that o f
Castro (1973) and Bradshaw & Ferris (1965) but in generally poor agreement with 
that o f Liepm ann & Laufer. The term s contained w ithin the pressure diffusion 
term in equation (3.3.1) could not, o f course, be measured directly and have been
neglected for this analysis. In the centre of the layer the total energy loss, due to
  3
dissipation (proportional to O )  2) and turbulent diffusion, is greater than the
total energy gain, due to advection and production, indicating (if  this difference is 
assum ed to  be, at least in part, due to pressure diffusion) that the pressure
diffusion is causing an increase in turbulent kinetic energy at this point in the
layer, as indeed it is across the rest of the layer. The “out-of-balance” term is 
shown in figure 4.23 as a dotted line
The turbulent diffusion (which consists mainly o f the transverse diffusion,
the stream wise diffusion being very small in comparison for this undistorted flow) 
indicates tha t energy is being transported by the turbulence from the centre of 
the layer to the outer regions o f the layer. Energy is being gained at a higher rate 
on the high velocity side than the low velocity side as shown by the higher peak 
in the curve on the high velocity side.
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The production term shows the turbulence gaining energy from the mean
flow  through the w hole width o f the layer w ith the greatest production of
turbulent kinetic energy in the centre of the layer where the shear is largest. The 
u v  term in the transport equation contributes almost all o f the production, and it
is w orth noting  that the ex tra  production term  w hich appears due to the
axisymmetry o f the flow ( w 2 was found to be negligible.
The advection term dips to zero in the centre of the layer indicating that
there is no n e t  transfer o f kinetic energy by the mean flow at this point. This is
due to the gradient of ( ~ q 2 ) being very small. The advection o ff the centre
/  T\=0
line is mainly due to the growth of the layer.
Figure 4.23 also shows a comparison of the dissipation term i) proportional to 
_  -( V )  2 and ii) by difference. These methods of calculation are discussed in  detail
in section 3.7. D issipation by difference includes, w ithin it, inaccuracies from the 
calcu la tion  o f other term s together w ith any estim ates o f non-zero  pressure 
diffusion. The dissipation term cannot, o f course, go negative as this would imply 
that there was a transfer of energy from the m olecular m otion to the turbulent 
motion, ie the turbulence would lower the overall temperature of the flow.
4.3.6 T h e  S h e a r  S t r e s s  B a l a n c e
The balance o f the turbulent shear stress transport equation (3.2.21) is 
shown for station A9 (x=1092mm) in figure 4.24. The balance is again in close 
agreement with the plane layer balance o f Castro (1976).
The convection term is, in this case, very small and as for the advection term
in the turbulent kinetic energy balance, represents a loss at all points through the 
layer, at this station. As with the energy balance the pressure transport terms 
could not be measured directly. The generation term decreases more rapidly on the 
high velocity side than it does on the low velocity side o f the layer, which is 
consistent with the higher growth rate observed on the low velocity side o f the 
layer. The destruction term, measured by difference, shows that the m ajority o f the 
shear stress is destroyed with the rem ainder being redistributed via the turbulent 
transport or convection.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The S t r o n g l y  S t r a i n e d  M i x i n g  L a y e r
5.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
A fter an in itia l und isto rted  developm ent reg ion , the strong ly  strained 
m ixing  layer com bines strong s tab iliz ing  curvature w ith  strong in tensify ing  
divergence. The latter part of the layer, as the curvature approaches zero, has an 
unwanted effect in that it approaches and quickly touches the wall. This part of the 
layer would be sim ilar, when fully developed, to an axisym metric turbulent wall 
jet. The results for this mixing layer are discussed in detail in the present chapter.
5.2 T h e  M i x i n g  L a y e r  C e n t r e  l i n e s
Three mixing layer centre lines were considered for the present case, based
on ;
1) 0.67 Umax
2 ) the mean streamline with its origin at the point of separation
3 )  q 2 max
and are compared in figure 5.1. The tangents to 1) & 3) differ by a maximum of 10°
and 2) can be seen to be almost parallel to 3). Two other centre lines were
I
considered, namely U = 0.67Ur (from the crossed-wire) and 0.67 ( P max) (from the
Kiel probe), but these pass into the irrotational flow near the point o f maximum 
curvature and are not shown on figure 5.1 for clarity.
I f  the centre o f curvature o f the chosen centre line occurred w ithin a 
region where the fluid is rotational, then although the s-n-(|) coordinate  system
would generally still be valid, it would be difficult to apply. In fact, the centre of 
curvature o f the U = 0.67Umax line is well outside the turbulent region (as are the 
centres o f curvature of the q2 max and the mean stream line from the separation
point); it is also common with other workers and it is easy to determine & work 
with. Therefore, the U = 0.67Umax line, determined iteratively, was used throughout 
the majority o f the present work (the variation o f the q2 m a x  centre line with
respect to the 0.67U max centre line is shown in figure 5.2). Fortunately , the
1
maximum to ta l velocity, ( u 2 + V2) 2max, differs very little from Umax as V is small 
throughout the layer. Umax is, therefore, not strongly dependent on the s direction.
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5.3 The  E x t r a  S t r a i n  Rat es
au av aw
Figure 5.6 shows the extra strain rates, ~ t ~  and t -  on the 0.67Umax centre
ax ox oz
au
line (see figure 5.1) normalized by - r -  (the minus sign is to maintain the sign of
ay
the numerator). They are expressed in Cartesian axes for brevity, where x is locally
aligned with the s direction and y with the n direction. In s-n-<j) coordinates;
au
ax
dz
1 ^ U  v N av 1 rdV  u >
+ r)
3s + R^ O S J ax "
(' * i) a s " R\ j
U s in T  + V cosT au au
r + n c o s T ay an (5 .3 .1)
au av
Other extra strain rates in the rate-of-strain tensor, such as , are zero and
a z ay
can be expressed as;
av_au aw
dy  dx dz
(5 .3 .2)
In the present convention (see figure 3.1), n and V are both positive towards 
the low velocity side o f the layer, and R is negative for a concave (with respect to 
the low velocity  side o f the layer) m ixing layer, such as the present layer. 
Examination of figure 3.1 shows that positive x is associated with positive V for a
av
concave mixing layer, and thus T-  must be positive in the present case. Also as the
ox
av av av
equation for T“  (equations 5.3.1) shows, if T-  is small, then t ~  is positive for R < 0. 
ox os ox
av aw
In the present case t ~“ is stabilizing in nature whereas ~ — is in tensifying in
ox oz
av
nature. Therefore, in figure 5.6 — t -  is presented. The present convention for R is
ox
consistent with workers such as Castro (1976) and Gibson & Younis (1983).
av au
The extra strain rate due to curvature, t ~, reaches a peak value of -0.5 r -  (a
ox  a  y
value 2.5 times that of Castro & Bradshaw (1976)). The extra strain rate is too large 
for the fairly thin shear layer approxim ation (Bradshaw (1973)) to be applicable 
over much of. its downstream distance. The extra strain rate due to the divergence,
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aw au
T  , reaches a peak value of 0.25 7 ~ , and has an in tensify ing  effect on the
dz dy
av
turbulence, ie. it is opposite in nature to t - . Examination of equations 5.3.1 shows
ox
aw V
that T -  is not strictly zero in the undistorted mixing layer, but is equal to — on the 
oz  r
au
centre line, a quantity which is very small in comparison with ~— on the centre
dy
a u  a u  d U m a x
line. The strain rate t -  is zero at the point of minimum Umax as t ~  = 0.67   and
ox ox ax
av  aw
therefore r -  is equal and opposite to t -  as shown by equation 5.3.2. At the last
a y dz
a v  d W / d z
station shown on 5.6b (W22, s= 1397mm) t -  has fallen to zero but r — r~“ is still a
dx d\J /dy
third of its peak value.
f s \ n T \
The curvature (1/R) and divergence 1—~— L shown in figure 5.5, show that 
the peak in divergence is approxim ately 0.5A  downstream of the peak in the
curvature, w ith the divergence becom ing significantly  larger than the curvature 
after s*  1050mm. The distance between the peaks of the curvature & divergence
differs from the distance between the peaks of their corresponding extra strain
3U
rates because neither Umax nor —  is constant.
dy
5.4 T h e  M e a n  F l o w
Figure 5.10 shows the mean streamwise velocity, U, measured with a crossed- 
wire. Collapse o f the U profiles is excellent when normalized by the local maximum 
velocity. However, the decrease in velocity on the high velocity side o f the layer 
cannot possib ly  be se lf-sim ilar because o f the stream line curvature in the 
irrotational part o f the flow. Measurements of total pressure (by means o f a Kiel 
probe), shown in figure 5.4, show the variation of static pressure across the mixing 
layer to be large, and at station W ll (s=8 6 6 mm), where the minimum Umax (from the 
crossed-w ire traverses) occurs, the static pressure accounts for 48% of the total 
pressure outside o f the mixing layer.
The variation of maximum velocity, Umax, with downstream distance, shown
d V
in figure 5.7, reaches a minimum at the point of maximum —  (s« 890mm) before
ox
rising to a peak at s* 1110mm. The maximum velocity would continue to rise to its 
upstream  value, Ur , were it not for the absence o f irrotational flow due to the
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merging o f the mixing layer with the turbulent wall boundary layer. The merging 
of the two layers begins at s» 1080mm (ie. close to the W19 position) as indicated by
the fall in Umax. The “wall effect” (sim ilar to that observed by Wood & Bradshaw 
(1982, 1984)) becomes apparent at station W17 (s=987mm), as shown by v 2 , triple
products, and other parameters, discussed in detail later. (Note, based on the results 
o f Wood & Bradshaw, the “wall effect” would be expected to begin at A /h « l . l ,  which
corresponds approximately to station W14, (s=918mm).)
Figure 5.9 shows the mean transverse velocity, V, as m easured with the 
crossed-w ire probe. The com parison (figure 5.12) o f m easured V and indirectly
m easured V calculated, by continuity, from the U profiles (not assum ing self­
preserving flow), shows the indirectly measured V, in the distorted parts of the 
layer, to be larger in magnitude than the measured V over most of the width o f the 
layer. This error could, at least in part, be due to a slight probe position error
produced by the fact that the traverse lines are not always normal to the mixing 
layer centre line (although the error in V at station W14 implies a misalignment of 
5° whereas the actual misalignment is known to be less than 1°. Further reasons for 
such an error are not, at present, entirely clear). Incorrect V im plies that the
advection and convection terms of the energy and shear stress balances will be in 
error. H ow ever, investigation  o f the individual con tribu tions to these term s
showed that measurement of r  produced by far the largest errors.
o s
dVAt station W21 (s=1282mm, figure 5.12) ~  is negative fo r ind irectly
dT|*
measured V but not for the measured V, a phenomenon common to all measurement 
stations where the mixing layer is in contact with the wall, although it is not 
suggested that this phenomenon is due to the “wall effect” as observed by Wood & 
Bradshaw (1984). This error in the measured V at such stations is consistent with 
the measurement error experienced in the undistorted layer, in that the error in V 
increases towards the low velocity side of the layer.
M ixing layer thickness measurements are greatly dependent on the type of 
probe used, as demonstrated by variations o f the growth rate param eter, A/ ( x - x o ) ,
for even an undistorted mixing layer (see table 6  of chapter 4). Also in the distorted 
layers the sta tic  pressure is not constant across the layer. A ll th ickness 
m easurem ents are therefore based on crossed-wire results.
The layer thickness based on the velocity gradient, A , is shown in figure
5.11 along with the thickness based on the distance between the points 0.95Umax & 
0 . 2 5 U max. The scatter in the “gradient thickness” curve is due, at least in part, to 
slight scatter in Umax. A dramatic decrease in A begins at the point of zero u v (see
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av
the variation of the .Reynolds stresses in figure 5.14b), just after the peaks in t -
ox
aw-------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
and t - (s~ 900mm). Both the sudden decrease in A and the zero u v  are consistent 
oz
w ith the suppression o f the large structures. The layer th ickness begins to
av
increase again as t ~  approaches zero. The fact that the grow th rate after
ox
s~  1300mm is approxim ately the same as before the distortion is believed to be 
rather fortuitous, as by this time the mixing layer is constrained by the wall, and
therefore V must be zero on the high velocity side.
Figure 5.3 shows that the streamlines in the “wall region” tend to converge,
partly because o f continuity of the cross-sectional area o f the layer and partly
d V  3U d W
because r -  (ie. - t -  -t -  from continuity) is negative until station W22 (s= 1397mm),
3y ox oz
ie. the end of the curved region. Even in a flow such as that o f Castro & Bradshaw
aw
(1976), where t -  is zero, the curvature will affect the growth rate via continuity 
oz
av au au
of the mean flow such that r -  = - T-  and hence positive T”  would be expected to
oy ox ox
cause a decrease in the growth rate and visa versa. This effect would probably also
aw
be present when t ~  is not zero, but it would not be so obvious because, the
az
in tensify ing effect of the divergence on the turbulence would be expected to 
increase the growth rate above that predicted purely from the above continuity
a r g u m e n t s .
By supposing that the cross sectional area of the layer, between the points at 
which U = 0.25Umax and U = 0.95Umax, is a function of s alone (implying a roughly 
constan t en trainm ent rate equal to that in the und isto rted  layer) a sim ple
dependence o f the thickness 5 ( 0 . 2 5 - 0 . 95 )  can be derived, namely ;
( s D  G o .25 + S2 Go.2 5 2 - 5o.252 C O S T  )
8(0.25-0.95) = 2  r
( s  D Go .95 “ S2 G o.9 5 2 + 5 o.9 5 2 COST )
+ A  -------------- L  (5 .4 .1 )
The thickness calculated iteratively from equation 5.4.1 is shown in figure 5.11. 
The constraint that V=0 at the wall has been neglected in these calculations. The 
peak o f this calculated thickness curve is much sharper than the true thickness, 
due to the calculations not accounting for the inertia o f the large structures (at
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this point in the flow the large structures are being suppressed by the curvature 
so decreasing  the en trainm ent) w hich take a fin ite  tim e to react to the 
perturbations. The gradient of the calculated curve between s=900m m  and 1100mm
is much less than that of the observed thickness, indicating that the turbulence is 
affected by the extra strain rates (in particular, suppressed by the curvature), so 
decreasing the rate of entrainm ent dram atically, and hence, also decreasing the
3W  a V
actual thickness. A fter s^  1050mm, ~ ~  is larger than ~ ~  (figure 5.6) and the
oz dx
observed thickness curve reaches a minimum at s^  1 2 0 0 mm as the in tensify ing
aw av aw
effect of t — becomes dominant ( t -  is virtually zero at this point, whereas "T-  
oz ox oz
remains at approximately a third of its peak value). The gradient of the calculated 
th ickness curve decreases only slightly  from s=1050m m onw ards because the
calculations do not take account of this intensifying effect.
5.5 T h e  R e y n o l d s  S t r e s s e s
The Reynolds stresses, when plotted against Tj *, can be seen in figures 5.13a 
to 5.13d to be of broadly sim ilar shape throughout the layer. The main variations 
are in the peak stress levels and a movement of the peak in the n-direction. The
latter is, o f course, a consequence of the centre line definition. The positions o f the 
maxima in the Reynolds stresses would o f course be expected to follow the q 2 max
centre line more closely than they would the 0.67U max centre line. Figure 5.2, 
shows the variation o f the q 2 max centre line with respect to the 0.67Umax centre
line. The effect o f the wall on the stresses is evident downstream o f s=990mm
(approximately station W17), even though a region of irrotational flow still exists.
v 2 is reduced at the high velocity side near the wall, as would be expected from
the requirement that v= 0  at the wall, u 2 , w 2 & u v  show a distinct rise near the
wall. The beginning of “wall effect” is discussed in more detail with the spectral 
results (section 5.7) and the triple product results (section 5.6).
The variations of the maxima of the Reynolds stresses with respect to s are 
shown in figure 5.14b, transformed such that the u-component is aligned with the 
0 . 6 7 U max centre line. The transformation process is discussed in detail in section 
2 .7 .6 . F igure 5.14a shows the maxi mums  o f the R eynolds stresses before
transform ation to the chosen centre line. Comparison of figures 5 .14a & 5.14b
shows that the transformation of the data had little effect on the peak values of the
stresses. The second minimum in v 2 max is seen to become slightly less pronounced
due to the transform ation, although the double minimum in v 2 max (discussed
later) is clearly a true result and not just a result of centre line definition or probe
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m isalignm ent. Errors in s which occur due to the m isalignm ent of the traverse
S edirection with the local normal to the centre line were — = -0.09 (se = 12.4mm) at T|*
A
= -0.7 for station W7 (where the misalignment was 7.4°).
Figure 5.14b shows a marked decrease in v 2 max after s~600m m  which is
3V
1 0 0 mm (« A ) before any decrease in the layer thickness, but 2 0 0 mm ( ~ 2 A )  after ■—
ox
becom es non-zero. An in teresting  feature of v 2 max is the double minimum 
(m entioned above), v 2 max initially decreases in a sim ilar m anner to w 2 max but 
reaches an "early” minimum at s= 850mm. A second minimum occurs at s^  1 1 2 0 mm,  
the peak between the minima occurring at s= 980mm , approxim ately  A  after the
aw av
point o f maximum t -  & T ~ • M easurements around these s positions were repeated
oz 3x
to ensure this phenom enon was not due to m easurem ent error. The unexpected 
"early” m inim um , and subsequent rise, in v 2 max is consistent with what we
in tu itiv e ly  expec t from  vortex  s tre tch in g  argum ents. T he c ircu m feren tia l 
component o f yorticity will be stretched by the divergence, producing an i n c r e a s e
in the con tribu tion  to the u- and v-com ponent fluctuations. The transverse
component o f vorticity w ill be shortened by the decrease in the layer thickness, 
producing a d e c re a se  in the contribution to the u- and w-component fluctuations
whilst no such decrease occurs for the v-component fluctuations. The "early” rise 
in v 2 max is also partly represented in the production term of the energy balances
(figure 5.25, discussed later) by the change from negative to positive production of 
v 2 after the collapse of u v  production, and also from the positive production of
—  a v
v 2 resulting from negative r -  (the contributions to production are given in
o n
equations 5.9.2), The rise in v 2 max is also at least partly due to the "wall effect” as
indicated by the increase in spectral energy at low wave numbers at s=987mm (the 
"wall effect”, as indicated by the triple products (figures 5 .17a to 5.17c), begins at
s»980m m ), as discussed in section 5.7. This increase in v 2 max is in agreement with
the results o f Wood & Bradshaw (1982) in their plane mixing layer approaching a 
solid surface, where v 2 was initially amplified before its subsequent suppression.
Figure 5.14c shows a com parison o f the variation o f the Reynolds stress 
maxima in the present case with those for the case of curvature alone (Castro &
Bradshaw (1976)). They are compared such that the minima in u 2 max in both cases
are at the origin o f the horizontal axis. The layer of Castro & Bradshaw was
distorted much earlier than in the present case and therefore the layer thickness,
at any given point along the horizontal axis, is different to the present case. The
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recovery o f v 2 max, after the second minimum, is slower than that of Castro &
Bradshaw, which is surprising as the vortex stretching of the lateral component of
vorticity by the divergence would be expected to cause a more rapid rejuvenation. 
This slow recovery is probably due, at least in part, to the suppression of v 2 by the
wall, as also found by Wood & Bradshaw (1984).
The decrease in the shear stress, u v max, begins at s~700mm and can be seen
from figure 5.14c to be far more rapid than for the case of curvature alone (Castro
  3V
& Bradshaw). u v max can be seen to go to zero near the point of maximum ~ ~  and
ox
minimum Umax. This zero u v max is due to the collapse of the generation of u v  (as
indicated by the shear stress balance along the centre line, shown in figure 5.28),
im plying suppression of the large structures in the layer. A sim ple argument
which could also partly explain the decrease in u v in curved flows is as follows. A
particle o f fluid, in either a stably or unstably curved flow, undergoing a positive
u-fluctuation will have a greater momentum than a particle in a sim ilar position
undergoing a negative u-fluctuation. The former will, therefore, be less inclined to
turn, and we would expect positive u-fluctuations to be associated with negative v- 
fluctuations, whereas, in the undistorted layer u v  is positive. In a destabilized
flow the above effect would appear to be outweighed by the destabilizing effects.
3V  d W
The peak in T ~  occurs at approximately the same value of s as the peak in t -  
ox dz
and given that the response of u v to either of these two strain rates must lag the
strain rate, it is perhaps surprising that the lag is not p la inly evident. The
apparent absence of a lag is likely to be due to an early rise in u v max. caused by
the in ten sifica tio n o f the large structures by the d ivergence, and thus the 
minimum in u v max occurs at a smaller value of s than for the case o f curvature
alone (with the present curvature, in the absence o f divergence, u v max would
probably have continued to fall below zero). Although, physically, there must be at 
least a slight lag between the minimum in u v max and the maxima of the two strain
rates, it is probably h idden by the experimental scatter of the two curves.
The rise in u v max, after the minimum, is far more rapid than for the case of
curvature alone (as shown by the com parison with the results o f Castro &
Bradshaw in figure 5.14c), the divergence appearing to oppose the effects o f the
curvature on the large structures. The subsequent overshoot in u v max» which in
the case o f Castro & Bradshaw was 29% of their plane layer value, is in this case 
only 9% of the undistorted layer asymptotic value. This large overshoot in the case 
of Castro & Bradshaw was accounted for by the lag between the generation and
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tu rbulen t transport o f u v ,  a phenomenon which is not evident in the present 
case (discussed in detail in section 5.10 on the shear stress balances).
Figure 5.14d shows the variation of ■ . 2 and “  j  along the 0.67Umax
4Ur Z Umax ___
centre line. _ 2 varies in a broadly sim ilar way to u 2 but ~  ^  reaches a
Z Ur ^Umax
d Y
maximum at the point of minimum Umax and maximum t -  ( s ~  890mm). A fter the
ox
minim um  —  ^ rises rapidly because of the decrease in Umax.4Umax
u v
The varia tion  o f the structu re param eter, ■===", shown in figure 5.15,
q2
necessarily goes to zero at the same point as the shear stress. This is followed by a
rapid rise before falling again due to the overshoot of ”■ q 2 .
The beg inn ing  o f the decrease  in u 2 ma x  lags that o f v 2 max by
d Y
a p p r o x i m a t e l y  A  ( » 150mm) presum ably because the effect o f the ~ ,  which
ox
prim arily affects the v-fluctuations, takes time to be transferred, via the pressure
strain red istribu tion , to the other com ponents. A slight lag can also be seen 
between the beginning o f the decreases in v 2 max and w 2 max, although it is not as
p r o n o u n c e d .  The decrease in u 2 max (and u v max) is much more rapid in the
present case than in the case o f Castro & Bradshaw, due to the much larger peak
d Y / d x  _  — — —
value of r — ~ ,  discussed in section 5.3. The minima in u 2 max & w 2 max are
oU /oy
approxim ately 45% of the undistorted layer values in both cases and they occur
3W  - —
approxim ately A  (~ 1 0 0 mm) downstream of maximum t ~  and the minimum u v max.
oz
The subsequent rise after the minimum in u 2 max (and u v max). is also more rapid 
than that o f Castro & Bradshaw 's due to the rapid rejuvenation o f  the large
aw
structures by ~  as discussed above with reference to the shear stress. A rapid
oz
rejuvenation of the large structures also explains the sm aller (compared to Castro
& Bradshaw) overshoot (relative to the undistorted layer value) o f all but u 2 max>
the turbulent diffusion being closely related to the large structures. Transport of 
the stresses away from the centre line would also be quickly re-estab lished, a
phenomenon discussed in detail in the section 5.9. (The peaks of u 2 max and w 2 max
for the case o f Castro & Bradshaw are not shown in figure 5.14c because they 
occurred further downstream than was covered by the figure.)
5.6 T h e  T r i p l e  P r o d u c t s
The triple products (including vw 2 ) are shown, for a num ber o f stations,
in figures 5.16a to 5.16f. As with the Reynolds stresses, they are of broadly similar
. shape to the “self-preserving” forms in the undistorted layer, with the maxima
and minima at approximately the same T| *. v 3 is, however, rather surprising in
that it collapses to approximately zero across the whole width o f the layer. No
obvious explanation could be found for this dramatic collapse of v 3 . At the point
where u v  reaches zero u 2v is also very small across the layer. The fact that the
trip le products in. general remain a sim ilar shape to those for the undistorted 
layer, but simply change in m agnitude, indicates that the large scale structures 
remain large scale throughout the layer. This supports the argument that they are
heavily suppressed rather than destroyed. At stations downstream of s«  1 0 8 0 m m
merging o f the wall boundary layer with the mixing layer causes, for example, u 2v
to go positive as shown in figure 5.16d. _____
The variations o f the peaks of the triple products (except v w 2 ) with s are
shown in figures 5.17a to 5.17c. For all but u v 2 , the peaks on the high velocity
side reach a minimum before the low velocity side peaks, indicating that the
structures on the high velocity side o f the layer are suppressed before those on
the low velocity side. On the 0.95Umax line at station W ll (s=8 6 6 mm), close to the
d V / d x  ^ ^ _
point of zero shear stress, r  r~~ (where o U / o y  is local) is 63% larger than on the
dU /dy
d W / d z
centre line, whilst r  r  at the same point is 165% larger. On the 0.25Umax line, at 
dU /dy
d V / d x  d W / d z
the same station, ~ “  is 61% smaller than on the centre line and ~— r -  is 60% 
dU /dy  dU /dy
smaller. This greatly varying strain rate across the layer could well explain the 
relatively early suppression o f the large structures on the high velocity side.
A fter the minimum on the high velocity  side o f the layer, the trip le 
products only recover slightly as the distortion decreases, before falling back to
the m inim um  value from s~ 1 1 0 0 mm onw ards. This occurs only on the high
velocity side and it is most likely due to the effect o f the wall in suppressing the 
large structures responsible for the transport o f the stresses. The subsequent 
recovery o f the triple products on the low velocity side o f the layer is rapid, 
overshooting the value equivalent to that o f the undistorted layer. This overshoot 
indicates the “over rejuvenation” o f the large structures on the low velocity side 
due to the destabilizing nature o f the divergence, which at the peak o f  the 
overshoo t (s*  1300mm) is approxim ately 11 tim es the curvature. This rapid
recovery and overshoot of the triple products on the low velocity side of the layer
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indicates that the decreases in the triple products, earlier in the flow, are due to 
the large structures being strongly suppressed by the distortion but not entirely 
d e s tro y ed .
Figure 5.18 shows a measure o f relative large eddy strength defined as;
q 2v +
m ax
ES = ----------- — -  3 w . „ . „
(  q2 Vy  m a x y
As the triple products are closely dependent on the large structures, it seems
reasonable to indicate the strength of the large eddies as being the peak to peak of
the trip le  products, the transport o f energy across the layer being the most 
' _____  ■   3
appropria te  hence q 2v is used. This is normalized by ^  q 2 max^ 2> in equation 
5.6.1.
As expected, by consideration of the triple products and Reynolds stresses 
discussed earlier, the large eddy strength, ES, (shown in figure 5 .18) rapidly 
decreases (by a factor of five) to a minimum at the point of minimum u v max. The
subsequent rise is also rapid, reaching a peak at s«  1 0 0 0 mm b e fo re  again  
decreasing to a second minimum at s~ 1250mm. The peak at s«  1000m m  and 
subsequent decrease, correspond to the decrease at s= 1 0 0 0 mm in the trip le 
products on the high velocity side (especially u 2v ) due to the effect o f the wall.
5.7 T h e  S p e c t r a
The u- and v-component spectra, measured as described in section 2.7.10, are 
shown for centre line positions in figures 5.19a and 5.19b respectively, and on the 
high velocity side o f the layer, at rj *=-0.6, in figures 5.19c and 5.19d. It should be
noted that when considering spectra o ff the centre line o f the layer, such as those 
at T| *=-0 .6 , care should be taken in interpretation o f the spectra because o f the
interm ittent nature o f the turbulence o ff the centre line (ie. the spectral software 
cannot distinguish between true turbulent fluctuations and in term ittency o f the 
tu rbu len t/non-tu rbu len t in terface) and also the fact that the position  o f the 
turbulence profiles are not fixed with respect to the mean velocity  profiles. 
Figures 5.20a to 5.22b show u- and v-component spectra at three stations (W4, W ll  
and W19) at intervals o f fl*  of 0.2 through the layer, from TJ*=-0.6 to T|*=0.8. Figure
5.21c shows the w-component spectra measured at the same cross stream positions
q 2v .
nun
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at station W l l .  In each of the figures mentioned above, for the purpose of clarity,
(j)(k) has been multiplied by 10  at some stations.
T he c e n tre - lin e  u -co m p o n en t sp ec tra  ( f i gure  5 .1 9 a) show , over 
approxim ately one decade, a -5/3 region which changes very little  until station 
W 19 (s=1083m m ), at w hich point the energy w ithin th is region decreases
considerably. At low wave numbers (ie. below k A « 3 )  there is a slight drop in
energy at station W l l  (s=8 6 6 mm, just before maximum curvature), an indication of
the suppression o f the large structures by the curvature. This decrease continues,
reaching a minimum at ss=918mm, and after station W17 (s=987mm) rises above the
unstrained levels at the last two stations (s=1083mm and 1282mm). This rise above 
the unstrained levels at low wave numbers is qualitatively consistent with the
large am plification o f u 2 found by Wood & Bradshaw (1984) and can therefore be
attributed largely to the effect o f the wall on the mixing layer rather than an
effect o f curvature or divergence. At the higher wave num bers, at stations W19
and W22 (s=1083mm & s=1397mm) there appears to be a fall in the energy relative 
to the previous stations. This fall is due to the fact that energy supplied to the large 
scales of the turbulence takes time (and hence distance) to cascade down to the
sm aller scales.
The v-com ponent spectra on the centre line (figures 5.19b) show sim ilar
changes to those in the u-component spectra on the centre line, but the effect of
the wall on the low wave numbers is far more marked. The low wave numbers of 
the v-component spectra are distinctly suppressed at s=816mm, 8 6 6 mm and 918mm 
(stations W9, W l l ,  and W14 respectively) and are amplified at s=987mm and 1083mm 
(stations W17 and W19 respectively). The suppression and am plification o f the low 
wave numbers o f the v-spectrum  correspond respectively to the collapse of the
shear stress and the peak in v 2 max. The amplification, at s=987mm and 1083mm, of
the low -w ave-num ber v -fluc tu a tio n s  above the u n d isto rted  lay er values is 
qualitatively consistent with the findings o f Wood & Bradshaw  (1982) in their
experim ent to investigate a plane mixing layer approaching a wall in which they 
observed an unexpected rise in v 2 prior to the mixing layer m eeting the wall.
Because v is constrained to be zero at the wall, intuitively one would expect a
decrease in the v-fluctuations as the wall is approached.
u- and v-component spectra on the high velocity side o f the layer (ie. T|* = -
0.6, figures 5.19c and 5.19d respectively) show a peak within the energy containing
range, as observed in the undistorted mixing layer. The peak is due to the
interm ittency of the turbulence and not true turbulent fluctuations.
The spectra at station W4 (s=588mm, figures 5.20a and 5.20b) are used as the 
base-line for comparisons, as the layer at this point is undistorted. The
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low wave num ber peak due to the interm ittency is again evident on the high 
velocity side o f the layer.
Figure 5.21a shows the u-component spectra at station W l l  (s=866mm) (the 
point o f zero u v )  to be very sim ilar to the u-component spectra in figure 5.20a.
In figure 5.21a, the low wave num ber spectral density increases slightly towards 
the low velocity side of the layer. Figure 5.21b shows the v-component spectra at 
positions across the layer at station W l l  (s=866mm). The increase, towards the low 
velocity side, in the low wave num ber energy which was observed in the u- 
com ponent sp ec tra  is not ev iden t in the v -com ponent spec tra , how ever, 
com parison o f figure 5.21b with 5.20b shows a slight reduction in the spectral 
density o f the low wave numbers, indicating suppression o f the large structures at 
station W ll .  The large low wave number peak evident at station W4 is not as large 
at station W l l  (for u-& v-com ponent spectra). This reduction in the peak is 
probably due to an effect of the interm ittency of the signal. The w-component 
spectra at various positions across the layer, at station W l l ,  (figure 5.21c) show a 
slight increase in the low wave num ber energy tow ards the low velocity side. 
Regrettably, comparisons of the w-component spectra fo r station W l l  with those at 
other stations cannot be made as w-component spectral m easurem ents were only 
made at the one station.
The u-component spectra at station W19 (s=1083mm, figure 5.22a) show an 
increase o f the low-wave-number peak relative to station W l l .  This peak is similar 
to that found on the high velocity side of the layer at station W4, but is at a lower 
wave number, which could be due to the movement o f the turbulence profiles 
relative to the mean velocity profiles. This increase in m agnitude o f the peak 
suggests that the magnitude of the fluctuations in the turbulent parts o f the signal 
have also increased due to the re-establishm ent o f the large structures. The v- 
com ponent spectra at the same positions across the layer, at sta tion  W19 
(s= 1083mm, figure 5.22b), do not show the same re-establishment o f the large peak 
as seen in the u-component spectra. Station W19 is at the second minimum in the 
variation o f v 2 max with s (shown in figure 5.14b), and downstream o f this station
v 2 max rises more slowly than the other stresses. The suppression o f the v-
fluctuations shown in the spectra at station W19 is in qualitative agreement with 
the results of Wood & Bradshaw (1984).
Castro & Bradshaw (1976) found large irrotational fluctuations on the high 
velocity side o f their curved mixing layer, and explained this by the possible 
presence o f internal waves arising from the stabilizing effect o f the curvature. 
Changes in the spectra at wave numbers at which the waves would be expected 
(roughly 0 < kA < 2, a value which would not, of course, necessarily be constant
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over the layer as k is dependent 0n both the mean velocity and the curvature) can 
be accounted for by the movement o f the turbulence profiles with respect to the 
mean velocity profiles and the suppression & am plification o f the fluctuations as 
discussed above. Thus, if  waves are present their amplitudes appear to be small. 
Further indications and inform ation on internal waves could possibly be gleaned 
from phase velocity measurements, but time regrettably did not permit this.
5.8 T h e  F l a t n e s s  a n d  S k e w n e s s  F a c t o r s
Figures 5.23a to 5.23d show the u- and v-com ponent flatness and
skewness factors, Fu, Su> Fv and Sv respectively, at six downstream stations. Figures 
5.23e to 5.23h show the variations of Fu, SUf Fv and Sv with s, at T J q *  = -0.55 & +0.65 
(values of Tlq* = -0.55 & +0.65 were chosen as they were sufficiently far away from
the centre line, whilst not being too close to the edges of the layer).
The variations o f Fu, SUf Fv and Sv with respect to TJ * are a broadly similar
shape to those in the undistorted layer. Departures from 3 and 0, o f the 0.67Um ax 
centre line values o f flatness factors and skewness factors respectively , are due
entirely to the difference between the positions of the 0.67Umax centre line and the 
Q2 max centre line.
F u on the low velocity side of the layer ( r jq* = 0.65, figure 5.23e) peaks at 
s~750m m , approxim ately the point at which u 2 max begins to decrease, before 
decreasing rapidly to a minimum at s* 1000mm, close to the minimum in u 2 max. Su 
on the low velocity side o f the layer (T|q* = 0.65, figure 5 .230  is positive and is 
qualitatively sim ilar to Fu on the low velocity side of the layer, indicating that the 
short period, but large m agnitude, p o s itiv e  u-fluctuations in itia lly  increase in
m agnitude before falling  to a m inim um  close to the poin t of the minimum 
i n h 2 max*
F v and Sv on the low velocity side of the layer ( r jq* = 0.65, figure 5.23g and 
5.23h) both increase rapidly from the undistorted values, peaking at s~ 5  0 0 m m ,  
before decreasing to minima at s«  1050mm and s= 950mm respectively. F v and Sv on
the low velocity  side o f the layer indicate that the short period, but large 
m agnitude, p o s itiv e  v-fluctuations increase rapidly to a peak at s~500m m , before
falling to a minimum close to the point o f the minimum in u 2 max. This trend is
sim ilar to that o f the short period, but large magnitude, positive u-fluctuations on 
the low velocity side of the layer, discussed above. (Variations in the flatness and
skew ness factor curves before s* 500mm may, o f course, be partly due to the
development of the mixing layer, evident in the Reynolds stress variations.)
F u and Su on the high velocity side of the layer ( T | q *  = -0.55, figure 5.23e and
5.23f) both peak at s~ 800mm (the peak in Su being negative), ind icating  an
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increase in the short period, but large magnitude, n e g a t i v e  u-fluctuations. After 
s ~ 800mm F u and Su rapidly decrease in magnitude, Su changing sign at s * 9 0 0 m m ,
av 9w
close to the point of maximum t -  & T  . This change of sign of Su, together with the
ox oz
rapid decrease in F u, indicates a rapid decrease in the large magnitude, but short 
period, n e g a t i v e  u-fluctUations with the pos i t i ve  u -fluctuations, although not
increasing in m agnitude, becom ing large relative to the negative u-fluctuations. 
The absence of any recovery of Fu, after the decrease, is partly due to the merging 
of the mixing layer and wall boundary layer causing a reduction in the ratio of 
non-turbulent fluid to turbulent fluid, and is also partly due to the effect of the 
wall in suppressing the large structures.
F v on the high velocity side of the layer (Tlq* = -0.55, figure 5.23g) peaks at 
s«650m m  before falling rapidly to a minimum at s*  1000mm, close to the position of 
the beginning o f the “wall effect”. Sv on the high velocity side of the layer (Tlq* = -
0.55, figure 5 .23h), in itia lly  negative, rapidly decreases in m agnitude after 
s*  700mm, reaching a positive peak at s~ 900mm before decreasing to a minimum at 
s*  940mm close to the first minimum and subsequent peak in the variation of 
y 2  m a x  respectively (note, a sim ilar “oscillation” occurs in the variation of v 3 , 
with respect to s, on the low velocity side of the layer, except it is approximately A 
further downstream ). The minimum in Sv at s« 940mm may be partly due to the
beginning o f the “wall effect”, which at this point in the flow is amplifying the v- 
fluctuations, and from the evidence o f Sv and Fv on the high velocity side of the 
layer, appears to be decreasing the short period, but large magnitude, pos i t i ve  v-
fluctuations. A fter the minimum at s« 940m m , Sv increases, reaching a further 
peak at s~ 1080mm, the point at which the mixing layer and wall boundary layer 
begin to merge, as also indicated by the variation o f the triple products on the
high velocity side of the layer.
5.9 T h e  E n e r g y  B a l a n c e s
Figures 5.24a to 5.24h show the balances of the turbulent kinetic energy 
transport equation 3.2.20 at eight downstream stations, and figure 5.25 shows the
balance along the centre line. It should be noted that the scale on the vertical axes
o f these figures d iffer from each other and therefore care should be taken in 
comparing them with each other. The measurements of dissipation are discussed at 
the end o f this section.
From the first station shown (W7, s=770mm, figure 5.24a) to station W16 
(s=962mm, not shown), the advection term, unlike in the undistorted layer, shows a 
large gain in the centre of the layer indicating energy is being transported to the
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centre of the layer by the mean flow. From station W17 (s=987mm) onwards the
advection in the centre of the layer changes to a loss, as is also shown in the 
energy balance long the centre line (figure 5.25). As argued in the sections on 
triple-velocity products and spectra, by approximately station W17 (s~990m m ) the
wall appears to be having a large effect over at least part of the layer on the high
velocity side, producing large losses due to advection near the wall, as shown in 
figures 5 .24f to 5.24h. Large values o f advection near the wall were also observed 
by Wood & Bradshaw (1984) in the experiment on a plane mixing layer constrained 
by a wall in which they attributed it to measurement error.
At station W7 (s=770mm, figure 5.24a) the production term is sim ilar in
shape to that fo r the und isto rted  layer but is reduced in m agnitude by 
approximately 50%. At station W ll  (s=866mm, figure 5.24c) the term has reduced to 
approxim ately zero across the whole width o f the layer, before changing sign in 
the centre of the layer at the following two stations, W13 & W15 (s=898mm & 940mm 
respectively). At the next two stations, W17 and W19 (s=987mm and 1083mm
respectively), the production term  again represents a gain across much o f the
width of the layer. At the last of the eight stations, W21 (s=1282mm, figure 5.24h), 
the production  term  is both qualita tively  and quan tita tively  s im ilar to the 
undistorted layer (with the exception that the layer only extends to Tj *=-0.4 at this
station, due to the presence of the wall), although this would seem to be rather 
fortuitous as the streamlines are still diverging in the plane parallel to the wall, (it 
seems possible that the production may become still larger further downstream of 
station W21 (s=1282mm)). Figure 5.25 shows the variation o f production along the 
mixing layer centre line, the minimum occurring at s«920m m , ju st downstream  of 
the minimum in u v max but just upstream of the minima in u 2 max & w 2 max.
Figure 5.26 shows the variation o f the contributions to the total kinetic 
energy production associated with each stress (ie. the stress m ultiplied by the
corresponding rate of strain), where;
a_u y '
3s + R
w 2 : - ■ k 3 [U s in r  + V c o s r ]
,2 .
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h l  9n  '  R + 9s
(5.9.1)
The production due to w 2 varies very little through the layer whilst the variation
of production due to all o f the other Reynolds stresses can be seen to be
approxim ately the same m agnitude as that of the total p roduction of kinetic
energy. H ow ever, the curves fo r the production due to u 2 and v 2 are
qualitatively very different to the total production. It should be noted that the
above terms do not represent the generation o f the Reynolds stresses, which are
taken from the transport equations for the individual Reynolds stresses (equations 
3.2.16 to 3.2.18 & equation 3.2.22) and are given by;
u 2 . r  a u  v .  1 u v r  a u  h i  L as + R J "  h i  L 1 dn
u_
R
-2 . _ ^ p _ v _ 2 u l  ^  r a v i  
h i  L 3s RJ V Id n ]
w 2 .
w
lr [U sinT + V cosT]
u v u r a v . 9 U_] _L_ I" h au_ H i u v■ hi L 3s RJ " hi [ + RJ " hi
8U V . av+ “  + h ids dnR
(5 .9 .2 )
The level o f the diffusion term  is increasingly suppressed, w ith dow nstream  
distance, across the whole width of the layer and by station W15 (s=940mm, figure 
5.24e) it is close to zero across the whole layer. This suppression is an indication of 
the reduction o f the strength o f the large scale structures. Because the large 
structures are responsible for the entrainm ent (and hence growth o f the layer), 
in the region of suppression of the diffusion we would expect a reduction of the 
en trainm ent on both sides o f the layer beginning at s*  800m m . T his is
demonstrated by examination of the change in the widths of the two sides o f the 
layer after station W8, in figure 5.1. The entrainment on the high velocity side of 
the layer must, of course, decrease after s= 1080mm due to the presence of the wall 
and hence the constraint that Y=0. The diffusion at station W7 (s=770mm, figure 
5.24a) shows that the gain of turbulent kinetic energy on the high velocity side of 
the layer has decreased slightly from the undistorted layer value, but between 
stations W9 and W13 (figures 5.24b & d) (a distance of approxim ately 0 .6A ) it
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changes from a gain to a small loss. This is accompanied by a decrease in the loss of 
energy, due to diffusion, from the centre of the layer. On the low velocity side the 
d iffusion rem ains relatively unaltered throughout the 8 stations investigated. At 
station W15 (s=940mm, figure 5.24e) energy is being transferred from the high 
velocity side of the layer to the low velocity side with zero diffusion in the centre. 
A fter station W15 the m agnitude o f the diffusion increases across much of the 
width of the layer, but recovery on the high velocity side o f the layer is confused 
by the “wall effect”.
Figure 5.25 shows the balance o f turbulent kinetic energy along the centre 
line. A lag in the response of the diffusion term  behind the response o f the 
production term in the centre o f the layer, as seen in the case o f Castro &
Bradshaw (1976), is not evident in this case. This is at least partly because the 
destabilizing effect o f the divergence becomes significant as the curvature begins 
to decrease, so by stretching the lateral vorticity, the large eddies responsible for
a w
turbulent diffusion quickly rejuvenate. The extra strain rate t -  may, however,
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also be responsible for the absence of a lag by some other mechanism. The lack of
lag would explain why the overshoot in the variation of the Reynolds stresses with
s is not as great as for Castro & Bradshaw, because as energy is extracted from the
mean flow it is more quickly diffused away from the centre line. This argument
also holds for the generation and turbulent transport term s o f the shear stress
balances, thus explaining the absence o f any overshoot in the latter part o f the 
variation o f u v max shown in figure 5.14b.
The high value o f advection, m entioned above, is also believed to be 
responsib le  for the negative dissipation  by d ifference (a negative value o f 
dissipation is not, o f course, physically possible, and therefore the negative values 
o f  dissipation must be incorrect). The dissipation obtained by difference is rather 
scattered, due to the summing of errors in the calculation of the other term s, and 
the value is different to that obtained from spectra, as shown in figure 3.2b, and in 
the present balances where spectral data was available. On the high velocity side
o f the layer the dissipation by difference is lower than that by spectra, whilst on 
the low velocity side it is higher. The centre line values of dissipation from spectra 
are also shown in figure 5.25 and can be seen to follow a similar trend as those by 
d ifference but are o f consistently  h igher m agnitude. A large value o f the 
p ressure-d iffusion  term  (which is by necessity  incorporated in the dissipation  
calculated by difference) could partly account for the difference betw een these 
two methods o f calculation. Also, as shown in section 4.3.2 the pulsed wire 
m easurem ents o f u 2 in the undistorted layer show ed the crossed-w ire results to
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be underestim ated by approximately 14%. It is therefore likely that u v (and the
other normal stresses) is also underestim ated, causing the production term in the
energy balance to be of a reduced magnitude and hence, also the dissipation by
difference. The trip le  p roduct m easurem ents (and hence the gradients with
respect to s and n that appear in the diffusion term) are also likely to be in error
(possibly by a greater amount) producing an error in the diffusion term of the
energy balance. A low value of dissipation by difference, when com pared with
dissipation from wave number spectra, was found for all 3 mixing layers, which is 
consistent with an under-estimation of the Reynolds stresses. It is believed, for the 
reasons discussed in the above paragraph, that the measurements o f dissipation as
obtained from spectra are more accurate than those obtained by difference.
5.10 T h e  S h e a r  S t r e s s  B a l a n c e s
Figures 5.27a to 5.27h show the balances o f the turbulent shear stress 
transport equation 3.2.22 at 8 stations and figure 5.28 shows the balance along the 
centre line. As with the energy balances, the scales on the vertical axes of these
figures d iffer from each other and therefore care should be taken in comparing
them with each other.
The convection of the shear stress (figures 5.27a to 5.27h) by the mean flow 
is quite different from that of the undistorted layer in that there is a large gain in 
the centre of the layer in the initial part of the distortion, which changes to a loss
0V
from the centre of the layer at s= 900mm, the point of maximum T- . There appears
ox
to be no large value o f the convection term in the region o f the wall compared
with that found in the advection term of the energy balance suggesting that the
error was due to ~ r —  being too large in the latter. By the last of the 8 stations, 
os
W21 (s=1282mm, figure 5.27h), the convection is close to zero across the whole
width o f the layer due to small stream wise gradients o f u v and the small V
(relative to that found in the highly distorted parts of the layer).
The generation term is strongly affected by the d istortion by the first
station, W7 (s=770mm, figure 5.27a), its peak value being approximately j  of that in
the undistorted layer, but the curve is, however, a sim ilar shape. By station W9
(s=816m m , figure 5.27b), only 0 .3A downstream o f W7, the generation term
represents a loss across the whole width of the layer. The magnitude of this loss
due to generation, increases with downstream distance, reaching a maximum at 
s~  890mm (as shown by the balance along the centre line, in figure 5.28)
89
3v
corresponding to the minimum in the peak shear stress and maximum By
OX
station W13 (s=898mm, figure 5.27d) the divergence is . beginning to rejuvenate the 
large structures, producing, after this station, a rapid fall in the loss due to 
generation across much o f the layer width. Figure 5.28 shows the shear stress 
balance on the centre line. The generation term changes sign at s« 800mm (just
before the point o f maximum curvature) which would imply a rapid drop in the 
shear stress as seen in figure 5.14b and also a rapid decrease in the layer thickness 
as shown in figure 5.11.
The turbulent transport term at station W7 (s=770mm, figure 5.27a) shows 
little change from that of the undistorted layer but after this station a reduction in 
the loss o f shear stress from the centre of the layer w ith a corresponding
reduction in the gain on the high velocity side can be seen in figures 5.27c to
5.211. This overall reduction in the turbulent transport is because the generation 
o f the shear stress has dram atically reduced. It is interesting to note that, as 
dem onstrated by. figure 5.27g, the turbulent transport remains small long after the
generation o f shear stress recovers. Even by station W21 (s=1282mm, figure 5.27h) 
the turbulent transport is small in comparison with the undistorted layer. The last 
two stations (W19 and W21) show no gain of shear stress due to turbulent transport 
on the high velocity side o f the layer, presumably because o f the strong “wall
effect” on the large structures, as dem onstrated by the triple products in figures
5.17a to 5.17c. The turbulent transport is seen to reduce over the whole width of the
layer, due to the suppression of the large eddies.
As with the generation, the destruction term is strongly affected by the 
distortion by the first station, W7 (s=770mm, figure 5.27a), its peak value being
approxim ately ~ o f that in the undistorted layer, but the curve being a sim ilar
shape. Because the destruction is calculated by difference, it is strongly affected
by the reduction in the magnitude o f the generation. Figure 5.28 shows an initial 
decrease in the destruction in the centre o f the layer, and it changes sign at
s ~ 800mm reaching a maximum gain at s ~ 900mm. Its recovery from this is rapid
being close to its final value (but not the “ self-p reserv ing” value o f the 
undistorted layer) by s=1000mm, ju st after the point of maximum divergence. The 
destruction term represents the mean product of the pressure fluctuation and the 
fluctuating rate o f strain in the u-v plane, and as both o f these term s can go 
negative at different instances it is conceivable that the destruction term can also 
go negative as seen in the present work. The centre line shear stress balance of
Castro & Bradshaw is qualitatively sim ilar to the present, apart from the changes
90
of sign in the generation and destruction in the present case (their convection 
term did, however, change sign as in the present case).
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The M o d e r a t e l y  S t r a i n e d  M i x i n g  L a y e r
6.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
The initial part o f the moderately strained mixing layer combines moderate
stabilizing curvature with moderate divergence followed by a change (at s=580mm) 
to a region of moderate de s t a b i l i z i n g  curvature and divergence. The development
region was too short to allow the layer to reach “self-p reserv ing” conditions 
before distortion. The unwanted “wall effect” is evident on the high velocity side 
o f the layer dow nstream  o f s^  600mm and irro ta tional flow  does not exist 
downstream of s«  850mm, due to the merging of the mixing layer and centre body 
boundary layer.
6.2 T h e  M i x i n g  L a y e r  C e n t r e  l i n e s
Figure 6.1 shows an illustration of the m oderately strained m ixing layer 
with the boundaries defined by the 0.25Umax & 0.95Umax lines. As with the strongly 
strained mixing layer, three centre lines are shown;
1) 0.67Umax
2 ) the mean streamline with its origin at the point of separation
3) q 2  max
The tangents to 1) & 3) differ by a maximum of 3° and the three lines can be seen to 
be almost parallel until the gradient o f 2 ) increases, ju st upstream o f the parallel 
section o f the centre body. This larger gradient of the “centre line stream line” is 
due to the inhibition imposed by the centre body on the growth o f the mixing 
layer. This effect can be seen in the measured reference stream line (figure 6.1). 
The change in gradient of stream lines (calculated from the m easured reference 
stream line via continuity), other than the “centre line stream line” is shown in 
figure 6.3.
For the m oderately strained layer the centre line was again taken as that
defined by U=0.67Umax (the variation of the q 2 max centre line with respect to the
0 . 6 7 U max centre line is shown in figure 6.2).
6.3 T h e  E x t r a  S t r a i n  R a t e s
au av aw
Figure 6.4b shows the extra strain rates, t - , “ and "r-  on the 0.67Umax
ox ox oz
centre line, expressed in Cartesian coordinates, as described in section 5.3, and
t au a V
normalized by - — . The extra strain rate due to curvature, — , reaches peak values 
a n  ox
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of ± 0 .042“  , (the equal m agnitude maxima and minima being entirely fortuitous) 
on
B Y
approximately 0.1 of the maximum t -  for the strongly strained case. For reasons
ox
d Y  B Y
discussed in section 5.3, the extra strain rate t ~ , is shown in figure 6.4b as - The
Bx B Bx
aw au
extra strain rate due to the divergence, reaches a peak value of 0.054 r - , (and
Bz 3n
B Y
is, o f course, always intensifying in nature). The first peak of t -  occurs at
Bx
aw
s=400mm, at which point "r-  has reached approximately half of its maximum value.
Bz
aw av
The peak in occurs at s=610mm, at which point t -  is changing rapidly and has
Bz Bx
just changed sign (ie. it is destabilizing in nature after s= 590mm). The divergence,
aw
and therefore does not go to zero at large s due to movement of the centre line
Bz
away from the side of the centre body, as shown in figure 6.1. This centre line 
movement is a result of the definition o f the centre line.
B y  aw
Figure 6.4b also shows the effective extra strain rates o f —  and ----
Bx Bz
according to the first order lag equation (Bradshaw (1975)) (discussed in section 
1. 1);
d ( eeff) _
X -  e - eef f  ( 1 . 1 . 1 )
By  aw
where e = , and the “time constant”, X, was taken as 2A . The first peak of the
Bx Bz
B y  aw
lagged T -  and the peak of the lagged t -  are both o f approxim ately the same
Bx Bz
m agnitude as their respective peaks in the non-lagged extra strain  rates. The
By  B y
destabilizing peak o f ~  is largely “cancelled” by the lagged stabiliz ing — ,
Bx Bx
B y
although the physical mechanisms o f destabilizing ~ ~  are unlikely to have been
Bx
“ c a n c e l l e d ” .
1 s i n T
Figure 6.4a shows the curvature and divergence, ^  and ~~~—  respectively ,
along the 0.67U max centre line. The position of the peaks in the curvature and
divergence do not occur at the same downstream positions as the peaks in the
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respective extra strain rates (figure 6.4b). This difference in position, which is not
as pronounced as in the strongly strained mixing layer, is due to the variation of
3U 3\V sin r  3V  u
7  (used to normalize the extra strain rates) and U ( T ~  = U  and T ~  = 7 " ) with
d n  3z r dx K
respect to s.
6.4 T h e  M e a n  F l o w
Figure 6 .6  shows the streamwise mean velocity, U, measured with a crossed- 
wire. As for the U profiles in the strongly strained mixing layer, the present mean 
velocity  profiles collapse when norm alized by the local maximum velocity  and 
gradient thickness (for brevity, the collapse profile shape is shown in figure 6 .6  as
a single dotted line). However, the decrease in velocity on the high velocity side of 
the layer is not self-sim ilar because of the stream line curvature in the irrotational 
part of the flow. The variation of Umax with downstream distance is shown in figure 
6.5. The initial decrease o f Umax with respect to s is qualitatively as would be 
3V
expected as becomes positive. The overshoot is also as anticipated due to a peak 
dx
in the suction near the maximum body diameter. The undershoot after s~ 850mm is 
due to the absence of irrotational flow because of the merging of the mixing layer 
and the centre body boundary layer.
The transverse m ean velocity  p rofiles, as m easured d irec tly  w ith the 
crossed-wire, are shown in figure 6.7 and can be seen to vary very little until a
sudden rise on the high velocity side of the layer at station C12 (s=570mm), slightly 
before the point of inflection o f the centre line (s~590m m ). By sta tion  C l 6
(s=687mm) V has decreased to almost the undistorted value.
The mixing layer thickness based on the gradient thickness, A ,  and the
distance between the points 0.95Umax & 0-25Umax, is shown in figure 6.8. The scatter
in the gradient thickness curve is not as great as in the strongly strained mixing 
fd U \
layer as z ~  is not varying as rapidly, thus reducing the errors in its
v. / m a x
m easurem ent. As the d istortion  occurred much ea rlie r in the p resen t case,
com parison with the undistorted mixing layer is im portant and the undistorted-
dA
layer growth rate is therefore presented as the broken line in figure 6 .8 . ^  in the
undistorted part o f the present case can be seen from figure 6 .8  to be in excellent
dA dA
agreement with —  for the undistortcd mixing layer. The growth rate, ~ jjf can be
seen, from figure 6 .8 , to decrease slightly after s~475m m , reaching a minimum at
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s«560m m , approxim ately 2 A (2A =160m m ) downstream of the negative peak in T”
ox
0V  dA
and close to the peak in the lagged After the minimum, ~r~ increases before
ox a s
falling back to approximately the value it had before the distortion. The matching 
of the growth rates before and after the distortion is believed to be fortuitous, as by 
this time the mixing layer is constrained by the “wall”, where V must be zero on
0 W
the high velocity side. However, the intensifying effect of (which remains at
oz
approximately half of its peak value along the parallel section o f the centre body)
on the turbulence, would be expected to increase the grow th rate above that
predicted purely from continuity arguments. W ith regards to the growth rate in 
the region of the parallel sided part o f the centre body, the intensifying effect of
aw
the positive t -  and the zero entrainment on the high velocity side o f the layer
oz
appear to be having equal and opposite effects. The effects o f the relaxing
curvature would not, however, be be expected to be zero, as they have been shown 
to persist (in a boundary layer) far downstream of the end o f the curved region 
(eg. Alving et al (1989)).
The layer thickness calculated iteratively (from equation 5.4.1), and based 
on continuity of the cross-sectional area of the layer (assuming a constant rate of 
entrainment equal to that of the undistorted layer), is also included in figure 6 .8  
and clearly behaves very differently to that observed. As for the strongly strained 
layer, the constrain t that V=0 at the “w all” has been neglected  in these 
calculations. The curvature would also be expected to affect the growth rate via
continuity of the mean flow. In a curved flow, such as that of Castro & Bradshaw
3W  d\J d V d U  dXJ
(1976) where ~r was zero, t -  ^  0 and as r  = -t -  , positive t -  would be expected to
oz  ox ay  ox ox
cause a decrease in the growth rate and visa versa. This effect (which is not taken
into account in the calculation of growth rate, from equation 5.4.1) is at least
partly why the observed growth rate first decreases and then rises above that of 
the undistorted layer. The observed growth rate would also be affected by the extra
strain rates affecting the turbulence structure and hence the rate o f entrainment, 
an effect that would be expected to lag that of the actual strain rates. This effect is 
also not accounted for in the above calculations.
The decrease (after s~475m m) in the observed growth rate, discussed above,
is also present in the calculated curve, but the subsequent increase in the
calculated curve (occurring in this case after s~ 700mm) is not as rapid. The delay, 
and reduced rate of increase, of the calculated growth rate after s^  700mm,  suggest
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that the in tensify ing  d isto rtion  is having a large effect on the turbulence 
structure, causing an early and more rapid increase in the growth rate than would 
be expected from continuity  alone. As with the observed grow th rate, after 
s«  1 1 0 0 mm the calculated growth rate is approxim ately constant, but is greatly
reduced from that observed, due to the fact that the calculations are based on the 
0 . 6 7 U max centre line which, as mentioned above, is still diverging in this region of 
the flow.
6.5 T h e  R e y n o l d s  S t r e s s e s
The Reynolds stresses, shown in figures 6.9a to 6.9d, are broadly self-similar 
when normalized with respect to A  and the local Umax» with only slight cross layer
movement o f the peaks with s, due to the choice o f centre line. The stress levels on 
the high velocity side of the layer rise as the mixing layer approaches the centre 
body, at least partly because o f the boundary layer on that surface. The stresses 
may also be affected by the constraint that v= 0  at the “wall”.
The varia tions o f all o f the non-zero R eynolds stresses w ith s are 
summarized in term s o f their respective peak values, as shown in figure 6 . 1 0 a. 
A fter the initial rise o f the stresses as for the undistorted layer (the dotted lines in 
figure 6 .1 0 a), they begin to decrease slightly, v 2 max & u v max reaching a minimum
at s*  500mm, at which point the stresses in the undistorted layer are still rising.
d V
These reductions in stress are due to the stabilizing effect o f the positive “
ox
reducing the intensity o f  the large structures. The minimum in v 2 max & u v max
d V
occurs at maximum in the lagged negative T~. It is anticipated that the curvature
ox
and divergence, at this point in the flow would have opposing influences on the
d V  d W
turbulence structure ( “ would be stabilizing and —~ intensifying in nature). The
ox oz
d V  d W
net result for the present combination of and t ~" is a much sm aller change in
ox oz
d V  —
the stresses than would occur for t -  alone. The decrease in v 2 max is distinctly less
ox
aw
than the o ther stresses presum ably because o f t — tending  to increase  v-
3 z
fluctuations via stretching of the circum ferential vorticity. The m inima in u 2 max
—  —  —  a v
and w z max lag the minima in v z max and u v max because the effect o f the — f
ox
which prim arily affects the v-fluctuations, takes tim e to be transferred , via the
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pressure strain redistribution, to the other components. The “wall effect” becomes 
apparent as the curvature changes sign (as shown by the trip le  products in 
section 6 .6 ) (Note, based on the results of Wood & Bradshaw, the “wall effect” would 
be expected to begin at A / h « l . l ,  which corresponds approxim ately to station C13, 
(s=597mm)), but the increases in the stresses after s® 600mm are much larger than
those observed by Wood & Bradshaw (1984). Therefore, assuming the lagged effect 
d V
of t -  to be small (as implyed by figure 6.4b) the rise in all o f the Reynolds stresses 
ox
0 W
after s® 600mm is predominantly due to the intensifying effect o f the lagged
oz
d V  —
becom ing dom inant over the rapidly decreasing lagged t - . The peaks of u z max
ox
and w 2 max occur at s~ 940mm, lagging the peaks of the other stresses by a distance 
approximately equal to A  ( v 2 max & u v  peak at s~ 840mm, corresponding closely to
aw
the peak of the lagged T ~ ). After the peaks, the decrease in the stresses is gradual,
oz
the last few points being below the “self-preserving” values o f the undistorted
m ixing layer. ___  ___
q 2 q 2
Figure 6 . 1 0 b shows the variation of '2' and “ ---- ^  along the 0.67Umax
z U r 4  Umax
q 2
centre line. As m the strongly strained mixing layer, _ 2 varies in a broadly
r
similar way to u 2 .
u v
Figure 6.11 shows the variation of the structure param eter, = - ,  along the
q2
centre line and it can be seen to vary very little. However, a dip sim ilar to that in 
the Reynolds stresses at s« 500mm, is also evident in the structure param eter. A 
u v
similar dip in -----  occurs for the stabilized part o f the strongly strained mixing
q 2
layer. Castro & Bradshaw (1976) found that the structure param eter for their 
curved mixing layer varied in a qualitatively sim ilar way to the Reynolds stresses 
in the stabilized part o f the flow, although in the region o f overshoot of the
stresses the structure param eter was found to be approximately constant at a value 
equivalent to that in the undistorted mixing layer. In the present case, in the
region w here the Reynolds stresses are increased above the undistorted  layer 
values due to the intensifying nature of the extra strain rates, the structure 
param eter rem ains approxim ately constant.
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6.6 T he T r i p l e  P r o d u c t s
The triple products, shown for a number of stations in figures 6.12a to 6.12f, 
are also closely self-sim ilar in form, w ith slight changes in  the cross layer 
positions o f the m axim a and m inim a, consistent with the Reynolds stresses, as 
discussed above. The sign of u 2v and v 3 changes on the extrem ity o f the high
velocity  side for stations C20, C24 and C27 (s=819mm, 963mm and 1175mm 
respectively) - a phenomenon also observed for u v . This change in sign is due to
the m erging o f the m ixing layer with the centre body boundary layer, where
u 2v , v 3 and u v  will be of the opposite sense due to the shear in the boundary
layer being opposite in sign to that of the mixing layer.
The variations o f the triple product maxima and minima are shown (for all 
but v w 2 ) in figures 6.13a to 6.13c. The response is broadly sim ilar to that of the 
Reynolds stresses. However, u 2v , u 3 and u w 2 on the high velocity side do not 
increase in m agnitude (after s~500) as much as the other triple products shown. 
This reduced increase could, at least in part, be due to the “wall effect”. A better 
indication of the beginning of the “wall effect is given by the variation of the v-
com ponent flatness and skewness factors on the high velocity side o f the layer
(see section 6 .8 ).
The triple product maxima, on the low velocity side, in itia lly  rise, in a
sim ilar manner to the triple products in the undistorted layer. This rise is followed
dV
by a slight decrease (as for the Reynolds stresses) near the peak of the lagged .
ox
The decrease on the high velocity side o f the layer occurs approxim ately A
upstream of the decrease in the corresponding curve on the low velocity side. As
for the strongly strained mixing layer, this lag in the response o f the triple
products, on the low velocity side of the layer, indicates that the large structures
on the high velocity side are suppressed before those on the low velocity side. On
dV/dx
the 0.95Umax line at station C21 (s=850mm) ~— —  (where d U / d y  is the local value) is
dU /dy
d W /d z
approximately the same value as on the centre line, whilst r — r -  at the same point
dU/dy
d V / d x
is 18% s m a l l e r .  On the 0.25Umax line, at the same station, 7 7 ——  is 50% smaller
dU/dy
d W / d z
than on the centre line and ~ ~  is 11% smaller. Although the variation o f the
dU/dy
extra strain rates across the layer is much sm aller than in the strongly strained 
mixing layer, it is believed that these variations are in part responsible for the
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relatively early suppression of the large structures on the high velocity side of the 
l a y e r .
A fter the decreases, the triple product maxima and minima increase rapidly, 
peaking at s« 900mm on the low velocity side of the layer. The position of the peaks
on the high velocity side of the layer varies depending on the triple product, but
in each case (except u 3 & u w 2 , the low velocity side variations of which are
discussed above) the peak occurs upstream of the peak on the low velocity side by
an amount 0.8A and 1.7A. By s= 900mm the “wall” is having a large effect on the
layer, especially on the high velocity side. Values, o f triple product maxima and
m inima, equivalent to those in the undistorted layer are reached sooner on the 
high velocity side o f the layer than on the low velocity side by as much as 3.2A
depending on the triple product. This difference can certainly not be accounted
3 V
for by the extra strain rate gradients across the layer, as after s= 1 0 0 0 mm ~  is
ox
almost zero and the divergence is virtually constant. In this part of the flow, it
seems possib le that the large difference between the responses of the triple 
products on the two sides o f the layer is due to the strong suppressing effect of the 
“w all” on the large structures.
Figure 6.14 shows the relative strength of the large eddies, as defined by 
equation (5.6.1), along the centre line* As
expected, from the behaviour o f the Reynolds stresses and trip le products, the 
relative large eddy strength increases after s~ 500mm, reaching a peak at s« 6  7 0 m m
(just before station C16). As discussed earlier, the divergence appears to be
exhibiting a larger effect on the turbulence than does the “wall effect” at this
point in the flow and therefore this peak in relative large eddy strength is likely 
to be mainly due to the divergence.
6.7 T h e  S p e c t r a
u- and v-component spectra are presented for positions along the 0.67Umax 
centre line in figures 6.15a and 6.15b and along the high velocity side o f the layer 
for the position 1]* =  -0.6 in figures 6.15c and 6.15d. Although movement of the
turbulence profiles with respect to the mean velocity profiles must be taken into 
account when considering spectra on the high velocity  side o f the layer at
constant TJ * (eg. those at T] *=-0.6), in the present flow such movement is negligible
until late in the flow where the centre line moves away from the parallel section
of the centre body. Figures 6.16a to 6.17b show the u- and v-component spectra at 
station C3 (s=291mm) and station C l8 (s=754mm) at intervals in TJ * of 0.2 through 
the layer from Tj *=-0.6 to T| *=0.8. Figures 6.17c show the w -com ponent spectra
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measured at the same cross stream positions at station C l 8 only. In each of the
figures mentioned above (except 6.15c and 6.15d), for the purpose of clarity, <|)(k)
has been m ultiplied by 10 at some stations. Examination o f the spectra (presented 
for completeness) in the present case shows that they are changed very little by 
the distortion and the presence of the solid surface.
The u-component spectra for the centre line position (figures 6.15a) show 
very little change throughout the layer, even at low wave numbers. A very slight 
drop in energy at the low wave number peak ( k A » l ) ,  and a rise in energy at kA
>10, occurs at the last two stations shown (C24, s=963mm and C29, s=1373mm). The v- 
component spectra for the centre line position (figure 6.15b) show a sim ilar drop 
in energy at low wave numbers (the peak is more pronounced and is at k A « 2 ) with
a very slight rise in energy at higher wave numbers. This slight decrease in u-
and v-com ponent spectral energy at low wave numbers, beginning at station C24 
(s=963mm), is indicative of the slight suppression of the large structures by the 
presence of the “wall”. The suppression of the large structures by the “wall” is not 
as marked as in the case of the strongly strained m ixing layer due to the 
intensifying effect of the extra strain rates. The Reynolds stresses at s=963mm are 
close to their peak values.
The u-component spectra on the high velocity side of the layer (Tl* = - 0 . 6 ,
figure 6.15c) show very little  change except at the last station shown (C18, 
s=754mm) where the peak at k A « l  increases in energy slightly. The corresponding
v-component spectra (figure 6.15d) show a dramatic change at station C18, with a 
second peak occurring at k A « 3 2 . This second peak is due to the merging o f the
mixing layer with the centre body boundary layer. At station C l8 the width o f the
centre  body boundary layer, and therefore the scale  o f the large energy 
containing eddies, would be much sm aller than that for the com paratively wide 
m ixing layer. More specifically, the second peak corresponds to the low wave 
number end o f the spectrum for the boundary layer (see also Wood & Bradshaw 
(1984)).
Figures 6.16a shows the u-com ponent spectra at various T| * positions at 
station C3 (s=291mm). The spectra are broadly as for the u-component spectra at 
s=291mm in the undistorted layer. Figures 6.16b shows the v-component spectra at 
various TJ * positions at station C3 (s=291mm). These spectra are not self-similar, the
large low wave num ber peak decreasing in m agnitude but increasing in wave 
number towards the low velocity side o f the layer.
F igure 6.17a shows the u-com ponent spectra at various T| * positions at
station C l 8 (s=754mm). The spectra are very self-sim ilar except on the high 
velocity side o f the layer at T|*=-0.6 & -0.4. Figures 6.17b shows the v-component
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spectra at various TJ * positions at station C18 (s=754mm). The spectra can be seen to 
be very similar to those at station C3 with the exception of the spectrum at T |*= -0 .6 , 
where the merging of the mixing layer and the centre body boundary layer (at
station C l 8 ) produces two peaks as discussed above. Figures 6.17c shows the w- 
component spectra at various T|* positions at station C l8 (s=754mm). The spectra are
reasonably self-sim ilar apart from on the high velocity side o f the layer.
No clear evidence for the am plification or reduction o f the low wave
number energy, due to the “wall effect” at station C18, can be seen for either the
u- or v-component. It is believed that such effects, although probably significant,
are masked by the intensification of the turbulence by the extra strain rates, the
3W
lagged t  (and the Reynolds stresses) approaching a maximum at station C l8
oz
(s=754m m ).
6 .8  T h e  F l a t n e s s  a n d  S k e w n e s s  F a c t o r s
Figures 6.18a to 6.18d show the u- and v-component flatness and skewness 
factors, Fu, Su> Fv and Sv respectively, at six downstream stations. Figures 6.18e to
6.18h show the variations of Fu, Su, Fv and Sv with s, at T|q* = -0.55 & +0.65 (values of
T]q* = -0.55 & +0.65 were chosen for reasons given in section 5.8).
The variations of F u, SUf Fv and Sv with respect to T] * are a broadly similar 
shape to those in the undistorted layer. Departures from 3 and 0, o f the 0.67Umax 
centre line values o f flatness factors and skewness factors respectively , are due 
entirely to the difference between the positions of the 0.67Umax centre line and the 
q 2 max centre line.
F u on the low velocity side of the layer (T|q * = 0.65, figure 6.18e) rises
aw
substantially to a peak at s^  800mm, approximately the point o f maximum lagged t -
oz
av
and maximum t ~ , before falling below the value equivalent to that before the 
ox
distortion. Su on the low velocity side of the layer (T]q* = 0.65, figure 6.18f) also rises 
to a positive peak at s^  800mm. This increased F u and the increased positive Su, 
indicates that the magnitude of the short period, but large magnitude, p os i t i ve  u- 
fluctuations increase to a peak at s * 8 0 0 m m .
F v on the low velocity side of the layer (T|q* = 0.65, figure 6.18g) behaves in a 
sim ilar m anner to Fu on the low velocity side of the layer except, that after the 
peak at s« 800mm, it decreases to a value approximately equivalent to that before 
the distortion. However, Sv on the low velocity side of the layer 01  q* = 0.65, figure 
6.18h) remains at a reasonably constant positive value throughout. This increased
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F u and approximately constant Su, indicates that the magnitude of the short period,
but large m agnitude, positive a n d  negative v-fluctuations increase to a peak at
s~800m m .
F u on the high velocity side of the layer (T|q* = -0.55, figure 6.18e), decreases 
rapidly from s^  500mm to a minimum of approximately 3 at s^  700mm. Su on the 
high velocity side of the layer (T|q* = -0.55, figure 6 .18f), in itia lly  negative, 
decreases in magnitude to a value of approximately 0 at s~ 700mm. As will be seen 
from the variation of Fv and Sv on the high velocity side of the layer (discussed in 
the next paragraph) after s= 600mm the flatness and skewness factors on the high
velocity side of the layer are strongly affected by the “w all”. The initial decreases 
in Fu and Su are believed to be a genuine effect of the extra strain rates and
indicate that the short period, but large magnitude, n e g a t i v e  excursions decrease
rapidly from s ~ 5 0 0 m m .
In the region before the “wall effect” becomes significant (s < 600mm) F v 
and S v on the high velocity side of the layer (T|q* = -0.55, figures 6.18g and 6.18h)
remain roughly constant, indicating that the v-fluctuations are affected very little 
by the distortion. A fter s~ 600mm , F v increases rapidly and Sv becom es more 
negative indicating that the short period, but large m agnitude, n e g a t i v e  v- 
flu c tu a tio n s  inc rease  in magni tude  betw een  s~ 600mm and s~  750mm,  a 
phenom enon which is consistent with the am plification o f the v-fluctuations as 
also observed by Wood & Bradshaw (1982).
6.9 T h e  E n e r g y  B a l a n c e s
The balances o f the turbulent kinetic energy transport equation 3.2.20 are
shown in figures 6.19a to 6.19c for the three stations C6 , C12 & C18 (s=389mm,
570mm & 754mm respectively). The balance along the centre line is shown in
figure 6.20. It should be noted that the scale on the vertical axis o f these four
figures differ from each other.
The diffusion term at station C6  (s=389mm, figure 6.19a) is very sim ilar to
3 V
that o f the und isto rted  layer, (w hich is su rprising  as the lagged  T ~  is
3x
approxim ately ha lf o f its peak value at this point) suggesting that the larger
s truc tu res, responsib le  fo r the tu rbu len t transpo rt o f the tu rb u len t k ine tic  
energy,, are relatively unaffected in strength at this point. This lack of change in 
diffusion is consistent with the small change in the Reynolds stresses, the triple
products and relative large eddy strength at this point in the flow, and is most 
likely due to a fortuitous cancelling of the effects of divergence and curvature. At 
station C12 (s=570mm, figure 6.19b), which is close to the maximum in the lagged
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the diffusion is changed only slightly from that at station C6 , having increased
ox
in magnitude by approximately 30% on the high velocity side of the layer. This
3W
small change is probably due to the fact that at this station the lagged t -  is of a
oz
a v
similar magnitude, but opposite in nature, to the lagged t - . At the third station, C l8
ox
(s=754mm, figure 6.19c) there is an increase in the loss from the centre of the 
layer due to diffusion, with a corresponding increase in the gain on the outsides of 
the layer. The centre line balance (figure 6.20) shows the loss due to diffusion 
increasing after the curvature changes sign, reaching a peak at s~ 850mm as the
aw av
lagged ~  reaches its peak, whilst the lagged t -  is approximately zero. After the 
oz Ox
peak, the diffusion in the centre of the layer decreases to a value below that of the 
“se lf-p reserv ing” value for the undistorted  layer, though from  s« 850m m  the 
decrease is probably due to the effect o f the “w all” in suppressing the large 
structures and hence the turbulent transport of the stresses. In the absence o f the
aw
“wall effect”, after s^  850mm (the point of maximum lagged ~~~) the diffusion
oz
would be expected to decrease, but probably at a slower rate than was observed.
The advection term, as with the diffusion term, shows only a slight change 
in magnitude (approximately 30%) on the high velocity side o f the layer at station 
C12 (s=570mm, figure 6.19b). At station C18 (s=754mm, figure 6.19c) the loss due to 
the advection on the high velocity side of the layer shows a dramatic increase, by 
approxim ately 100% of the value at the previous station. Figure 6.20 shows the 
variation o f  advection along the centre line. The increase in advection to a peak at 
s «  720mm is believed not to be entirely  genuine as d iscussed below  in the
paragraph on the dissipation. After the peak, the advection decreases and changes 
sign at approximately s« 900mm before almost “levelling out” at a negative value.
This negative value is believed to be due to the “wall effect”.
At all three stations C6 , C12 & C l8 (s=389mm, 570mm & 754mm respectively) 
the production term remains a sim ilar shape to that in the undistorted layer, but 
shows a decrease in magnitude on the centre line even at station C6 (figure 6.19a). 
The balance of turbulent kinetic energy along the centre line (figure 6.20) shows
av
that the production term reaches a minimum at s~580m m as ~  changes sign. The
ox
subsequent rise in the production, peaks at s~  850mm, as with the diffusion. After 
the peak, the production decreases below the “self-p reserv ing” value o f the
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undistorted layer. The decrease after s~ 850mm is at feast partly due to the effect of
the “w all” in suppressing the large structures,
Figure 6.21 shows the variation along the centre line of the contributions to
the total k inetic energy production associated with each stress (ie. the stress
multiplied by the corresponding rate of strain, see equations 5.9.1). It can be seen
that the energy production due to the action o f each of the Reynolds stresses is
sm all except for that from  the shear stress which accounts fo r the m ajor
proportion o f the production. It is interesting to note that the production term v 2
av
r -  (which is very small in the undistorted layer) goes to zero from s~ 1 0  5  0  m m
an
on w a r d s .
The dissipation, obtained by difference, is shown for stations C6 , C12 & C18 
(s=389mm, 570mm & 754mm respectively) in figures 6.19a to 6.19c respectively. In 
figures 6.19a and 6.19c the d issipation  as ^obtained from centre line spectral
measurements and proportional to (V) 2 is also shown. The dissipation obtained
by difference is believed not to be accurate, but the dissipation proportional to 
  3
( q 2 )  2 is more believable, partly because of its shape and partly because it is
approxim ately proportional to the destruction term in the shear stress balance.
In figure 6.19c, the last o f the three stations shown, the dissipation
(obtained by difference) can be seen to have a minimum in the centre of the layer.
The minimum is not evident before the distortion, ie. before station C3* and appears
to gradually  increase as the distortion increases. A sim ilar behaviour is also
evident, but to a less marked degree, in the undistorted and strongly strained
mixing layers and is most likely due, in those cases, to the centre line peak o f the
pressure d iffusion  term , which has been neglected  and so is by necessity
incorporated  in the d issipation calculated  by difference. A m inim um  in the
dissipation in the centre o f the layer is physically  unreasonable because the
dissipation length scale, even in highly distorted flows such as the strongly
strained mixing layer, is expected to be roughly proportional to the integral scales
and therefore should be reasonably constant across the layer. D issipation should,
  3
therefore, vary approxim ately in proportion to (  q 2 )  2 (as is dem onstrated in
figure 3.2b). A fu rther ind ication  tha t the minimum cannot be physically  
accurate, is given by the variation of Prandtl's mixing length,
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t ^ U Y 1/  v r/'S
/=( UV) (6.9.1)
along the centre line as shown in figure 6.22. This indicates that very little
happens to the large scales until s«  650mm (as also shown by the Reynolds stresses
and the triple products) after which the mixing length increases above the value
for the undistorted layer (note: P randtl’s m ixing length, /, does not equal the
d issipa tion  length  scale, L e (see equation 3.7.9 and figure 6.25), except in
equilibrium  flow s, ie. where production equals dissipation). D issipation on the 
centre  line, ca lcu la ted  from  u-com ponent spectral m easurem ents, (show n in 
figure 6.20) shows a sim ilar trend to that of P randtl’s mixing length. Figure 6.20 
also shows the variation o f dissipation along the centre line, as obtained by 
difference, and it can be seen to decrease, reaching a minimum at s= 700mm , where
its value is approximately zero. This marked decrease is almost entirely due to the
decrease, in the centre of the layer, of dissipation measured by difference, as
shown in figures 6.19a to 6.19c.
It is interesting to note that the variation o f destruction along the centre
line (figure 6.24, discussed in detail in section 6.10) shows an in c r e a s e  after
s*  600mm w hilst the dissipation obtained by difference (figure 6.20) shows a
d e c re a se  after s~ 500mm. Destruction would be expected to vary approximately in
proportion to (  u v ^ 2 and hence it would be expected to be qualitatively similar to
dissipation. Comparison o f the destruction on the centre line (figure 6.24) with 
d issipation  as obtained from spectral m easurem ents (figure 6.20) shows that, 
although the two quantities are not in constant proportion to each other, they do 
vary in a broadly similar way to each other. ___  ___
D u v /D t u v
The ratio o f convection to advection, ■  ----- , would be constant if
Dr q 2 /D t ' q 22
were constant, and hence the advection would not be expected to show the large 
increase that it does after s~500m m  (figure 6.20). This unexpected increase in the
advection appears to be responsible for the decrease in dissipation by difference. 
The calculation o f the variation of advection along the centre line was carefully 
checked by an independent worker, but no errors could be found.
6.10 T h e  S h e a r  S t r e s s  B a l a n c e s
The balances of the shear stress transport equation 3.2.22 are shown in 
figures 6.23a to 6.23c for the three stations C6, C12 & C l8 (s=389mm, 570mm & 754mm 
respectively). The balance along the centre line is shown in figure 6.24. It should
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be noted that the scale on the vertical axis of these four figures differ from each 
other. The shear stress balances at the three stations C6, C12 & C l8 are all a very 
sim ilar shape to the shear stress balance for the “self-preserving” region of the 
undistorted mixing layer, as can be seen by comparison of figures 6.23a to 6.23c 
with figure 4.24. The discussion of the shear stress balance in the present case will, 
therefore, be restricted to the variations of the terms in the shear stress transport 
equation (3.2.22) along the centre line, as shown in figure 6.24.
The variation o f the turbulent transport along the centre line (figure 6.24) 
shows a slight decrease with a minimum occurring at s=500m m, close to the point
0V
of the minimum in the lagged t - . The subsequent rise is only slight, peaking at
ox
d W
s«900mm, close to the maximum in the lagged and also the peak in the variation
dz
of u v max* A fter the peak, the turbulent transport decreases to a value only 
slightly less than the “ self-preserving” value in the undistorted layer, which is 
perhaps surprising as by this stage in the flow the “wall effect” would be expected 
to be having a strong effect on the large eddies and hence the turbulent transport.
d W
However, as also indicated by the spectra in section 6.7, the lagged appears to be
oz
counteracting  any suppression of the large structures w hich m ight otherw ise
occur due to the “wall effect”.
The generation term produces the largest gain in shear stress on the centre 
line, and it would therefore be expected that the variation o f u v m ax (which is at
m ost approxim ately  0.1 A o ff the centre line) with downstream distance (figure 
6.10a) would follow closely the behaviour of the generation. Comparison o f figures 
6.10a and 6.24 show this to be true. Figure 6.24 shows that generation on the centre 
line, after an initial slight decrease in gain, increases from s~  500mm (the point of
d V  d W
maximum — ) peaking at s~ 800mm (close to the point of maximum ~r~).
ox dz
The convection term remains close to zero along the centre line, changing 
sign at s~900m m .
Because the generation term rem ains the largest o f the three m easured 
terms (and the other measured terms vary very little in comparison), the variation 
of the destruction is greatly influenced by it. Figure 6.24 shows that the centre line 
variation o f the destruction is qualitatively sim ilar (but opposite in sign) to the 
variation of the generation. After the peak in destruction at s ~ 770mm, it gradually
returns to a level equivalent to that o f the undistorted layer value.
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6.11 M o d i f i e d  L e n g t h  Sc a l e
As discussed in the introductory chapter, the “unexpected largeness” of the 
effects o f the extra strain rates can be represented by “constants” a  i and a  2 
(Bradshaw (1969)) and the dissipation length scale, Lg, might be expected to vary
th u s ,
= 0.144), where a faired dissipation curve was used to calculate Lg. Figure 6.25 also
shows the mixing length, //A , (normalized by /o/A =0.097). It was found that values
o f CCi = -3 and a  2 = 3 produced reasonable agreement with the variation o f the
m ixing length (though the m ixing layer does not behave in a self-preserving 
manner; self-preservation im plies / is proportional to Lg). Various values of OCi and
a 2 were tried to satisfy equation 6.11.1, but with very little success.
The results of Castro & Bradshaw (1976), in the early part of their mixing 
layer where the curvature is small, implies an (Xi of approxim ately 9 using the
measured, and not the lagged, value of t - . By contrast, the results of Gibson &
ox
Younis (1983), imply an 0Ci of roughly 2. These two sets o f results, together with 
attem pts made in the present work, indicate that values o f (Xi and a 2 are not 
common between different flows and may depend on w hether the extra strain 
rates concerned are stabilizing or destabilizing in nature (Note, there is, o f course,
no reason why a  1 should not change with the sign o f the curvature). It also
appears that in the present case, CXi and a  2 would have to vary along the mixing
layer in order to achieve reasonable agreem ent with the m easured dissipation
length scale, suggesting that simple equations like 6.11.1 cannot be successfully 
extended for m ultip le extra strain rates, and therefore a m ore sophisticated  
calculation method would be needed for such flows.
h L
Leo
dW /d z
(6 . 11. 1)
where L g0 is the dissipation length scale for the undistorted flow.
Figure 6.25 shows the variation of Lg/A  along the centre line (normalized by L g0/A
d V
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
7.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
Extensive single-point docum entation of three single-stream  m ixing layer 
flows has been presented for;
1) an undistorted, axisymmetric mixing layer (figure 1.1),
2) a strongly strained m ixing layer, com bining strong divergence with
strong stabilizing curvature (figure 1.2) and
3) a moderately strained mixing layer, combining m oderate divergence with
m oderate stab iliz ing  curvature follow ed by a region o f m oderate destabilizing 
curvature and divergence (figure 1.3).
The main conclusions drawn from this work are presented in the following 
section . Suggestions fo r fu rth e r w ork, inc lud ing  ca lcu la tion  m ethods, are 
presented at the end of the chapter.
7.2 C o n c l u s i o n s
7.2.1 I n i t i a l  C o n d i t i o n s  a n d  t h e  U n d i s t o r t e d  M i x i n g  L a y e r
1) The contraction boundary layer, found to be contam inated by Taylor- 
Gdrtler vortices, was bled off and a new one formed. As many earlier works did not
do this the im plication is that their layers were probably “contam inated” by
spanw ise non -un ifo rm ity  o f the separa ting  boundary  la y e r and possib ly  
stream w ise vortic ity .
2) Internal consistency of data is good and, w ithin the “self-preserving” 
region, the mean and turbulence data agree well with what is believed to be good 
quality data published by other workers.
3) The m ixing layer exhibited a closely “self-preserving” behaviour from 
x«500m m  for the mean axial flow and x* 1100mm for the turbulence although, as 
shown, the governing equations do not allow true self-preservation. The third and 
fourth order products do not appear to reach their nom inally “self-preserv ing” 
values any further dow nstream  than the Reynolds stresses and, therefore, no 
evidence was found to support Hussain and Z eden’s (1978) suggestion that the 
higher the product, the longer the distance to self-preservation. The approach to 
“se lf-p reserva tion” was d istinctly  non-m onotonic.
7.2.2 T h e  S t r o n g l y  S t r a i n e d  M i x i n g  L a y e r
1) The curvature in the initial part of the layer dominates, greatly reducing 
both the Reynolds stresses and triple products, indicating the suppression o f the 
large scales. The shear stress is reduced far more than the normal stresses, as
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would be expected, due to its closer dependence on the larger scales. The rapid 
recovery of the triple products, as the curvature relaxes and before the effects of 
the wall become apparent, is consistent with the large scales having been heavily 
suppressed but not destroyed. The effects of the extra strain rates on the mixing 
layer appear to be greatest at the low wave number, energy containing end of the 
s p e c tru m .
2) The initial effect o f the divergence is to resist the suppression of the 
large structures. . This is indicated by the decreases in the Reynolds stresses and
trip le products beginning later (relative to the beginning o f the distortion) than
would be expected from the effects of curvature alone (Castro & Bradshaw (1976)). 
Later in the flow the divergence is at least partly responsible for an early rise in
v 2 (see 4) below) and a more rapid recovery of the other stresses than would be
expected from the effects of curvature alone, v 2 recovers at a slow er rate than
the other stresses although it was expected that it might recover more rapidly due 
to stretch ing  o f the circum ferential vortic ity  by the divergence. This slow 
recovery is probably due to the suppression of v imposed by the condition v=0 at 
the wall. ___
3) Except for u 2 , the overshoot of the Reynolds stresses (relative to those of
the undistorted layer), as the curvature relaxes, is less pronounced than for the 
case of curvature alone (Castro & Bradshaw). The lack o f overshoot in the
recovering Reynolds stresses is due to the rapid rejuvenation o f the large scales
causing the diffusion of the stresses away from the centre line to recover earlier 
(relative to their production) than was observed in the case of Castro & Bradshaw.
This relatively early recovery of the diffusion was dem onstrated by the turbulent
k inetic energy balance.
4) The effect o f the wall becomes evident downstream of s= 1000m m , the 
position o f the early rise in v 2 (see 2) above) being consisten t w ith the
unexpected rise in v 2 found by Wood & Bradshaw (1982, 1984) in their
investigation of a mixing layer approaching a wall.
5) The spectra clearly show the suppression and recovery o f the large scale 
motions o f both the u- and v-fluctuations due to both the effects o f the extra strain 
rates and the effect of the wall.
6) No clear evidence for the presence of internal waves was found, changes 
in the spectra at fixed T| * being accountable in terms of the lateral movement of
the stress profiles w ith respect to the centre line and the suppression  &
am plification o f the fluctuations mentioned above. Thus, if  waves were present it 
would appear that their amplitudes were small.
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7) The extra strain rates vary considerably with cross layer position, a 
phenom enon which is probably responsible for the early responses (relative to 
the low velocity side) observed on the high velocity side of the layer.
7.2.3 T h e  M o d e r a t e l y  S t r a i n e d  M i x i n g  L a y e r
1) In the in itia l part o f the layer the effects o f the curvature and 
divergence approxim ately cancel each other (for this particu lar com bination of 
extra strain rates), having little effect on the turbulence structure o f the layer.
2) The divergence, from s= 550mm, has the effect of enhancing the large
structures producing a large increase in the Reynolds stresses and triple products.
The “wall effect” appears to be small and confined to the high velocity side of the
layer and therefore could not be responsible for the large increase in the
Reynolds stresses. T he rise  in  the R eynolds stresses m ay or m ay no t be entirely  due to  the 
d ivergence. O n the basis o f e ffec tive  strains the  d estab iliz ing  cu rvature w ou ld  be la rge ly  
"cancelled", although the physical m echanism  o f  the stabiliz ing curvature is unlikely  to be 
cancelled.
3) In the present case, the effect of the stabilizing curvature appears to be
opposed by the effect of the divergence, whereas Smits and Joubert (1982) found 
the effect o f stabilizing curvature to be e n h a n c e d  by divergence. These two sets
o f results suggests that the exact combination of extra strain rates is critical and 
flows with closely matched extra strain rates may well prove more challenging to 
the calculator than flows where one extra strain rate dominates.
4) The present results suggest that the response of the turbulence in the
layer is according to the lagged extra strain rates (equation 1.1.1), peaks in the 
Reynolds stresses being approxim ately coincident with peaks in the lagged extra 
strain rates. These peaks would probably not have been coincident had the layer 
not been closely self-preserving (although the self-preserving nature of the flow
is probably fortuitous).
d
X dx = e ~eeff
5) It appears that sim ple equations like 6.11.1 cannot be successfully  
extended for multiple extra strain rates as non-constant values of (Xi and a  2 would
be required to achieve reasonable agreement with the observed dissipation length 
scale along the centre line. Therefore, a more sophisticated calculation method,
than equations such as 6.11.1, would be needed for flows with more than one extra 
strain rate. Also, (Xi and a 2 appear to be different for different flows (there is, of 
course, no reason why a  1 should not change with the sign of the curvature) and
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may depend on w hether the extra strain  rates concerned are stab iliz ing  or 
destabilizing in nature.
6) The structure of the turbulence within the layer is not strongly affected 
in the present case, as the terms in the energy balance all vary by approximately
centre line.
7) The “wall effect” becomes apparent from s~600mm, as shown by the v- 
component flatness and skewness factors on the high velocity side o f the layer and 
by the triple products. Strong merging with the centre body boundary layer (the 
merging o f the centre body boundary layer and the “wall effect” being separate 
phenomena) occurs after s« 7 5 0 m m .
7.3 F u r t h e r  W o r k
As mentioned above, the effects of the extra strain rates on a mixing layer 
are greatest at the low wave number, energy containing end of the spectrum. 
H ow ever, no m easurem ents o f eddy stru c tu re  (eg. co n d itio n a lly  sam pled
m easurem ents, auto & spatial correlation m easurem ents) were obtained as they 
were not w ithin the scope o f the present work. It is expected that such
m easurem ents should provide additional insight into the physics o f the large 
structu res, and effects o f the ex tra  strain  rates on the sm aller structures,
particularly for the strongly strained layer. Records o f u- and v-fluctuations were
made at several points in the two distorted layers (the points at which digital 
spectra were calculated) and could be used for further sta tistical analysis. A 
probability analysis (eg. quadrant analysis) of u and v would be the easiest and
should indicate significant changes in structure.
Measurements in a purely divergent mixing layer were started at the end of 
the p resen t experim ental work. These m easurem ents should  be investigated  
further after resolving some o f the questions concerning the evolution o f the 
plane layer (eg. higher than expected growth rate and Reynolds stresses) which, 
toge ther w ith the incom pleteness o f the data, p reven ted  the au thor from
presenting the few available results in this thesis. Investigation o f a purely
convergent m ixing layer and the judicious choice o f a curved & convergent
mixing layer would also be useful.
u v
equal am ounts and the structure param eter, y 7-, is almost constant along the
q
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There is sufficient data presented in the present work to allow the initiation 
of the development of calculation methods for the two distorted flows. The extra
strain rates in the two m ixing layers d iffer by an order o f m agnitude (the 
maximum extra strain rates in the m oderately strained flow being approximately
av aw
0.1 of those in the strongly strained flow), the maximum values of “ "and ~ ~  in theo x  a z
moderately strained flow being sim ilar to each other. It is unlikely therefore that 
the two cases would be treated in exactly the same way.
Similar methods to those of Hanjalic & Launder (1972) were used by Gibson &
Rodi (1981), for the flow o f Castro & Bradshaw (1976) by the solution o f the
transport equations for a ll of the non-zero Reynolds stresses together with; the s
d irec tion  m om entum  equation , the con tinu ity  equation  and the d issipation
transport equation  in the ir s-n coordinate form . T heir agreem ent w ith the
measured data was good even though the model was developed for a plane flow and 
was not “tuned” (neither the basic closure hypothesis nor the model constants) for 
the distorted flow. As shown by Gibson & Rodi, the use of the k-e closure model for
strongly strained flows, such as the present strongly strained m ixing layer, would 
not be satisfactory  as it does not sufficiently  reproduce the physics o f the
turbulence. It is envisaged that a similar technique to that of Gibson & Rodi could 
be used for the present flows with possibly the exclusion o f the normal stress
transport equations for the moderately strained mixing layer. These methods could
not, how ever, hope to correctly model the large variations in triple products 
(especially  in the strongly strained m ixing layer) and trip le  product transport
equations (perhaps greatly simplified) would probably be required to achieve this
successfully . Townsend (1980) applied a rapid d istortion approxim ation to the
equations o f motion and obtained good agreement with the measured stress ratios
for a convergent wake and the curved mixing layer o f Castro & Bradshaw. This 
method as it stands, however, has the restriction that mean flow details have to be 
supplied to the model rather than predicted by it, although a comparison with the
present strongly strained mixing layer data would probably be worthwhile.
The present results provide insight into the effects o f com bined curvature
and divergence on turbulent mixing layers and also provide “test-case” data. It is
beyond the scope o f the present investigation to decide on, and form ulate, a
calculation  method fo r the two distorted, flows or to take the experim ental
investigation  further. H owever, sufficient inform ation has been presented  and 
discussed in previous chapters to allow initiation of work on m odelling o f the
flow s, as w ell as opening many fu rther avenues o f investiga tion  to the
e x p e r im e n te r .
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A P P E N D I X  B
T h e  D i g i t a l  S p e c t r a l  A n a l y s i s  S o f t w a r e
All of the spectral data in the two distorted mixing layers were calculated 
from raw u-v or u-w data collected digitally. The software used to both collect the 
raw data and perform the spectral analysis from that data is, for the purpose of 
record, described in the present appendix. The software is split into four sections; 
disc form atting, data collection, transform ation to spectral data and “plucking” of 
the transform ed data.
The disc formatting routine formats the data disc such that there is a file at 
the beginning of the disc, one page in length called “Dname”, which contains a list 
o f the files on the disc. “Dname” is followed by a series of files called “H d ata /” 
.... “Hdataw” each of which are two pages long. The “Hdata” files contain the title 
and comments for each data file pair along with information such as the sampling 
frequency , f ilte r  frequency, reference velocity , etc. The num ber “ n ” o f the
“Hdata” files depends on the number of u-v data pairs collected on that disc, and is
specified by the user at the beginning o f the formatting routine. The “Hdata” files 
are followed by " /t” files called “U d a ta /” .... “U datan” which fill the remainder of 
the top side of the disc. The “Udata” files contain the “raw” instantaneous u data for 
collections. The beginning o f the reverse side o f the disc contains some free 
space, the size o f  which is specified by the user at the beginning o f formatting but 
which cannot be less than 2n+l pages long. This free space is followed by “n ” files 
called “V d a ta /” .... “V datan” which contain the “raw” instantaneous v data for “n ” 
collections and are the same length as the “Udata” files.
A fter formatting of the data disc the data may be collected. On entry to the
data collection routines the user is first asked to specify; a reference velocity, a 
sam pling frequency, a filter frequency, the num ber o f sam ples required and a 
gain factor. The gain factor is simply a m ultiplication factor to ensure that the 
largest num bers saved filled their allotted num ber of bits. During collection a 
check is performed to ensure that the gain factor is not too large. Collection is 
achieved by sam pling at the prescribed sam pling frequency (controlled  by the 
BBC's clock). Once a sample has been taken from each wire it is converted to u and 
v data (via the look-up tables method used in the time averaged data acquisition 
software) and saved in the computers memory. The samples are taken in blocks of 
4096 which is a convenient power of 2 to fill the memory. At the end of each block, 
sampling ceases and the data is written to the formatted disc under the chosen pair 
o f headings. This process continues until the end o f the block in which the
i
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num ber o f sam ples, specified by the user at the beginning of the routine, is 
r e a c h e d .
Following data collection, the raw data is transformed into spectral data by 
perform ing an eight b it fast Fourier transform  on it. The resulting spectral data 
was saved such that the spectral density was divided by Ur3, hence requiring only 
to be multiplied by a convenient length scale to be normalized.
As the number of points in the spectral data file had necessarily to be high 
(typically  256 points per spectrum  w ith an aliasing frequency o f 3500Hz) to 
achieve a sufficiently small frequency interval at the low frequency end of the
spectrum, it was necessary to remove data by either “plucking” data from the file 
or by some form o f frequency averaging method. The former o f these two methods 
was chosen and the author wrote software to perform  this task. The plucking 
software allowed a whole disc full of spectral data files (64 files in total) to be 
“plucked” automatically simply by placing the data disc in one disc drive and a 
blank disc in the other and then specifying a log frequency interval. The software
then called up a data file and, starting from the last point in the file, discarded any 
data that was within this log frequency interval. The “plucked” file was then saved 
under the same filename on the blank disc as it had on the “unplucked” data disc. 
The whole “plucking” procedure was repeated until all files on the data disc had 
been processed.
As the data on the original “raw” data disc is simply a time history of the u 
and v com ponents o f the flow (ie. the digitized equivalent of recording and 
calibrating the crossed-hot-wire signal on magnetic tape) it can o f course be used
fo r ca lcu la tion  o f such quan tities  as au to -co rre la tio n s , p ro b ab ility  density  
d is tr ib u tio n s , in te rm ittency  facto rs and phase ve loc ity  m easurem ents. Such 
analysis is, however, beyond the time scope for the present work. If, at a future 
date, the data is used for the calculation of inform ation which is time dependent: 
such as auto-correlations, care should be taken to take into account the sampling
time gaps in the raw data.
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AP P EN DI X C
A P a r t i a l  S e l f - p r e s e r v i n g  A n a l y s i s
The energy and shear stress balances in the unperturbed axisym m etric 
m ixing layer were perform ed using the “self-preserving” form s o f the transport 
equations as described in section 3.6. In the distorted mixing layers (particularly 
the strongly strained mixing layer) a full “self-preserving” analysis such as this 
could not be used, for reasons discussed in section 3.6, and thus the following 
partial self-preserving analysis was used.
For any variable, £ , in s-n-(|) c o o rd in a te s ,
(C .l)
where; £ is a mean or turbulence quantity 
n is constant
then,
T h e re fo re , (C.2)
(C.3)
adding to both sides and using the definition o f a partial
derivative of a function of two variables, in the limit;
(C.4)
when n is a constant,
dTj*
(C.5)
also ,
ac ac i
(C.6)
an  3rj* A
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This analysis docs not overcome the problem of having to measure gradients
in the s direction, but it does mean that such gradients do not have to be measured
at constant n but can be measured at constant T| *. In the case of the mean U and a
a
few of the second order products the
os
terms were negligible for the majority
a
of the layers width. This method did, of course, mean that extra   terms had to beari*
m easured which would not otherw ise have been, but this was deemed a small 
s a c r if ic e .
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A P P E N D I X  D
Co r r e c t i o n  of  W+w Ho t - Wi r e  Data
Due to a slight m isalignm ent of the crossed-w ire probe with the mixing
layer centre line, any crossed-wire m easurem ents made in the u-w plane could
conceivably have a significant velocity component across the plane of the probe.
This would mean that, due to the added cooling effect of the cross flow, mean and 
fluctuating quantities o f U+u and W+w thus measured would be greater than those 
measured had the probe been correctly aligned.
An effort was therefore made to correct the u-w plane results on the basis of 
the follow ing analysis:
From the crossed wire calibration equation in the u-w plane;
The relationship between the true and measured components of velocity are thus;
E2= Eq2 + Bcos0'45 \ |/ i f2(U ±W tan\|/i,2)0-45 (D .l)
where V+v (the flow normal to the plane 
of the wires) is assumed to be negligible.
and ,
E2 = E02 + Bcosa 4 5 \j/i ,2
f  V A . 9
-----------  + (U ±W tan\j/'i,2)
cos\l/i,2
V y J
where V+v is not negligible
(D.2)
+(U ±W tan\|/i,2)
cos\|/i,2
0.5
(D.3)
where * denotes the measured values
Rearranging for U & W and solving simultaneously gives;
)  - (  )  y vcos\|/2;
u =
tan\jr2
(D.4)+
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/  * * \   ^ /  V \( U  + W tan\|/ j ) - (--------- I
. Vc o s ¥ i y
( t a n \ |/1  + tanX}/^)
W =
0.5
( U »  ■ W *  . . . y , ) -  ■ ^
(tan\j/i + tan\|/2)
0.5
(D.5)
V is known from measurements in the u-v plane and therefore a corrected value of
U & W can be calculated from equations (D.4 & D.5).
P erfo rm in g  a R eyno lds decom position^  sub tra c tin g  th e  m ean and
2 9m ultiplying to form the various products u w  , w , uw , etc produces sim ilar
expressions which are too lengthy to present here, but are easily obtained.
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